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Abstract
This thesis is the result of three years of research in the field of integrated analog
electronics. The research was carried out by Ulrik Wismar as part of the work leading
to the PhD title. It is expected that the reader is familiar with basic semiconductor
theory.
The topic of this work is various implementations of audio band Σ∆ modulators
used as CMOS analog to digital converters. The intended application is hearing aids
where analog to digital converters are used to convert the preamplified signal from a
microphone into a digital signal which is fed into a microprocessor. A hearing aid is
battery driven, and since long operation time is required, low supply voltage and low
power consumption are of paramount importance. Consequently, various topologies
have been compared to find the most power efficient audio frequency modulator
topology.
Chapter 4 of this thesis compares power consumption of two of the most preva-
lent topologies, the single-loop Σ∆ modulator with integration in discrete time and
the single-loop Σ∆ modulator with integration in continuous time. Both modulator
topologies are with feedback, and all intermediate signals are in the voltage mode.
Chapter 5 treats a Σ∆ modulator without feedback. Another difference between
the modulators described in the two chapters is that the voltage input signal is
frequency modulated and handled in the frequency mode internally in the modulator.
For the feedback modulators, the results are based on simulation, whereas the
part about modulators without feedback is based on measurements on two proto-
types.
Resume´
Denne afhandling er resultatet af tre a˚rs forskning inden for omr˚adet analog
elektronik. Forskningen er udført af Ulrik Wismar som et led i arbejdet mod ph.d.-
graden. Det forventes, at læseren er bekendt med grundlæggende halvlederteori.
Emnet for dette arbejde er implementering af forskellige audiob˚and Σ∆ mo-
dulatorer benyttet i CMOS analog til digital konvertere. Den tiltænkte applika-
tion er høreapparater, hvor analog til digital konvertere benyttes til at konvertere
det forstærkede signal fra mikrofonen til et digitalt signal, der kan benyttes i en
mikroprocessor. Et høreapparat er forsynet fra et batteri, og da lang funktions-
tid er krævet, har lav forsyningsspænding og effektforbrug førsteprioritet. Derfor
er forskellige topologier blevet sammenlignet, s˚aledes at den mest effektoptimerede
audiofrekvensmodulator kan findes.
I kapital 4 sammenlignes effektforbruget i to af de mest fremherskende topologier,
enkeltsløjfe Σ∆ modulatoren i en variation med integration i diskret tid og i en vari-
ation med integration i kontinuert tid. Begge modulatortopologier er med feedback,
og alle interne signaler er spændingssignaler.
Kapitel 5 omhandler en Σ∆ modulator uden feedback. En anden forskel mellem
modulatorerne i den første og anden del er, at spændingsindgangssignalet er frekvens-
moduleret og behandlet i frekvensdomænet internt i modulatoren.
Resultaterne for modulatoren med feedback er baseret p˚a simuleringer, hvorimod
den del, der omhandler modulatorer uden feedback, er baseret p˚a m˚alinger p˚a to
prototyper.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ever since hearing aids were just a bulky ear trumpet just barely helping the person
with hearing problems, the focus on hearing aids has been increasing. The demands
to functionality, design and durability are getting higher, and at the same time
hearing problems are not as tabooed as they used to be, and thus the market for
hearing aids is growing.
The first electrical hearing aids were just an amplifier amplifying the sound from
a microphone to a speaker in the ear. Today the sound is subject to a sophisticated
signal processing. Where the controls in the most basic hearing aids were limited
to changing the volume up and down, the signal processing in today’s hearing aids
applies advanced filters such that the user can have pleasure of the hearing aid even
in noisy environments such as when a lot of people are gathered. To some extent
it is even possible to incorporate the directional information that a normal hearing
person possesses.
The signal flow in a modern hearing aid is shown in Fig. 1.1. The signal coming
from the microphone is an analog signal. Therefore, an analog to digital conversion
(ADC) is needed, possibly in connection with a pre-amplifier. After the digital signal
processing, a digital to analog converter (DAC) converts the signal which is power
amplified in a driver to enable it to drive the loudspeaker. This thesis deals with the
ADC circuits.
Microphone Amplifier ADC Microprocessor DAC Driver Loudspeaker
Figure 1.1: Signal flow in a modern hearing aid
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The demands on functionalities and sound qualities approaching hifi levels usually
require increased power consumption which again requires a bigger battery to keep
a decent durability. On the other hand the demands on the hearing aid design set
a limit to the dimensions of the device. If the electrical circuits are custom made,
they can be quite small, but the battery sets the limit and thus the total power
consumption is limited to approximately 1 mW for a complete hearing aid. This
leaves a power consumption for the ADC in the range of 100 µW. Therefore the
topic of this thesis is to reveal how efficient the different ADC topologies are with
respect to power consumption. Besides the power consumption which should be low,
the supply voltage should be below 1 V and the bandwidth of the ADC should be
audio band (20 Hz - 20 kHz), while 16 bit resolution is preferred. Demands which
are difficult to obtain at the same time.
The organization of the thesis is, that Chapter 2 starts with a presentation of
ADC in general. This means Nyquist rate and Σ∆ converters. Nyquist converters
are shortly presented and supported with an appendix on different types of Nyquist
converters as well as with a paper with an implementation. In chapter 3 the noise
models for the amplifier and the oscillator used in chapter 4 and 5 are presented.
These models are build on the basic noise models of the single components seen in
appendix B. In chapter 4 the single-bit single-loop Σ∆ modulators with feedback in
discrete and continuous time are studied to find the most power optimal solution of
the two. The power consumption of a Σ∆ modulator without feedback is presented
with the frequency to digital Σ∆ (FDSM) implementation in chapter 5, and the
results from the modulators with and without feedback are compared through a
figure of merit (FoM). Chapter 6 contains the conclusions.
Papers written in connection to this work supporting the topic are included in
appendix C. The first paper “A Low-Power CMOS Interface Chip for Data Logging
Applications” presented at Eurosensors is based on an implementation from the au-
thor’s MSc thesis work, but it includes an integrating converter and is related to the
Nyquist converters in chapter 2. The Norchip Paper ”Impact of Oscillator Power in
Discrete and Continuous Time Σ∆ Converter” presents how jitter noise couples in
discrete and continuous time modulators, whereas the second Norchip paper ”Linear-
ity of Bulk-Controlled Inverter Ring VCO in Weak and Strong Inversion” discusses
how the modulation in a ring oscillator can be linearized. This topic is also discussed
more in depth in the accepted Analog Integrated Circuits and Signal Processing
journal paper ”Linearity of Bulk-Controlled Inverter Ring VCO in Weak and Strong
Inversion”. The paper ”Power Consumption Optimization in Σ∆ A/D Converters
13
with Oscillator Co-Design” is also a full length paper on the theoretical compari-
son of power consumptions in discrete and continuous single-loop modulators. It is
currently under review for IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems. The first
implementation of the FDSM was presented at ESSCIRC with the paper ”A 0.2 V
0.44 µW 20 kHz Analog to Digital Σ∆ Modulator with 57 fJ/conversion FoM”.
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Chapter 2
ADC in general
In this chapter definitions of different ADCs are shortly introduced, since it is im-
portant to remember the basics when going to the more advanced Σ∆ modulators.
Also Nyquist rate converters are discussed shortly to demonstrate why they are
inadequate as power optimized medium to high resolution converters.
2.1 Analog and digital signals
The ADC denotes all circuits that have an analog signal at the input and the cor-
responding digital signal at the output. A signal is analog when both time and
amplitude are continuous, such as the signal from a microphone. Time is quantized
after sampling with a periodic sampling clock. The amplitude is quantized with a
quantizer. The digital signal is obtained when both time and amplitude are quan-
tized. Each sample represents the amplitude with a binary number (e.g. 3 bit D1 to
D3):
Vout = Vref (D1 · 20 + D2 · 21 + D3 · 22) (2.1)
Non-quantized time Quantized time
Non-quantized amplitude Analog signal
Quantized amplitude Digital signal
This means that a simple ADC is obtained with a sampler and a comparator. The
digital signal obtained with this system is, however, just single-bit which is a quite
poor representation of the analog signal. A better representation can be obtained by
having more steps in the quantizer. However, regardless of the number of steps the
analog signal cannot be modeled precisely.
15
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The digital output of the ADC should thus be seen as the signal at the input
and a so-called quantization noise. This means, that the ADC will provide a signal
to noise ratio (SNR) defined from the number of bits (B) in the quantizer given in
dB as:
SNR = 1.76 + 6.02B (2.2)
2.2 Nyquist conversion
A higher number of bits can be obtained in various ways depending on the purpose
of the ADC, ranging from high speed and low resolution such as the flash converter
to low speed and high resolution such as the integrating converters mentioned in
appendix A and measured in paper 1.
The name Nyquist converter relates to the fact that they operate at the Nyquist
rate, which is the lowest sampling frequency fs at which the analog signal can be
recreated. This speed is twice the highest conversion band frequency fb at the input:
fs ≥ fb · 2 (2.3)
2.2.1 Anti-aliasing filter
In all Nyquist rate converters the input signal is sampled. This results in a zero
order hold signal, meaning that the sinusoidal signal applied to the input is repeated
around all integer multiples of fs. The input signal can be represented as a double
sideband signal, consisting of both a positive and a negative frequency contribution.
cos(tω) =
e−ıtω + eıtω
2
(2.4)
When the input frequency becomes higher than half of the sampling frequency,
the negative frequency representation repeated at fs and the positive representation
at DC ends up at the same place as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. This problem is known
as the aliasing problem.
To avoid this problem it has to be ensured, that the input frequency spectrum
is limited to fs/2 with an anti-aliasing filter, if the input signal contains frequencies
above fs/2. The filter has to have a high order (high number of poles) giving a
steep transaction between the pass and stop band. At the same time the dynamic
range of the filter has to be higher than the dynamic range of the converter following
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f
  s
ff
  in f  in-
Figure 2.1: The aliasing problem
the filter. It is possible to produce these filters, but the power consumption is quite
considerable.
Two main categories are continuous time (CT) filters and discrete time (DT)
filters. The DT filters could be switched-cap or switched-opamp for low voltages
[8]. The CT filters are often GmC topologies [43] [52] [60] or in some cases log-
domain filters [30] [48], where the signal is compressed with a log function, integrated,
and then expanded with an exponential function. The switched circuits are made
with MOS transistors, the GmC filters are made with MOS or bipolar, but the log-
domain filters need bipolar transistors making them less compatible with many MOS
processes. For low power audio band low-pass applications mainly the GmC filters
are used.
The performance of the state of the art filters can be compared with a figure of
merit (FoM) given as [48] [60]:
FoM =
Pf
ff ·Np ·DR . (2.5)
In the equation Pf is the power consumption of the filter, ff is the highest 3-dB
frequency, Np is the number of poles in the filter and DR is the dynamic range
at the output of the filter. The FoM should be as low as possible, and by using
(2.5) performance of different filter types even for different frequency bands, can be
compared. In table 2.1 FoMs for some state of the art filters are calculated.
From the FoM values in table 2.1 power consumption can be estimated for any
given filter. The GmC implementation is chosen to eliminate the use of bipolar
transistors, and in the following it is assumed, that a FoM of 2e-13 can be used.
If the converter following the filter is able to obtain 16 bits resolution, the SNR is
98 dB requiring a DR larger than 98 dB.
If the anti-aliasing problem should be removed, the damping in the filter is as-
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Table 2.1: Performance of state of the art filters
Author Principle Power 3-dB freq. DR Vdd Order FoM
Palaskas [43] GmC 23 mW 20 MHz 48 dB 2.5 V 10 4.6e-13
Villegas [52] GmC 2.5 µW 2 kHz 62 dB 1.25 V 2 4.0e-13
Yodprasit [60] GmC 240 µ W 50 kHz 75 dB 1.5 V 3 2.8e-13
Krishnapura [30] log-domain 4.1 µ W 22 kHz 56 dB 1.5 V 2 1.5e-13
Punzenberger [48] log-domain 23 µ W 320 kHz 57 dB 1.2 V 3 3.4e-14
Cheung [8] Switched 310 µ W 76 kHz 54 dB 1 V 6 13.6e-13
sumed to be 100 dB at fs/2.
f
  s
f
Noise floor
20 N dB/dec
0
-XX
dB
f    / 2
  s
Figure 2.2: Performance of the anti-aliasing filter
It is seen from Fig. 2.2, that the approximate 3-dB frequency is 100/(20Np)
decades below half of the converter sampling frequency fs/2. The 3-dB frequency is
fixed as fb, and thus the filtering order and the sampling frequency reveal a trade
off. A higher filtering order increases the power consumption according to equation
2.5. If the filtering order is decreased, the sampling frequency is increased, increasing
the power consumption in the following converter and in the oscillator. In table 2.2
the necessary sampling frequencies for fb = 20 kHz and different filtering orders are
found. The power consumption of the filter is found using an FoM of 2e-13.
From the table it is seen, that even with the lowest filtering order giving a non
trivial sampling frequency, the power consumption is 0.4 mW. If the converter should
be Nyquist rate, the power consumption for the filter alone is in the mW range which
is much higher than what the budget in a hearing aid allows, and the conclusion is
that if an anti-aliasing filter is needed, a Nyquist rate converter will not be advan-
tageous. If the lower filtering order is used, the converter needs to oversample which
costs a lot of power in a converter designed to operate at Nyquist rate.
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Table 2.2: Power consumption and the necessary converter sampling frequency for different
filtering orders to obtain 16 bits SNR with a 3-dB frequency of 20 kHz.
Filtering order Power consumption Sampling frequency
1 0.4 mW 4 GHz
5 2 mW 400 kHz
10 4 mW 126 kHz
15 6 mW 86 kHz
2.3 Oversampling conversion
Other converters, the so-called oversampling converters, are designed to operate at
clock frequencies much higher than the Nyquist rate. This will loosen the anti-aliasing
problem found for the Nyquist converters. Some of these converters even have an in-
herent anti-aliasing filter and extra filtering can be disregarded in many applications.
The number of steps in the quantizer can be reduced in the oversampling con-
verter. Since fs >> fb, the input signal to the quantizer can be seen as very slowly
varying signal (very close to DC). Such a DC value in between the stages of the
quantizer can be represented as the mean value of a number of samples. A higher
number of samples within the same time is obtained by increasing fs, and with a
conversion frequency band of fb this results in an increased oversampling ratio (OSR)
defined as:
OSR ≡ fs
2fb
. (2.6)
A higher fs corresponds to a higher number of steps in the quantizer, and thus
the SNR of the converter can be increased with increased OSR, where a doubling of
OSR results in 3 dB SNR or 0.5 bit [27]:
SNR = 6.02B + 1.76 + 10 · log(OSR) (2.7)
If a low number of quantization steps 2B is used this, however, still requires a
high OSR. The quantization noise spectral density is dependent on the signal, in
most situations it is, however, a fair assumption that this noise is white when pure
oversampling is used. Only the noise in the signal band is problematic since the rest
will be filtered after the converter. This leads to the noise-shaping converter. The
principle is that the quantization noise cannot be eliminated, but by moving the noise
out of band, the SNR in the signal band can be increased. Thus the quantization
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noise should be high-pass filtered as illustrated in Fig. 2.3
log(f)
dB
f    / 2
  sf      b
Pure oversampling
First order shaping
Second order shaping
Figure 2.3: Noise shaping versus pure oversampling
It is seen, that a higher noise shaping order can suppress the signal band noise
more than a lower filtering order. For an increase of one order, one extra bit or 6 dB
extra is obtained for a doubling of OSR, and for first and second order noise shaping,
SNR is given as:
First order SNR = 6.02B + 1.76− 5.17 + 30 · log(OSR) (2.8)
Second order SNR = 6.02B + 1.76− 12.9 + 50 · log(OSR) (2.9)
If noise shaping is used, it opens possibility of having a quantizer with just two
levels (single-bit). This is often an advantage since the single-bit quantization is
inherently linear, a linearity which is difficult to obtain in a multi-bit quantizer.
2.3.1 Noise shaping with a feedback circuit
The circuit commonly used to produce the noise shaping is the Σ∆ modulator with
feedback. It consists of a sampler, a filter H(z) and a quantizer. The quantizer
provides the output signal y(n), from the quantizer input signal x(n) by adding
quantization noise e(n). A simple model of the Σ∆ modulator is seen in Fig. 2.4.
H(z) or H(s)
e(n)
y(n)x(n)
Quantizer
u(n) or u(t)
Figure 2.4: Simple model of the Σ∆ modulator
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The sampler in the modulator can be placed at the input of the modulator
resulting in a DT input signal u(n), where n denotes discrete time, and in DT
filtering H(z) where z is discrete frequency. Contrary to the DT modulator the CT
modulator has the sampler placed after the filtering. Here the input signal is u(t),
where t is continuous time, and the filtering is H(s) where s is frequency in CT. The
aliasing problems occur where the sampling takes place. In CT modulators the noise
shaping takes place before the sampling, and thus it provides an inherent anti-aliasing
filter which is an advantage that CT modulation has compared to DT modulation.
From Fig. 2.4 it is easily detected, that the signal and the quantization noise
have two different transfer functions. The signal transfer function STF and the noise
transfer function NTF can be deduced from the figure as:
STF =
H
1 +H
(2.10)
NTF =
1
1 +H
. (2.11)
This indicates that if H is high, STF equals unity whereas NTF will be minimized.
This is preferable in the signal band, and is obtained in the Σ∆ modulator by having
an integrator as H, which ideally gives an infinite gain at DC.
The order of the noise shaping will be equal to the order of filtering in H, and
thus it is controlled by the number of integrators. It is not only the modulator order
which can be controlled, also the cut-off frequency fco of the NTF can be controlled
by the coefficients in the loop. As illustrated in Fig. 2.5 it seems to be advantageous
to have fco very close to fs/2, it will, however, be seen later that placing fco too high
can lead to instability.
log(f)
dB
f    / 2
  sf      b f      c1 f      c2
Figure 2.5: NTF with different cut-off frequencies fc1 and fc2
An advantage of having a modulator with feedback is that nonlinearities are
suppressed due to the high gain in the forward path. It was also mentioned, that if
a single-bit quantizer is used, it is perfectly linear. A DAC (not shown in Fig. 2.4)
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is needed in the feedback path, but if the single-bit solution is used, this is just a
scaling to a reference voltage. It is more problematic if a multi-bit quantizer is used.
In this case a multi-bit DAC is needed in the feedback path, and the linearity of this
DAC will be limiting the overall linearity of the modulator.
2.3.2 Noise-shaping circuits without feedback
The multi-bit quantizer problem can be solved by having a modulator without feed-
back. The disadvantage of such a modulator is that there is no suppression of non-
linearities due to the feedback path and the high gain.
The modulator without feedback is seen in Fig. 2.6, where the principle is to
shape the quantization noise and leave the signal unshaped. In this case the STF is
not necessarily unity, but a gain can be incorporated.
Integrator
CT
Sampling and
Quantization
Differentiator
DT
u(t)
fs
x(t)
x(n)
+e(n) y(n)
Figure 2.6: Simple model of the modulator without feedback
The CT signal u(t) at the input is first exposed to an integration giving x(t)
which is sampled and quantized either as single- or multi-bit. The quantization will
introduce quantization noise e(n) on x(n). The quantized signal is differentiated
in DT, meaning that the signal is first integrated and then differentiated which
results in the input signal transferred to the output with an amplification. The
quantization noise e(n) is only differentiated. Differentiating the quantization noise
which is assumed white, results in a high-pass filtering as shown in Fig. 2.3.
Intuitively this will work, but based on [22] it will now be shown that the first
order system in Fig. 2.6 provides the same DT frequency domain transfer function as
the traditional modulator with feedback. Consider the frequency domain description
of the modulator with feedback in Fig. 2.7.
Y(z)X(z)U(z)
Q()Z -1
Figure 2.7: First order modulator with feedback
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In the figure, Q() represents Z-transformed DT quantizer. The quantizer input
is clearly given as:
X(z) =
Z−1
1− Z−1 (U(z)− Y (z)). (2.12)
The modulator output is thus given as:
Y (z) = Q
[
Z−1
1− Z−1U(z)−
Z−1
1− Z−1Y (z)
]
. (2.13)
It can be shown [21] that since the output Y (z) has already been quantized, the
quantization leaves the last term unchanged and thus Y (z) can be written as:
Y (z) = Q
[
Z−1
1− Z−1U(z)
]
− Z
−1
1− Z−1Y (z) (2.14)
or after a rewriting as:
Y (z) = (1− Z−1)Q
[
Z−1
1− Z−1U(z)
]
. (2.15)
According to this equation, the transfer function for the first order modulator in
Fig. 2.7 could as well be obtained from the modulator shown in Fig. 2.8.
Y(z)U(z)
Z -1 Z -1
Q()Z -1
Figure 2.8: Modulator with transfer function as the first order modulator with feedback
It is clear that the system in Fig. 2.8 includes an integrator a quantizer and
a differentiator as shown in Fig 2.6. The only difference is the delay at the input,
which has no influence on the output spectrum of the modulator without feedback,
and thus the modulator without feedback will behave like the traditional modulator
with feedback. A similar proof can be made from the CT modulator [21].
Also modulators with an order higher than one can be made without feedback.
In the feedback modulator the output of a second order single loop modulator seen
in Fig. 2.9 is given as:
Y   (z)U   (z)
Z -1
Z -1 Q()so so
Figure 2.9: Second order modulator with feedback
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Yso(z) = Q
[(
Uso(z)− Yso(z)
1− z−1 − Yso(z)
)
Z−1
1− Z−1
]
. (2.16)
which can be rewritten into:
Yso(z) = (1− Z−1)2Q
[
z−1Uso(z)
(1− z−1)2
]
. (2.17)
This transfer function can be implemented as shown in Fig. 2.10. It is thus seen
that the second order modulator can be implemented without feedback by cascading
to integrators, quantize the result and differentiate it twice. A few implementations
of higher order modulators have been made with quite complex multi-stage imple-
mentations [11] [13] [23] [24] [49]. Published measurement results are however very
few.
Y   (z)U   (z)
Z -1 Z -1
Q()Z -1
Z -1 Z -1
soso
Figure 2.10: Modulator with transfer function as a second order modulator with feedback
Chapter 3
Modeling of noise
In this chapter noise models for different building blocks are examined based on
noise models for the single components. The noise models are to be used mainly in
chapter 4.
3.1 Noise in combined blocks
Descriptions of the noise in the basic passive and active components are found in
appendix B. In this section the noise in the operational amplifier and the comparator
will be examined as larger blocks consisting of the components described in the
appendix. A number of assumptions are made to simplify the noise calculations.
3.1.1 Noise in operational amplifier
In order to compare the power efficiency of different types of converters, the circuit
descriptions will not be detailed, and thus an opamp is always defined as a folded
cascode opamp in all circuits, even if another type of amplifier could be a better
solution in some of the converters. The folded cascode amplifier with input referred
noise sources applied to the MOS transistors can be seen in Fig. 3.1 [6]
Because of symmetry reasons, the noise considerations can be made for one half
of the amplifier. The amplifier in Fig. 3.1 is the differential version, in the single
ended version VB4 is a mirroring of the source voltage of transistor Q5. It is directly
seen, that the noise result will be the same for both circuits.
The load at node X is denoted Rx and at the output node it is denoted Ro, and
gmx is the transconductance for transistor Qx. For symmetry reasons gm1 = gm2,
gm3 = gm4, gm5 = gm6 and gm7 = gm8.
Transconductances are maximized when the MOS transistors are operated in
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Vdd
Q9
Q1 Q2
Q3 Q4
Vn9
Vn1 Vn2
Vn4Vn3
VB1
Vin+ Vin-
Vdd Vdd
VB2
VB3 VB2
Q5
Q7 Q8
Q6
Vn5 Vn6
Vn8Vn7
Vout+
VB4
Vx
Vout-
Figure 3.1: Folded cascode amplifier with noise sources applied to the MOS transistors
weak inversion where the gate source voltage biasing the transistor, is below the
threshold voltage of the transistor. If the width of a transistor biased with a fixed
bias current is increased it will eventually be in the subthreshold region. In this region
the transconductance becomes independent of transistor dimensions. The transcon-
ductance for a transistor biased in this region is:
gm =
ID
nVT
(3.1)
where n is a fitting factor around 1.5 and VT is the thermal voltage which equals
26 mV at room temperature. The contribution to total input referred amplifier noise
from the different transistors in the amplifier is found by calculating the output noise
current due to a specific transistor and divide it by the total gain of the amplifier.
The contribution from the input transistors Q1 and Q2 is given from (3.2). It is
calculated as the input referred voltage noise of transistor Q2, multiplied by gm2
which is a noise current giving the small signal gate source voltage of transistor Q6
when multiplied by Rx. The gate source voltage is multiplied with gm6, and the
output noise current due to transistor Q2 is found. This current is multiplied by Ro
to give the output noise voltage.∣∣∣∣Vno+Vn2
∣∣∣∣ = gm2Rxgm6Ro. (3.2)
Because Vn2 is at the input node, the factor given in (3.2) is also the total
gain of the amplifier. The noise Vn9 modulates the bias current in the input stage.
The influence is negligible compared to the rest of the sources [27] and will not be
discussed further. The contribution from the cascode transistor Q6 is illustrated with
the small signal model in Fig. 3.2.
By using KCL the noise output current can be found as:
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Vin
VB1
VB2
VB3
VoutIout
Iout
gmVgsVgs gsVs
Vout
VsR
gds
Figure 3.2: Deduction of a small signal model to examine the noise from the cascode tran-
sistor
in =
gmVn + Vogds
1 + gmR+ gsR+ gdsR
≈ gmVn
1 + gmR
≈ Vn
R
. (3.3)
Since R is high, the noise from the cascode transistor can be neglected. The
noise contributions from the rest of the transistors is found with the same method
as explained above to (3.2).
∣∣∣∣Vno+Vn4
∣∣∣∣ = gm4Rxgm6Ro (3.4)∣∣∣∣Vno+Vn8
∣∣∣∣ = gm8Ro. (3.5)
The total equivalent noise at the input is then found from (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5).
V 2eq−(f) = V
2
n2(f) +
(
gm4
gm2
)2
V 2n4 +
(
gm8
gm2Rxgm6
)2
V 2n8. (3.6)
Rx is dominated by the input resistance of the cascode stage, and it is assumed that
Rx ≈ 1/gm6. The noise on the positive input terminal is the same as on the negative
input terminal, and the total differential input referred noise is twice the noise given
in (3.6) [31].
V 2eq(f) = 2V
2
n1(f) + 2
(
gm3
gm1
)2
V 2n3 + 2
(
gm7
gm1
)2
V 2n7. (3.7)
In appendix B it is shown that the noise coming from a MOS transistor consists
of two parts, a white noise contribution and a 1/f noise contribution with spectral
densities given as:
V 2wnm = 4kTγ
gd0
g2m
≈ 4kTγ 1
gm
(3.8)
V 2fnm =
Kf
2C2oxµWLf
(3.9)
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where values for Kf , Cox, γ and µ are process parameters found in the process
description and k is Boltzmanns constant. These two noise types leads to the two
input referred spectral densities:
V 2weq(f) = 8γkT
(
1
gm1
+
(
gm3
gm1
)2 1
gm3
+
(
gm7
gm1
)2 1
gm7
)
(3.10)
V 2feq(f) =
1
C2oxµpf
[(
Kfp
W1L1
)
+
(
2KfnL1
W1L23
)
+
(
KfpL1
W1L27
)]
(3.11)
where it is assumed that Q1 and Q7 are biased with the same current giving twice
the bias to Q3.
It is seen, that the input referred noise in the amplifier can be reduced in different
ways. One way is to increase the transistor lengths, which will directly decrease
1/f noise. Another solution is to increase gm1. If the transistors are not in deep
subthreshold region this can be done through W1. This solution decreases 1/f noise
as well as white noise. If the transistors are in subthreshold region an increased width
will not increase gm1, but it will still cause a positive effect on 1/f noise. The only
solution reducing white noise in this region is to increase the bias current and thus
increase gm1. This solution of course result in an increased power consumption of the
stage. Assuming that all transistors have the same length L1 = L3 = L7 and that
all transconductances are maximized resulting in gm3 = 2gm1 = 2gm7, the 1/f noise
and white noise is given from:
V 2weq(f) = 32γkT
(
nVT
IB
)
(3.12)
V 2feq(f) =
1
C2oxµpf
(
2Kfp + 2Kfn
W1L1
)
(3.13)
where IB is the current biasing Q1. The required bias current can be found from
the maximum allowed noise, and since the folded cascode amplifier has four current
branches (3.14) gives the total power consumption of an amplifier, when it is assumed
that the prescribed common mode feedback circuit (CMFB) consumes the same
amount of power as one of the amplifier branches.
P = (4 + 1)IBVdd. (3.14)
In cases where the amplifier has to supply a current to a load this charging
current can be limiting for the bias current required. The amplifier cannot charge
with a current larger than the bias current in the differential case.
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IB ≥ Iload. (3.15)
3.2 Oscillator noise
The noise produced at the output of an oscillator can be described in either time
domain as jitter or in frequency domain as phase noise. In this section both domains
are considered since the time domain considerations will be used in the modulator
with feedback, where the oscillators performance as a clock generator is explored,
whereas the frequency domain considerations will be used in the modulator without
feedback, where there is a VCO in the signal path.
3.2.1 Time domain noise
In [54] three types of sampling errors in Σ∆ modulators are considered, related to
jitter in the oscillator generating the sampling clock:
• Varying phase lengths which is a non-constant duty cycle on the sampling
signal.
• Phase overlap which is when the sampling phase and the hold phase overlap
each other e.g. if the hold phase is generated from the sampling phase with an
inverter.
• Non-uniform sampling due to jitter on the periods of the sampling signal.
In a low frequency modulator the varying phase lengths are a minor problem,
because it can be assumed, that all signals in the modulator have plenty of time
to fully settle during the period. In this work only audio frequency modulators are
considered, and thus the varying phase is not considered important.
The phase overlap is mainly effective in DT where switched capacitors are used
and serious voltage errors according to [54] will be a result of the overlap. In CT the
modulator is independent of a hold phase and is thus not subject to noise from the
overlapping phases. It is however possible to design non-overlapping clock circuits,
which will prevent problems from overlapping phases. In the following it is assumed
that non-overlapping clock generators are used. On top of that the overlap time
resulting from e.g. an inverter is constant and independent of the clock frequency,
meaning that this problem will also be more severe in high frequency applications.
The non-uniform sampling is however relevant in the audio frequency range for
both DT and CT modulators, and it is thus important to know the amount of jitter
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produced in the oscillator. The output of an oscillator is depending on oscillator
phase as [37]:
V (t) = V0 sin (ωt+ φ0) . (3.16)
The phase consists of an initial phase φ0 and a frequency term ωt. Frequency is
seen to be the derivative of phase, and thus the phase at time t is given from:
φ(t) =
∫ t
0
ω(t)dt+ φ0. (3.17)
The coherence between the parameters are illustrated in the example shown in
Fig. 3.3
t
t
t
V(t)
Φ (t)
ω (t)
2 pi
4 pi
6 pi
Φ (t) differentiated
Figure 3.3: The three graphs show the time domain jitter noise, the phase noise and the
frequency error illustrated for a sinusoidal signal, but could as well be for a
square signal
It is possible to use different types of oscillators having different advantages.
These different oscillator types can be separated into two groups, the LC based
sinusoidal oscillators and the nonlinear square signal oscillators such as the inverter
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ring oscillator. By using the theory of Hajimiri [18] [32] it is seen, that the LC
oscillator has noise performances superior to those of the inverter ring oscillator for
a given power consumption, but the ring oscillator does not need inductors, which
makes it much more suitable in modern CMOS processes. This suitability is especially
the case at low frequencies where the LC based oscillators require a large inductance
according to the oscillation frequency given as:
ω0 =
1√
LC
. (3.18)
The ring oscillator in Fig. 3.4 consists of an odd number of inverters placed in
a ring. Due to the 180o phase change and the time delay in each of the inverters,
a transition flank will start to circulate around the loop, when the odd number of
inverters is higher than one. This oscillator type only consists of inverters and it can
be implemented in all standard CMOS processes. It do not require start up circuits,
and it can be designed to operate at high as well as low frequencies and even with
the transistors biased in the weak inversion region. It is the oscillator used in this
work.
Figure 3.4: The Inverter ring oscillator consisting of an odd number of inverters
The noise in an oscillator consists of coupling noise through the substrate or
connections such as power supply, and the inherent thermal and shot noise of the
components in the oscillator [56]. The coupling noise can to some extent be removed
by a robust layout, for example by shielding with guard rings and with separate
supply voltages in the chip. The inherent noise is assumed consisting of uncorrelated
noise sources, and the standard deviation is according to [9] [19] given as:
σ∆T = κ
√
∆T . (3.19)
It is seen that the standard deviation is given as a function of the measurement
delay ∆T , which is the time from a reference flank to the time where the jitter is
measured. Intuitively it is also clear that the time error on a flank will be larger, if
it is referred to a flank 1000 periods earlier than to a flank 2 periods earlier. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3.5, where the line in the middle is the ideal noise free signal, and
the hatched region is the 1σ∆T region of the output signal with noise.
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κ in (3.19) is a proportionality constant examined by Hajimiri [19]. In his work
κ is found using the impulse sensitivity function, and the minimum value assuming
a perfect symmetrical oscillator is:
κ =
√
16γ
3η
·
√
kT
Pjit
(3.20)
where k is Boltzmanns constant, T is the absolute temperature, Pjit is the power
supplied to the oscillator, γ is 2/3 in a long channel approximation and η is a pro-
portionality constant approximately equal to 1. With these constants κ is 1.21 ·
10−10 · √1/Pjit. This result is supported from simulations, and thus paper 2 con-
tains an error when explaining that this value does not fit simulations.
∆t
Vout
σcc
Ts
Figure 3.5: Illustration of jitter noise at the output of a square signal oscillator
It is important to realize what ∆T values to use. When the number of periods
considered is small, the jitter only makes sense at the transitions. When the number
of periods is large, one clock period becomes small compared to the total ∆T . Two
types of clock jitter can be derived [58] [61]. One type is the cycle-to-cycle jitter
shown as σcc in Fig. 3.5 and it is calculated from (3.19) with ∆T = Ts = 1/fs. The
other type is the absolute clock jitter, where ∆T is multiples of Ts going towards a
non-quantized ∆T when the time is much larger than Ts.
According to (3.19) the noise standard deviation can be calculated as a function
of the power supplied to the oscillator, both as absolute clock jitter and as cycle-to-
cycle jitter given as:
σcc ≈ 1.21 · 10−10 ·
√
1
Pjitfs
. (3.21)
This equation will be used in chapter 4 where it is explained how the jitter couples
in DT and CT Σ∆ modulators.
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3.2.2 Frequency domain noise
All oscillators include noisy components. In the LC based oscillators the inductor
and the capacitor are noiseless, but the loss (resistance) in the tank will produce
white 4kTR noise. Furthermore the negative resistance sustaining the oscillation in
the tank is usually obtained from biased transistors producing both white noise and
1/f noise. This is also the case in the ring oscillator, where all of the transistors in
the ring are noisy.
Depending on where during the oscillation period the noise is injected, it will
influence the system differently [32]. If it is injected near a zero crossing, it will
result in a phase change and phase noise arises. If it is injected near a maximum or
a minimum, it will result in amplitude noise. The latter situation is however usually
compensated by an amplitude limitation in the oscillator, and thus only phase noise
is important.
This noise is up-converted to the frequencies around the carrier frequency of the
oscillator, a topic explored in [33]. In this work it is shown, how the noise currents
are converted into voltages through the tank impedance, which is proportional to
1/∆ω, where ∆ω is the frequency deviation from the carrier. The result is, that 1/f
noise power is up-converted to 1/f 3 noise, and the white noise is converted to 1/f 2
noise, a fact that holds for the ring oscillator as well [18]. This result is also obtained
if the oscillator is seen as a noiseless VCO, where 1/f and white noise are added at
the input. In this case the phase output includes an integration of the input voltage.
Using Laplace the integration results in 1/s (s = jω) and a proportionality as in the
impedance evaluation is obtained. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
∆ω
L(∆ω)
ω
1/ f3
1/f   region3
1/f   region2
White floor
Figure 3.6: Phase noise spectrum around carrier
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In the range with up-converted 1/f noise, the noise decreases 30dB/decade. Where
up- (and down-) converted white noise dominates, the slope is 20dB/decade. This
slope cannot decrease forever. All noise contributors following the oscillator such as
buffers or resistances in the connections will not be converted, and thus the noise
flattens out in the white noise floor shown with the dashed line in Fig. 3.6. It should
be mentioned, that it has been shown in [18] that ω1/f3 do not equal the 1/f corner
directly, but is given from the so-called impulse sensitivity function (Γ), which is a
time varying function, telling how a noise impulse will impact the output at a given
time. The ω1/f3 corner is then given from the DC and RMS value of Γ as:
ω1/f3 = ω1/f
Γ2DC
4Γ2RMS
(3.22)
Phase jitter σ∆φ is related to time jitter σ∆T as [19]:
σ∆φ = 2pi
σ∆T
∆T
= ω0σ∆T (3.23)
Chapter 4
Power consumption and
stability of single-loop Σ∆
modulators with feedback
In this chapter the Σ∆ modulator with feedback is considered, and the power con-
sumptions of CT and DT Σ∆ converters are compared. In both cases the noise
produced in the modulator is a function of the power consumption. Dependency
to clock oscillator jitter is different in the two types of modulators, and therefore
the power consumed by the oscillator producing the jitter is included. The power
consumption of the digital decimation filter following the modulator is also included
whereas impact from reference sources is assumed to be equal in both cases which is
why they are not included in the comparison.
This type of modulator can be unstable, and therefore the comparison above has
no relevance if the stability is not considered and this is why the stability is the first
topic treated.
4.1 Stability of the feedback modulator
This modulator was presented in section 2.3 where it is seen, that it is stabilized in
a regulation system with a negative feedback loop. It is known, that a higher order
modulator (where higher order means at least 3) can be driven into instability [53].
Due to the quantization the system is nonlinear, and thus the usual stability analysis
can be problematic. The analysis presented here has previously been presented in
[28], [39], [50] and [51] and it is an extension of the work in [2]. It is carried out
for a modulator in DT, but the result will be applicable for its CT equivalent. The
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modulator is assumed to be quantized single-bit, and thus all signals are normalized
to quantizer output stages of +1 and -1.
To be able to analyze the stability, a linear quantizer model is needed. In Fig. 2.4
a very simple model is used. This model is however not sufficient for the analysis,
and thus it is replaced by the quantizer model in Fig. 4.1
Kn
e
Figure 4.1: Linearized quantizer model
The difference between this model and the previous is the noise gain Kn, resulting
in the modulator model in Fig. 4.2. STF and NTF are therefore changed into:
STF =
KnH
1 +KnH
(4.1)
NTF =
1
1 +KnH
(4.2)
which is however not changing the functionality described in section 2.3 due to
infinite DC gain of H.
Due to the noise shaping nature of the modulator the signals and the value for
Kn will never settle, but it is possible to find equilibrium points for these signal and
for Kn in the quantizer, where the equilibrium value will be the long term statistical
average value. The equilibrium value for Kn is the value that will minimize the
variance of the error at the output of the modulator. In the analysis all signals are
H(z) or H(s)
e(n)
y(n)x(n)
Quantizer
u(n) or u(t)
Kn
Figure 4.2: Σ∆ modulator model with quantizer from Fig. 4.1
separated into two parts. First part is mu, mx, me and my or E[u], E[x], E[e] and
E[y] where E[z] denotes the mean value of the signal z. This part is modulated
by the DC part of Kn (KDC). The second part is σu, σx, σe and σy which is the
deviation for signal u, x, e and y modulated by the AC part of Kn (KAC).
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Due to the high OSR, the input signal can be seen as a DC signal with σu = 0. It
is also remembered that H is an integration meaning that in a stable modulator in
equilibrium its input signal can not contain a DC component, and thus it is required
that:
mu = my. (4.3)
me is minimized to 0 by a KDC value of:
KDC =
my
mx
=
mu
mx
. (4.4)
This part takes care of the signal and will not influence stability, which is thus
investigated through the AC values. This means, that in this analysis DC values are
signals, and AC values are noise.
The AC signal is introduced in the quantizer through the quantization noise
having a deviation of σe. This is however not the only noise found at the output,
due to the feedback path a weighted part of the quantization noise from previous
samples will be added to the output noise σy and thus σy ≥ σe. Therefore it is
possible to find a fixed amplification of the noise for the equilibrium situation. The
noise amplification factor A is defined as:
A ≡ σ
2
y
σ2e
. (4.5)
The noise at the output is given from the quantization noise multiplied with
NTF based on Fig. 4.1. This means, that σy, which does not contain any signal
information, is given as:
σ2y = σ
2
e
∫ fs/2
−fs/2
|NTF (f)|2df (4.6)
in CT, or its DT equivalent. From a given modulator the integrator or filter in the
loop H is known. This means, that only K is unknown, which means that using (4.5)
and (4.6) A is given as a function of K from:
A(K) =
∫ fs/2
−fs/2
|NTF (f,K)|2df (4.7)
or by using Parseval’s theorem if preferred, it can be expressed through the DT
impulse response as:
A(K) =
n=∞∑
n=0
n2tf (n,K). (4.8)
A(K) is plotted in Fig. 4.3 for a second order and a third order filter. It is seen,
that for the second order filter the curve is monotonically increasing which is also
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the case if the first order loop filter is plotted. For the third order filter the curve is
∪-convex, which is the case for all higher order modulators. It is also seen, that the
A(K) curve is extremely sensitive to the NTF cut-off frequency fco with a minimum
value increasing with an increased fco. This is true for all modulator orders above
one.
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Figure 4.3: Noise amplification factor A versus gain factor K for second and third order
modulators
A can also be expressed from the input signal mu. To do this two more expressions
for σy are needed. First an expression is found from the definition of variance [29]:
σ2y ≡ E[(y − Ey)2] = E[y2(n)]− E2[y(n)] = 1−m2y. (4.9)
This result is obtained since the quantizer can only provide ±1. The second expres-
sion can be obtained from x and e:
σ2y = K
2σ2x + σ
2
e . (4.10)
Covariance between x and y is defined as [29]:
Cov(x, y) ≡ E[(x− Ex)(y − Ey)] = E[(x− Ex)(Kx+ e− E(Kx+ e))]. (4.11)
Due to the fact that me = 0 the following result, which is in agreement with [2],
occurs:
Cov(x, y) = E[Kx2]− E[x]E[Kx] = Kσ2x. (4.12)
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By isolating K in (4.12), apply it to (4.10) and use (4.9) the following equation for
σ2e can be obtained:
σ2e = 1−m2y −
Cov2(x, y)
σ2x
. (4.13)
The last term in (4.13) is dependent on the distribution assumed for x. In [51]
different distributions are examined, and if gaussian distribution is assumed, (4.13)
can be written as:
σ2e = 1−m2y −
2
pi
exp
[
−2 (erf−1(my))2] (4.14)
where erf is the error function (see e.g. [29]). It is now seen that σ2y according to
(4.9) can be expressed only through my as well as σ
2
e according to (4.14). mu = my
and thus when assuming gaussian distribution of the noise, A can be expressed from
mu as:
A(mu) =
1−m2u
1−m2u − 2piexp
[
−2 (erf−1(mu))2] . (4.15)
The A(mu) is independent of modulator type, and thus there exists only one
curve which is the one seen in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Noise amplification factor A versus input mean signalmu true for all modulators
Due to the high OSR input signals are seen as DC values with each their equili-
brium points. The equilibrium point for A is found for a given input value regardless
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of modulator type. With the A value an equilibrium point for K can be found for a
specific modulator from Fig. 4.3.
The question is how it relates to stability. Assume that a stable modulator has
an input signal mu at a specific point of time. According to (4.15) and Fig. 4.4 this
will lead to an equilibrium noise amplification A between 1 and 2.752. According
to Fig. 4.3 this will result in 0, 1 or 2 values for the quantizer gain K depending
on modulator order and fn. It can be shown [51] that stable equilibrium points are
found at the part of the A(K) curve with positive slope. When mu is increased, A is
reduced as well as K. This can continue until mu = 1 or A reaches its minimum. If
mu from this point is increased further, the modulator will not have an equilibrium
point, and is thus not providing a meaningful output. The maximum mu that has
an equilibrium point is named maximum stable amplitude (MSA).
For second order modulators, an equilibrium point is re-found when mu returns
below MSA. This is not the case if the modulator order is higher than two since the
equilibrium point will escape on the part of the A(K) curve with negative slope, and
a reset is needed. It is also seen, that if fn is increased, MSA is reduced, and it will
at some point reach 0. At this point, the modulator will be unstable even without
signal at the input.
4.2 Noise in the discrete time Σ∆ modulator
To examine the noise produced in a DT Σ∆ modulator, the switched capacitor
modulator is assumed. In Fig. 4.5 a block diagram of a single ended 4th order Σ∆
is seen. The model is made for the differential counterpart. In this section models
will be derived in order to describe the dependencies between noise produced in the
modulator and the power consumed by the modulator, taking stability into account.
This means, that both signal and noise and thus the SNR in a given modulator can
be found. The aim of the model is to predict the optimal modulator with given SNR
and conversion band requirements.
Assume that a set of requirements are given for the modulator in terms of SNR
or a number of effective bits which can be calculated into SNR according to (2.2).
SNR is per definition given from the signal power and the noise power. The signal
power is dependent on MSA calculated according to the stability analysis given in
the previous section, where it was found that MSA is given from the modulator
order and the cut-off frequency of NTF . The MSA is referred to the linear reference
voltage range Vref = Kr · (Vdd − Vss) of the modulator. This voltage range is lower
than the supply voltage, but because the implementation is assumed to be a switched
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of 4th order Σ∆ modulator and schematic of one single ended
integration stage.
capacitor implementation, the reference voltage is expected to be close to (Vdd−Vss)
(Kr close to unity). The largest allowed peak to peak input signal amplitude is then
given as:
Vin = MSA ·Kr · Vdd. (4.16)
The input signal amplitude voltage with Kr = 0.8 for MSA=1 and MSA=0.5 is
illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
Vref 0.5Vref
t
Voltage
Vdd
Vss
MSA=1 MSA=0.5
Figure 4.6: Allowed sinusoidal input voltage with MSA=1 and MSA=0.5
In the rest of this section Vss = 0 is assumed to simplify the equations. The signal
power of the sinusoidal signals in Fig. 4.6 is given from:
Ss =
(
MSA
Kr · Vdd
2
√
2
)2
. (4.17)
This means that for a given modulator order, a signal power vector can be calculated
from a vector of fco. Because of the requirement to SNR, the total noise budget can
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be calculated:
Ntot =
Ss
10
SNR
10
. (4.18)
First of all the noise budget consists of the shaped quantization noise Nq which
is always present in a converter. If the total quantization noise is assumed to have
a white distribution, the power of the noise in the complete signal band up to the
sampling frequency fs is [27]:
Nqfs =
1
12fs
(
Vref
2
)2
. (4.19)
In the modulator this noise is however shaped according to the NTF , which is a high-
pass filter. The filter transfer function is controlled by the feedback coefficients in the
modulator. In this work it is assumed, that the NTF is implemented as a Butterworth
filter. In a complete converter the modulator will be followed by a decimation filter.
If a perfect brick-wall low-pass decimation filter with a cut-off frequency of fb is
assumed, the quantization noise at the output is [27]:
Nq =
1
12fs
∫ fb
0
NTF (f) df
(
Vref
2
)2
. (4.20)
Besides quantization noise the noise in the modulator consists of noise arising
internally in the modulator Nint and external noise coupled mainly through the
supply voltage, reference voltage and clock signal but also through cross coupling
and substrate coupling. The cross and substrate coupling can be greatly reduced
with a careful design, and they will not be included in this model. The supply and
reference voltage coupling is left out as well since the models are made to compare
the DT solution to the CT solution, where the supply and reference voltages will
influence both modulators with the same effect. Furthermore we have no control
of externally supplied voltages, and they are thus assumed to be of a high enough
quality to be disregarded in the total noise. The influence from the clock signal Njit is
however much different in DT and CT, and is thus included. The total noise budget
from (4.18) is:
Ntot = Nq +Nint +Njit (4.21)
4.2.1 Internal noise
The internal noise Nint is produced by the amplifiers in the integrators and the
switched capacitors. Noise produced in the different integrators does not contribute
equally to the noise at the output of the modulator. The noise is shaped according
to the stage, in which it is injected. Assume that the input referred noise produced
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by the amplifier and switched capacitors is n1 from the first integrator and n2 from
the second integrator in the second order modulator illustrated in Fig. 4.7:
+
β1 β2
y[n]
+ H  1 H  2
n
 1 n 2
Figure 4.7: Noise injected from first and second stage in a second order modulator
Noise transfer functions for n1 and n2 is found as:
y
n1
= H1H21−β2H2−β1H1H2 (4.22)
y
n2
= H21−β2H2−β1H1H2 (4.23)
The transfer functions Hx are integrators (1/(Z-1)), and it is clearly seen from the
equations that n1 is not shaped which is not a surprise since it adds to the same
node as the input signal. It is also seen from the transfer functions, that n2 is first
order shaped. This investigation can be done for higher order modulators as well,
where it turns out that the order of noise shaping increases by 1 for each stage in
the modulator.
Due to this noise shaping the first stage will be the major noise contributor, or
else the power consumption as well as input transistor sizing can be scaled down
in the internal stages. The latter of the possibilities is a commonly used technique,
and is the one implemented in this model. It can be shown [39] that all stages will
contribute equally if the power of stage number ST is scaled as:
Scale =
1
2ST− 1 . (4.24)
Capacitors are noiseless components, but the capacitors Cs1 and Cs2 in Fig. 4.5
are charged through the resistive channel in a MOS transistor, and (see also (B.3))
a capacitor Cx produces the noise:
Nc =
kT
Cx
. (4.25)
The noise calculated from this equation is the total RMS noise from the RC connec-
tion. This noise is assumed to be white and distributed over the complete sampling
bandwidth fs, and the noise spectral density for the fully differential solution is given
as [36]:
Ncs(f) =
8kT
fs
(
1
Cs1
+
1
Cs2
)
. (4.26)
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Scaling is usually applied to the feedback factors β in Fig. 4.5 so that β1 is unity
[28] which makes Cs1 = Cs2 = Cs in the first integration stage. The total RMS noise
from the switched capacitors is found from an integration in the conversion band fb
resulting in:
Ncs =
16kTfb
Csfs
(4.27)
The other part of the internal noise originates from the transistors in the ampli-
fiers. This noise contribution was found from the derivation in section 3.1.1, where
the white noise and the 1/f noise of the amplifier is found with some transistor si-
zing assumptions in (3.12) and (3.13). The white noise contribution is controlled by
the power consumed by the amplifier, whereas the 1/f noise is only dependent on
transistor sizing.
The amplifiers are in a feedback loop, and therefore the referred input noise is
amplified with the impact of these noise contributions as illustrated in Fig. 4.8
−
+
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Zs
Zs −
+
Zf
−
+
Zf
Zs
(1) (2)
(3)
Vc
Vc
Vc
Vd
Vd/Zf Vd/Zf
Vd
Vd(1+Zs/Zf)
Figure 4.8: The impact from capacitor and amplifier noise on the total modulator input
noise. Vd includes both white and 1/f noise and the MOS input impedance is
assumed to be extremely high
The summation in Fig. 4.8 is true because the noise sources are indeed correlated
since they originate from the same noise source Vd. The two loads Zf and Zc are
respectively the integration capacitance Cf and the parallel connection of Cs1 and
Cs2.
Nd =
(
V 2weq + V
2
feq
)(
1 +
Zs
Zf
)2
(4.28)
The relation between capacitors Cf and Cs controls the unity gain bandwidth
of the integrators and thus also the poles in the NTF . When the gain of the feed
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forward path on the modulator becomes lower than one, the quantization noise is no
longer suppressed. To a certain degree of approximation it can be assumed, that fco
equals the unity gain frequency of the integrators. Using this it can be shown, that
the amplification of the noise is:
Nd =
(
V 2weq + V
2
feq
)(
1 +
1
2fn
)2
(4.29)
4.2.2 Jitter noise contribution
The third noise contribution in equation 4.21 is the noise introduced from the oscil-
lator jitter discussed in section 3.2.1. The time domain jitter noise is converted into
a voltage noise when sampled at the input. This noise type is illustrated in Fig. 4.9.
σ
   cc
V
   jit
Voltage
Time
Input signal
Figure 4.9: Time domain jitter noise to voltage noise conversion
The jitter noise in the modulator is found as the voltage deviation caused by the
oscillator clock to clock jitter σcc (3.19). Assuming a sinusoidal input voltage, the
noise voltage is:
Vjit = σcc
dVin
dt
= σcc
d(A sin (ωt))
dt
= σccωA cos (ωt) (4.30)
It is seen, that a higher input frequency or a higher amplitude will result in increased
jitter noise. To get the worst case jitter noise, the values used are thus (MSA·Vref )/2
as amplitude, and 2pifb as ω. According to the simulations in paper 2 it is a fair
assumption that the noise produced is white. The noise will be in the range up to
fs/2 and thus integration over the conversion band leading to the jitter noise power
in (4.21) is just 2fb/fs:
Njit =
16γ
3η
· kT
fsPjit
·
(
2pifb · MSA · Vref
2
)2 2fb
fs
. (4.31)
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Insertion of the numbers found in section 3.2.1 results in:
Njit =
(
1.2 · 10−10)2 1
fsPjit
(
2pifb · MSA · Vref
2
)2 2fb
fs
. (4.32)
4.3 Power consumption in the discrete time Σ∆ modulator
The equations leading to the required SNR are now known, and the next step is to
find the relations between noise in the different blocks and their power consumption.
In this way it is possible to optimize power in each block within the limits of the SNR
and find a global minimum for the power consumption of the complete modulator.
The model includes the power consumption of five blocks
Ptot = Pamp + Pcomp + Pcap + Pjit + Pfilter (4.33)
where Pamp is the power consumed to bias the integrator amplifiers and their CMFB,
Pcomp is the power consumed by the comparator, Pcap the power used to charge the
capacitors in the modulator feedback, Pjit is the power consumed by the oscillator
and Pfilter is the power consumed in the digital decimation filter. As in the pre-
vious section the reference circuit is not included, since its power consumption is
independent of topology and thus not interesting in a comparison.
4.3.1 Power consumption related to the integrators
Both Pint and Pcap are directly related to the integrators, and they will be discussed
here. The power consumed in the amplifiers is limited by either slew-rate at the
output of the amplifier or by gain bandwidth (GBW) of the amplifier. In both cases
the required current will be a function of the capacitiv loading of the amplifier. In
both cases the power consumption Pint can be found from the required bias current
according to (3.14) multiplied by the modulator order:
Pamp = m(4 + 1)IBVdd (4.34)
In case of the slew-rate limitation the load experienced by the amplifier is given
by the capacitors at the input of the following stage and the capacitors at its own
input, since it should be able to move the charge from these Cs capacitors to the
integration capacitor Cf . The result is, that in the worst case, the amplifier should
be able to charge three capacitors to the reference voltage in half a sampling period
assuming that Cs capacitors in all stages have the same value and since I = dq/dt
and q = C · V , where q is charge and t is time, the minimum required slew-rate
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limited current is given as:
Islew = 3Cs2fs
Kr · Vdd
2
(4.35)
The required GBW of the amplifier is found from the time constant τ related to
GBW and transconductance (gm) of the amplifier input transistors as [40]:
τ =
1
GBW
=
Cf
gm
(4.36)
τ should be low enough to ensure that the amplifier can move enough charge
from the input capacitor Cs to Cf . In the first half sampling period the capacitors
Cs1 and Cs2 are charged to the input voltage and a reference voltage. This charge is
in the following half sampling period transferred to the capacitor Cf . The capacitor
is charged by the amplifier with the current shown in Fig. 4.10 [39].
T
τ
ε
Icharge
t
I
Figure 4.10: Charging current delivered to Cf from the amplifier
According to Fig. 4.10 showing the exponential dependency of the charging cur-
rent, it is known that the voltage across Cf has an exponential dependency on time.
The error v(t) is the ratio between the voltage error V(t) and the complete voltage
change on capacitor Cf during time t. Therefore the largest error is obtained when
the largest possible voltage change Vref is applied to capacitor Cf . The error v(t)
is described as an exponentially decaying function of time as:
v(t) = exp
− t
τ =
V(t)
Vref
. (4.37)
The error should be less than one half LSB to have a resolution of B bits in the
modulator. For a full voltage swing Vref the voltage related to half an LSB is given
as VLSB = Vref/2
(B+1) at time t0. From Fig. 4.10 it is seen, that this result should
be reached at t0 = T/2 = 1/(2fs):
V(t0) ≤ Vref
2B+1
. (4.38)
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Combining t0 = T/2 = 1/(2fs), (4.37) and (4.38) leads to a time constant of:
1
τ
≥ 2fs(B + 1) ln(2). (4.39)
If τ in (4.39) is replaced with (4.36) and gm from (3.1) is applied the necessary drain
bias current to the amplifier is found:
IGBW = nVTCf ln(2)(B + 1)2fs. (4.40)
The current that should be used in the calculation of the amplifier power con-
sumption, is found as the higher of the two Islew or IGBW . To be able to compare
them a conversion between Cs and Cf is necessary. This conversion is found using
the unity gain bandwidth of the integrator:
ωu =
fsCs
Cf
. (4.41)
In the previous section the approximation was made that ωu = 2pifco. Using norma-
lized frequency fn = 2fco/fs the relation is:
Cs = Cfpifn. (4.42)
The capacitors in the feedback path are charged by the comparator. The power
consumption required for this charging as well as the charging for the capacitor
loading the input signal is thus not included above. The modulator is differential,
and thus there are 2(m+1) capacitors. In the worst case they are charged to Vref/2
during one sampling period. The current needed to charge each capacitor is:
Icap =
q
t
=
KrVdd
2
Csfs (4.43)
giving a power consumption for the 2(m+1) capacitors of:
Pcap =
KrVdd
2
2
Csfs2(m+ 1). (4.44)
4.3.2 Comparator power consumption model
A general model of a comparator is needed for this work. The CMOS clocked com-
parator includes a differential amplifier stage followed by a cross coupled positive
feedback circuit (PFB) as two stages [17] telescopic [16] or in more complicated
stages [41]. The model used here is therefore a general two stage comparator as the
simplified model showed in Fig. 4.11.
The comparator operates in two different phases, a comparing phase and a hold
phase as illustrated in Fig. 4.12:
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Figure 4.11: Simplified diagram of a comparator
• Comparing phase: This is when the Clk signal is high. If InA=InB, each branch
will be biased with Ibias and the output voltages will be at some bias voltage
Vb. In practice this will not happen since a slight difference in the inputs will
create an amplified difference at the output.
• Hold phase: This is when the Clk signal is low. Q13 will cut off the biasing
of the first stage, and the PFB is enabled. This circuit will provide a positive
feedback to the difference on the output nodes, and the outputs will saturate
at the reference voltages.
Vr
-Vr
Comparing Hold
Vb
Time
dV/dt
Figure 4.12: Out A and Out B during a Comparing and hold mode
The load during the comparing mode is capacitive, and it is due to parasitic
capacitances. The amplification stage results in two drain and one gate capacitance.
The PFB is assumed to be cross coupled inverters and is thus contributing with two
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drain and two gate capacitances. The total load capacitances is denoted Cx.
When the comparing phase starts, the PFB is disabled, and the amplification
stage starts to charge Cx from the reference voltages. The node starting from the
positive reference voltage is discharged through Q11 or Q12. Since they are diode
coupled, the charging current as well as the discharge rate will be high. The node
starting from the negative reference voltage is charged through Q9 or Q10. The diode
coupled transistor in this branch will be closed, and the complete bias current 2Ibias
is charging the node. If it is assumed that the diode transistors are wide, this node
will limit the speed at which Vb can be reached. The charging rate is:
dV
dt
=
Vb
τ
=
2Ibias
Cx
. (4.45)
The system should be able to settle to Vb, which in the following will be assumed
half way between the reference voltages. It is assumed, that 5 time constants are
needed for the settling:
5τ =
1
2fs
(4.46)
The result is that the comparator requires a bias current of:
Ibias = 5fsCxKrVdd. (4.47)
Furthermore the PFB needs to charge the output nodes to the reference voltage
when going into hold phase. This requires a charge of KrVddCx and it is delivered
once per clock period, meaning that the mean current is:
IPFB = (KrVdd)
2Cxfs (4.48)
The comparator consumes 2Ibias from a supply voltage of Vdd, and 2IPFB from a
supply voltage of KrVdd, and the total power consumption is:
Pcomp = VddfsCx
(
10KrVdd + 2K
2
rVdd
)
. (4.49)
4.3.3 Power consumption of the oscillator and decimation filter
The power consumption of the oscillator is only dependent on how much jitter noise
can be accepted, and the power consumption of the oscillator is found by rearranging
(4.31) or (4.32):
Pjit =
(
1.2 · 10−10)2 1
fsNjit
(
2pifb · MSA · Vref
2
)2 2fb
fs
. (4.50)
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The purpose of the filter following the modulator is to down-sample and low-
pass filter the digital output stream. The decimation factor D is given as the highest
integer fulfilling:
D ≤ fs
2fb
. (4.51)
Sinc filtering is easily obtained as a running average of the input samples. The
averaging over M samples is done according to the transfer function [1] [27]:
Tavg(z) =
1
M
M−1∑
i=0
zi (4.52)
which should be followed by a down-sampling of a factor M in order not to average
the same value more than once. Intuitively averaging a number of values will remove
high frequency content in the bit-stream, and thus the bit-stream will be low-pass
filtered. It can be shown that the type of filter follows the sinc function, if Tavg is
rewritten into:
Tavg(z) =
1
M
(
1− z−m
1− z−1
)
(4.53)
which since z = ejω results in the sinc filter frequency response:
Tavg(z) =
1
M
(
sinc
(
ωM
2
)
sinc
(
ω
2
) ) . (4.54)
If ks of these filters are cascaded, the filtered output will be filtered again, and their
transfer functions are multiplied to form a kths order filter:
Tavg(ω) =
1
Mks
(
sinc
(
ωM
2
)
sinc
(
ω
2
) )ks . (4.55)
This transfer function is plotted in Fig. 4.13 for a second and a fourth order filter
with D=6.
It is clearly seen that the bit-stream is filtered, it is however also seen that the
conversion band is not flat. Therefore the sinc filter is usually followed by a sinc
compensation filter. Furthermore it is seen, that the ripple in the stop-band is huge
close to the pass-band, and thus the last two down-samplings can be performed with
half-band filters which have pass-bands from 0 to fs/4 and stop-bands from fs/4 to
fs/2. Alternatively the sinc compensation and the half-band filter can be replaced
by one IIR filter.
However in this work the decimation filter is simplified, and sinc filtering alone
is assumed all the way down to Nyquist rate. The approach used in this work is to
cascade D FIR2 filters [39]. A FIR2 filter consists of ks averaging filters with M = 2
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Figure 4.13: Transfer function of two decimation filters of second (dashed) and fourth order
(line)
(1+z   )-1   k 2 (1+z   )-1   k 2
Figure 4.14: Block diagram of the FIR2 decimation filter
cascading each others (averaging two values and down-sampling with a factor of 2)
as shown in Fig. 4.14.
To implement the function (1 + z−1) for a word length of Q bits, one delay and
one summation is required. The delay can be implemented as Q parallel D flip-flops,
and the summation requires Q−1 full adders and one half adder since the result will
never result in a carrier. A decimation filter with D=4 and an order of ks is shown
in Fig. 4.15.
Traditionally the dynamic power consumption has been far the dominating power
consumption in digital circuits. This is also assumed in this work even though leakage
currents in modern processes is an ever increasing part of the total current consump-
tion. This means that the power consumption of the filter will be proportional to
the sampling frequency fs and the activity factor α. Evaluating Fig. 4.15 leads to a
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Figure 4.15: Decimation filter with D=4 and an order of k
power consumption in the decimation filter of:
Pfilter =
log2D∑
i=0
αfs
2i
(iks+1)Pdf +
(log2D)−1∑
i=0
αfs
2i
ks∑
j=1
((iks+j)Pdf +Pha+(iks+j−1)Pfa)
(4.56)
where Pdf , Pha and Pfa are power consumption per Hz for a D flip-flop, a half adder
and a full adder respectively.
D and fs are known from the modulator, but also a filter order ks is used in
the power calculation. It is seen from Fig. 4.15, that at the output of the filter the
increase in number of bits is given from:
NB = ks · log2D (4.57)
where as in the modulator an increased OSR results in a SNR expressed in bits of:
SNRB = (m+ 0.5)log2(OSR). (4.58)
Increasing the number of bits in the filter also costs in term of power, but the cost is
low compared to the cost of increasing SNRB in the modulator. Thus the modulator
should be limiting the SNR at the output requiring SNRB ≥ NB. It is clear from
(4.57) and (4.58) that ks should be one order higher than m.
4.4 Using the discrete time model
The results from simulations are power consumption of different discrete time modu-
lators as a function of fs, fn and the modulator order m. To use the equations found
in this chapter some process parameters are needed as well as the input frequency
band width from fmin to fb, the number of bits at the output, dimensions of the
input transistors in the integrators and range of capacitor sizes.
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4.4.1 Simulation set up
The power consumption calculations are performed for each (fs,fn) point starting
from the noise budget (4.18). This noise is separated into two parts, oscillator noise
Njit and internal electrical noise Nint. The optimal way of splitting the noise is
found through an iterative method. The power consumption of the oscillator is found
directly from Njit according to (4.50).
The internal noise Nint first of all needs to be larger than the 1/f noise contri-
bution (3.13), since it is independent of power consumption. Then the value for Cs,
needed to meet the power budget, is found. If the capacitor is increased, the noise
of switched input capacitors Ncs is decreased (4.27). At the same time the amplifier
bias increased both when it was limited by slew rate (4.35) and GBW (4.40) re-
sulting in a decreased white noise in the amplifier according to (3.12). On the other
hand the increased bias also means increased power consumption. If the equations
mentioned above are combined, two values for Cs can be found from solving the
following equations. In case of slew-rate limitation:
Nint = m · ln
(
fb
fmin
)
2Kfp + 2Kfn
W1L1C2oxµp
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2
+
m
Cf
(
16kTfb
pifnfs
+
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2 32γkTfbnVT 2
6pifnfsKrVdd
)
(4.59)
and in the case of GBW limitation:
Nint = m · ln
(
fb
fmin
)
2Kfp + 2Kfn
W1L1C2oxµp
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2
+
m
Cf
(
16kTfb
pifnfs
+
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2 32γkTfb
(B + 1)ln(2)2fs
)
. (4.60)
The noise from input capacitors and amplifier is multiplied by the modulator order
m, since it is expected that the power of the stages is scaled according to (4.24),
meaning that all stages will result in the same amount of noise.
When the capacitor values are found and thus also the bias currents, all power
consumption contributions in (4.33) can be calculated. The result plotted as a func-
tion of cut off frequency and sampling frequency is the inverse of the power con-
sumption since the maximum power will be infinite in a case where the modulator
can not meet the requirements. The optimal solution is easily found as the maximum
point of the plot. The process parameters used in the simulations are for a 0.35 µm
process, and the rest of the values used are seen in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Values used in the discrete time modulator simulation
Vdd 1 V Kr 0.8 k 1.38*10
−23
B 16 bit W/l 300 T 300 K
Cx 1 pF fmin 20 Hz fb 20 kHz
Pdf 0.2 pW/Hz Pha 0.25 pW/Hz Pfa 0.35 pW/Hz
4.4.2 Results from DT simulations
The model is tested on a converter producing 16 bits at the output over the audio
frequency band from fmin = 20 Hz to fb = 20 kHz from a 1 V supply voltage. The
purpose of selecting this converter constellation for the comparison between DT and
CT converters is to see if it would be feasible in a hearing aid application. In such
an application the converter is allowed to consume in the order of a few hundreds of
µW . The results from the simulations are plotted as inverted power as function of
fs and fn.
First the modulator order is selected, and this selection is based on power con-
sumption. The first order modulator is not considered due to two reasons: First the
tonal problem in the first order modulator is much worse in this type of modulator
compared to modulators of higher order. These tones are extremely annoying for a
hearing aid user. The tones arise when the input signal is low, and therefore silence
in the nature might sound more like a refrigerator. Secondly the relatively high reso-
lution of 16 bits (98 dB) requires a gain which is somewhat higher than 98 dB. In the
first order modulator this gain is produced by a single stage in contrast to modula-
tors of higher order, where the requirements in terms of gain per stage is lower. This
problem will not be found by the model since the amplifier gain is not incorporated,
and thus the first order modulator will result in unrealistic results. Examples from
simulations on the second order modulator is presented in Fig. 4.16, where the power
consumption is plotted without considering jitter or decimation filter.
In the figure the possible solution range is found as the area where the inverted
power consumption is different from zero. At high fn there is no solution because the
MSA is decreased until it reaches 0, and the modulator is unstable. At low sampling
frequencies the quantization noise cannot be decreased enough within the stable cut
off frequencies, and a solution is not found either. The last solution limit found at
low fn is formed by the fact, that if the cut off frequency for a specific sampling
frequency becomes too low, the quantization noise becomes too large for a 16 bit
resolution.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation result for the inverted power for a second order DT modulator as
a function of sampling frequency is in Hz, and cut off frequency normalized
as (2fco)/fs
When fs becomes just high enough to result in a possible solution, the quantiza-
tion noise is only slightly lower than the total allowed noise, and the power consumed
by the modulator is large. This power is decreased as fs is increased, until the ad-
vantage of reducing quantization noise further with fs is too small to compensate for
the increased power consumption due to bandwidth in amplifiers and comparator.
It was seen in Fig. 4.16 that the optimal solution requires a power consumption of
1.51 mW with fs = 15 MHz and fn = 0.25. When the jitter is taken into account, the
power consumption is of course increased with the power consumed by the oscillator,
but since the jitter noise also reduces the noise allowed in the integrators, the power
consumption of the amplifiers will also increase. A simulation for the same second
order modulator including oscillator jitter is seen in Fig. 4.17. It is clearly seen that
the power consumption has increased. It is now 2.19 mW with the same values for
fn and fs.
The decimation filter does not contribute to the noise in the modulator and thus
when including the filter, the power consumed by the modulator will still be as in
Fig. 4.17, and the increase in power consumption will be from the filter alone. The
result is seen in Fig. 4.18, where the power consumption has increased to 2.25 mW. It
is interesting to see, how the power is distributed in the converter. This is illustrated
with the pie diagram in Fig. 4.19.
It is important to notice that the power consumption is dominated by the first
integrator followed by power consumption of the second integrator. The difference
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Figure 4.17: Simulation results for a second order DT modulator including oscillator
is caused by the scaling of the integrators. As expected it is also seen, that the
power consumption in the oscillator is very limited. The power consumed by the
switched input capacitors is also interesting since a considerable part of this power
is at the input of the first integrator. This power should be supplied through the
input and it might be necessary to apply a buffer, which in the DT case should be
carefully designed to withstand a switched load. The power consumption of the filter
is also limited and could seem unimportant, but since it does not scale as efficiently
with resolution as power consumption in the modulator, it will be very important
in converters with lower resolution. As an example the filter will require 25 % of the
total power in a 10 bit converter.
An interesting effect in the results is the amplification of the noise in the integra-
tors (4.29) which is increasing when fn is decreased. Due to stability fn is decreased
when the modulator order is increased. The white noise is reduced by increasing
power consumption, whereas 1/f noise is independent of power consumption. This
means that with given transistor dimensions, conversion bandwidth and process,
there will be a maximum SNR even with an infinite power consumption. This point
is reached when the complete noise budget is occupied by 1/f noise. A higher reso-
lution can only be reached by increasing fmin. In table 4.2 the maximum SNR for
a band from 20Hz-20kHz is given for a 4th, 5th and 6th order modulator with di-
mensions as shown above. The table also show the minimum frequency required to
obtain an SNR of 16 bit.
The optimal solution is thus either the second or third order modulator. Accor-
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Figure 4.18: Simulation results for a second order DT modulator including oscillator and
decimation filter
Oscillator <1%
Capacitors 7%
Comparator 4%
Digital filter 3%
21%           
2nd integrator
1st integrator 64%
Figure 4.19: Distribution of power in a second order DT converter
ding to this model, the second order modulator consumes slightly less power than
the third order modulator, but due to the gain and tonal problems mentioned above
the third order modulator might be considered in some applications.
4.5 The continuous time Σ∆ modulator
Often the gmC topology is used in CT modulators mainly due to the compatibility
with CMOS processes. The disadvantage of the gmC topology is the limited linear
region. Normally the region with linear transconductance is much lower than 50 %
of the supply voltage (recently <40 % [43] and [60] <30 % [25]).
In modern processes high quality resistors are available and because of the lin-
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Table 4.2: Impact of 1/f noise in higher-order converters
Order fmin SNRmax
4 1 kHz 95 dB
5 4 kHz 91 dB
6 8 kHz 89 dB
earity of a resistor an RC integrator can easily reach a linear range of 80 % of the
supply voltage (Kr = 0.8). In the CT modulator the sampling is performed after the
integrators as shown in Fig. 4.20. For simplicity the modulator in the figure is shown
single ended, even though the calculations are made for a differential modulator.
As for the DT modulator a power consumption model is built in this section. The
calculations include noise, and ensure that a given SNR is obtained. The advantage
of the CT modulator is that the integrators bandwidths are lower than in DT. This
is of course included in the model as well as the fact that the CT modulator is more
sensitive to jitter noise.
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Figure 4.20: Block diagram of a 4th order CT Σ∆ modulator and a single ended RC inte-
grator
Stability calculations were seen to be independent of operation time mode (dis-
crete or continuous). Thus the same assumptions can be made as for the DT mo-
dulator, and the signal power is still given as (4.17). The total noise budget in the
modulator still consists of quantization noise (4.20), internal noise from the integra-
tors and a jitter noise contribution as shown in (4.21).
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4.5.1 Internal noise
The internal noise is produced by the amplifiers and the input components, which in
this case are resistors as seen in Fig. 4.20. The resistors are noisy components (see
also (B.2)) with a noise spectral density of:
Nr(f) = 4kTR (4.61)
The integrated noise in a fully differential integrator is given as:
Nr(f) = 8kT (Rs1 +Rs2)fb (4.62)
The modulator can be scaled [28] with C1 = 1 giving Rs1 = Rs2 = Rs. The total
noise from the input resistors integrated over the conversion band from 0 to fb is:
Nrs = 16kTRsfb (4.63)
As in DT the noise or power consumption produced in the later integrator stages
can be scaled. As for the stability the scaling is independent of operation time mode,
and thus the power can be scaled according to (4.24) when the same amount of noise
is allowed from all stages.
The amplifier is assumed to be the same as in the DT model, and the input
referred noise from the amplifier is still given from equation (3.10) and (3.11). The
white noise contribution (3.10) is controlled by the bias current and therefore the
power consumption of the modulators. The noise from the amplifier is also used in
a feedback configuration and the noise is amplified according to (4.29).
4.5.2 Jitter noise contribution
The third noise contribution in (4.21) is jitter noise, which is known to be more severe
in CT than in DT modulators. The oscillator noise was discussed in section 3.2.1
and it was shown how the jitter is converted to input referred voltage noise. The
oscillator jitter is converted to voltage noise in the sampler which is inside the loop,
and jitter on the clock introduces two problems. First the input of the quantizer is
sampled slightly too late or early, which however is a minor problem since this noise
is shaped, and since errors occur very seldom due to the single-bit quantization.
Secondly the length of the pulse which is feed back will be wrong which is a more
severe error. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.21 for a no return to zero (NRZ) [7],[39].
From the figure it is seen, that the feedback signal can be seen as an error
free feedback signal added with a error pulse train consisting of narrow pulses. The
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Figure 4.21: Time domain jitter noise to voltage noise conversion
feedback signal (and thus also the error pulses) is integrated by the first integrator
in the modulator. All the error pulses have an amplitude of Vref , and their effect in
the integration is equivalent to pulses with the length 1/fs and a noise amplitude
given from:
V 2jit =
(
Vrefσcc
Ts
)2
= (Vrefσccfs)
2 . (4.64)
It is assumed that this noise is white [7], and distributed in the frequency spec-
trum from 0 to fs/2. Integration of the noise power in the conversion band results
in:
Njit =
16γ
3η
· kT
Pjit
· V 2ref · 2fb (4.65)
or if the numbers from section 3.2.1 are used, the jitter is:
Njit =
(
1.2 · 10−10)2 2fb
Pjit
· V 2ref . (4.66)
4.6 Power consumption in the continuous time Σ∆ modulator
The power consumption of the modulator in CT almost consists of the same contri-
bution as in the DT modulator (4.33). Only the power consumption in the capacitors
are exchanged by a power consumption of the resistors (Pres) in the integrators:
Ptot = Pamp + Pcomp + Pres + Pjit + Pfilter. (4.67)
Since the power consumption of the comparator (Pcomp) and the decimation filter
(Pfilter) are the same as in DT, they will not be discussed further.
4.6.1 Power consumption in integrator amplifiers
The power consumption of the amplifier includes power consumed by the CMFB
since a differential solution is assumed. With a bias current of IB in the folded
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cascode amplifier Pamp is:
Pamp = m(4 + 1)IBVdd (4.68)
The bias current can be limited either by slew-rate defined from the loading of
the amplifier which in this case is resistive or by GBW of the amplifier.
When the amplifier is slewing, it delivers IB to the load. The load on the amplifier
consists of the input and feedback resistors at the input of the integrator in which it
is placed and by the input resistor in the following integrator stage. Slewing occurs
when the maximum voltage (and thus maximum charging current) is applied to the
resistors. This worst case voltage is Vref/2 resulting in an IB of:
Islew =
3KrVdd
2Rs
(4.69)
The minimum GBW required in a CT modulator has been studied in [14]. This
study is based on harmonic distortion, and the result is a minimum GBW of:
GBW =
gm
Cf
=
fs
2m
√
2− 1 (4.70)
It is expected that GBW in CT should be much lower than in DT. This is indeed
seen to be true for high resolution modulators if (4.70) is compared to (4.39). As
an example the GBW in the DT modulator in a 16 bit third order modulator is
required to be 2.9 times the GBW in the CT equivalence. Since gm is now known,
the required bias current can be found according to (3.1):
IGBW = GBWCfnVT (4.71)
As in the previous case it is seen that Islew and IGBW is not related to the same
component, and it is thus necessary to link them together. If it is assumed that the
fco is at the unity gain bandwidth of the integrator, the link between Cf and Rs is:
Cf =
1
piRsfnfs
. (4.72)
An interesting fact is that if Islew in both cases is referred to Cf , it is seen that
the current in DT is twice the current of its CT equivalence for the same value of
Cf . This is however not a surprise since the amplifier delivers the same charge in
both cases, but within half the time in the DT case.
4.6.2 Other power consumptions in the modulator
The comparator as well as the decimation filter is not dependent of whether it is
used in DT or CT, and the discussions from the previous section can be used directly
in the calculation of Pcomp and Pfilter.
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In CT a high resolution requiring low integrator noise results in rather small
values for Rs, and thus a considerable power consumption in the feedback resistors
and in the input resistors of the first integrator. In the worst case, the voltage across
a resistor is Vref/2, and the current is thus given as:
Ires =
KrVdd
2Rs
. (4.73)
In the differential solution, there are 2(m + 1) resistors resulting in a power con-
sumption of:
Pres =
KrV
2
dd
2Rs
2(m+ 1). (4.74)
The last power contribution included in the model is the power consumed by
the oscillator. This power consumption is dependent on the allowed jitter noise in
the oscillator, and it can be found by rearranging (4.65) or (4.66). From the latter
equation the result is:
Pjit =
(
1.2 · 10−10)2 2fb
Njit
· V 2ref . (4.75)
4.7 Using the continuous time model
The results from the CT case should be compared to the results found for the DT
case. This is done by calculating power consumption using the parameters mentioned
in section 4.4 since these parameters are independent on the time mode.
4.7.1 Simulation set up
As in the DT case, an iterative method is used to find the optimal amount of the
power budget that is used for the jitter noise Njit and for the internal electrical noise
Nint, and the oscillator power consumption is found from (4.75).
The trade-off is in the CT case that reducing Rs reduces the Nrs (4.63), and
reduces thus the noise requirements to the amplifier, which decreases the necessary
bias current. On the other hand a reduced Rs results in an increased Islew (4.69) and
IGBW (4.71). Therefore the highest possible Rs value where the noise budget is just
met, is calculated. Two different values for Rs are found for slew-rate limitation and
GBW limitation. If the slew-rate is limiting the power consumption, Rs is calculated
from:
Nint = m · ln
(
fb
fmin
)
2Kfp + 2Kfn
W1L1C2oxµp
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2
+
m ·Rs
(
16kTfb +
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2 32γkTfbnVT 2
3KrVdd
)
(4.76)
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and in the case of GBW limitation:
Nint = m · ln
(
fb
fmin
)
2Kfp + 2Kfn
W1L1C2oxµp
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2
+
m ·Rs
(
16kTfb +
(
1 +
1
2fn
)2
32γkTfb(
2m
√
2− 1)fnpi
)
. (4.77)
From these values of Rs the power consumption of the complete modulator can
be calculated. When the internal noise budget Nint is larger than the 1/f noise alone,
the result is a positive and realizable value for Rs. Naturally the same process as
well as the same parameters (see table 4.1) as in the DT case is used to make a fair
comparison.
4.7.2 Results from CT simulations
The model is used as described for the DT modulator. This means that the modulator
examined is a 1 V audio band (20 Hz to 20 kHz) for hearing aids. Also in this
case the first order modulator is disregarded due to idle tones as well as a possible
problematically low gain in the amplifiers. Simulations are carried out on the second
order modulator. The solution range will be similar to the DT case, and in Fig. 4.22
simulated inverted power consumption as a function of the fs and fn when jitter and
decimation filter are not included, is plotted.
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Figure 4.22: Power simulation result for a 1 V second order CT modulator where the fs is
in MHz, and the cut-off frequency is normalized as (2fco)/fs
If this simulation result is compared to the second order DT modulator in
Fig. 4.16 it is seen, that the area giving possible solutions for fs and fn is the
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same for the two types since stability and 1/f noise is the same in both cases. In the
simulation without oscillator and decimation filter included the optimal solution is a
power consumption of 1.02 mW obtained at fs = 12 MHz and fn = 0.3. As expected
this power consumption is much lower than in the DT simulation
The power consumption in Fig. 4.23 includes power consumed by the oscilla-
tor. Again an increased power consumption is expected, not only due to the power
consumed by the oscillator, but also due to an increased power consumption in the
amplifiers since Nint is reduced.
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Figure 4.23: Power simulation result for a second order CT modulator including the oscil-
lator power consumption and jitter
The power consumption in this simulation has increased to 1.41 mW. This is
as expected a considerable increase (40%) compared to the increase in power in
DT. It is however not enough to make the DT solution the better choice. Due to the
relatively high resolution, the decimation filter included in Fig. 4.24 does not increase
the power consumption much and thus the total power consumption is 1.46 mW.
The distribution of power in the converter is seen in Fig. 4.25. The result is much
like in the DT case with a major power consumption in the first integrator. The only
significant difference is the power consumed by the oscillator which has now increased
to 8%. With the settings used in this simulation, the system is limited by slew-rate.
The model might however be slightly pessimistic when it comes to slewing, since the
situation designed for is quite unlikely to happen and thus some power might be
saved with only slightly more distortion as a consequence.
The second order modulator consumes less power, but if less tones are needed a
third order modulator can be used. For modulators with orders higher than three,
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Figure 4.24: Power simulation result for a second order CT modulator with the oscillator
and decimation filter included
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Figure 4.25: Distribution of power in the second order CT converter
the 1/f noise problem described for the DT case remains for this case as well.
4.8 State of the art comparison
Throughout the years a lot of implementations have been presented in the literature,
and therefore state of the art only improves marginally for the well studied topologies
like the single-bit single-loop topology. Results found in the newest literature should
be comparable to the results predicted by the model, and thus model results are
calculated for the parameters given in a few papers to evaluate results given by the
model.
It is problematic to find recent publications usable with the assumptions made
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Table 4.3: Comparison of power consumption predicted by the model and power consump-
tion measured on fabricated converters
Cite SNR fb Supply Power Model pred.
[47] 81-dB 25 kHz 0.5 V 300µW 200µW
[15] 73-dB 25 kHz 1.5 V 135µW 41µW
[44] 76-dB 16 kHz 0.9 V 40µW 29µW
[59] 85-dB 20 kHz 1.0 V 130µW 127µW
in the model, not least because most implementations are multi-bit, but in table 4.3
simulations are compared to results from two CT converters published in [47] and
[15] and two DT converters published in [44] and [59].
In all four simulations, the measured results are higher than the simulated result.
This is also expected since the model does not include all phenomena such as match-
ing and coupling found in a real implementation, even though the model is slightly
pessimistic in the slew-rate limitation. On the other hand all four results are reason-
ably close to the measured results supporting the robustness of the simulations. The
results might also fit even better if all parameters such as process parameters were
known from the four publications, this was however not the case.
4.9 Summing up results on modulators with feedback
In this chapter power consumption in the single-bit single-loop modulator was mo-
deled to find out which one between DT and CT modulators that are the optimal
solution in terms of power consumption. It is well known and also demonstrated
above, that the CT modulator is optimal when oscillator jitter is not included. But
the simulations indicated that the CT implementation is still optimal, even if jitter
and decimation filter are included.
In the DT case the total consumption was 2.25 mW and in the CT case it was
1.46 mW or only 65 % of the power needed by the DT solution. This is a noticeable
difference, but the picture changes somewhat when the evaluations are made for
other settings as shown in table 4.4. From these results it is evident, that the CT
case might be the optimal choice but only marginal in some cases. This is also
reasonable since none of the topologies have been able to outdo the other through
numerous implementations.
Even though the difference might be small, the CT solution can be considered
optimal, since it has less requirements for the anti-aliasing filter compared to the
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Table 4.4: Power consumption of three different second order modulators
Difference in
Frq. band CT power DT power resolution power consumption
20-20kHz 1.58µW 2.32µW 8bits 68%
10k-1MHz 37µW 64µW 6bits 58%
10k-1MHz 875µW 1069µW 12bits 82%
DT solution, which again can be seen as an advantage. The reason is, that since the
sampling occurs after the integrators, it will inherently work as an anti-aliasing filter
before the signal is sampled, while the DT solution only has the advantage of the
oversampling compared to Nyquist converters.
4.9.1 Figure of merit for modulator with feedback
The figure of merit (FoM) is a measure allowing power comparison of different con-
verters even if they are designed for different frequency bands or different resolutions.
The FoM presented here is also found in other publications such as [45]:
FoM =
P
2 ·BW · 2B . (4.78)
In this equation P is the power consumption of the converter, BW is the conversion
bandwidth, and B is the effective number of bits which is calculated from the SNR
according to (2.2). It is noticed that the lower the FoM is, the better the converter
performs.
From the theoretical derivations above the FoM for the feedback single-loop
topology can be calculated. If should however be remembered that an implemen-
tation with the same topology usually results in a higher FoM, and therefore one
should be careful when comparing FoM calculated for topologies and for implemen-
tations. The topology is not necessarily bad just because a designer has made a bad
implementation.
The investigation of the DT and CT modulators above are all made for the same
bandwidth and resolution, which was 20 kHz and 16 bits. The FoM in respectively
DT and CT are:
FoMDT =
2.25 mW
40000 · 216 = 858 fJ/conv (4.79)
FoMCT =
1.46 mW
40000 · 216 = 557 fJ/conv (4.80)
Chapter 5
Frequency to digital Σ∆
modulator
A different approach compared to the single-bit single-loop topology just described
is the modulator without feedback. In this chapter the frequency to digital Σ∆ mo-
dulator (FDSM) which is a modulator without feedback, is described. In this work
the FDSM topology is based on integration in a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
and digital differentiation, whereas other publications have been PLL based [3] [12]
[49]. The advantage of the FDSM is its capability of extremely low supply voltages
operation (even much below the threshold of a MOS transistor) and low power con-
sumption. This means a competitive FoM. The theory of the modulator is described,
and the principles are proved through implementations with measurements.
5.1 The first order FDSM
The Σ∆ modulator without feedback was presented in section 2.3.2. It was seen
that the input signal should be integrated. There are no restrictions to what type
of integrator which can be used, but because the modulator is designed for supply
voltages below the threshold voltage, active circuits such as amplifiers cannot be
used. The integrator type used in the FDSM is a VCO, and thus the intermediate
signals in the modulator are converted into the frequency domain. By doing so the
SNR of the modulator is not limited by supply voltage as in a modulator operating
in voltage domain. The output frequency of a VCO is given from the input voltage
xi as:
fV CO(t) = fc +Ksxi(t) (5.1)
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where fc is the carrier frequency of the free running VCO, and Ks is the sensitivity
of the VCO. The output phase is a perfect integration of the output frequency:
θ(t) = 2pi
∫ t
−∞
fc +Ksxi(τ)dτ. (5.2)
Thus if the phase is detected, a CT integration of the input signal is obtained. It is
however also seen, that the output signal after differentiation will contain a DC signal
not found in the input originating from fc. This means that meaningful conversions
at DC are problematic in the FDSM. Due to the cyclic behavior of the phase a DC
component will not result in overflow in the integrator, as if a traditional active
integrator was used. It is also seen, that the VCO sensitivity is defining the gain
of the complete converter, and it is crucial that Ks is constant for all input values.
If this is not the case, signals applied at the input will be distorted, and harmonic
distortion is seen at the output.
The integration is in CT and thus it is followed by a sampler. This sampler detects
phase, and divides the result by 2pi. The sampled result is then passed to quantizer
and differentiator. In general Fig. 2.6 changes into Fig. 5.1 in the first order FDSM.
Integrator
(VCO)
Sampling and
Quantization
(Phase detection) Differentiator
Vin φ(Vin)
φ(Vin)
+ qn
fs
Figure 5.1: General structure of a first order FDSM
5.1.1 The D flip-flop FDSM
Implementation of the phase detection, sampling, quantization and differentiation
can be carried out in various ways [22]. The straight forward implementation is to
apply a resettable counter counting complete periods after the VCO. θ(t) is sampled
when the counter is reset and started, and the phase is easily detected single-bit from
the zero crossings of θ(t), and thus the VCO signal. Quantization and division by 2pi
are obtained automatically since the counter counts integers, and at the following
sampling where the counter stops the result is already differentiated since the counter
was reset at the previous sampling. The counter output for an increasing input
voltage will be as shown in Fig. 5.2
In a practical implementation the resettable counter is however unpractical espe-
cially because it takes time to reset. An extension to this simple counter principle is
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Figure 5.2: FDSM output with resettable counter
to use modulo-2n arithmetic by using a free running counter with 2n steps and sam-
ple the counted result. The difference between one sample and the previous sample
is found in a 2n bit subtracter, where the borrow bit is thrown away. The result is
seen in Fig. 5.3 with the same input as in Fig. 5.2. It is seen, that the results using
the two counter types are the same.
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Figure 5.3: FDSM output using modulo-2n counter
The modulo-2n counter is not only advantageous when it comes to speed but
also in terms of required steps in the counter. When using the resettable counter,
the numbers of steps should be higher than than the maximum VCO periods which
can occur during one sampling period with the highest possible input amplitude
ximax:
CNTres ≥ fc +Ks · ximax
fs
. (5.3)
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The DC part coming from fc/fs is not interesting, and thus it is not needed to count
that part in the modulo-2n counter. If a maximum signal swing at the input is within
±ximax the number of steps necessary is given from:
CNTm2 ≥ int
[
2Ksximax
fs
]
+ 2. (5.4)
The last 2 are added to ensure enough range, since Ks · ximax/fs is probable not an
integer. Even though CNTm2 should be rounded to the nearest value of 2
n higher
than CNTm2, it will usually be somewhat lower than CNTres.
Now imagine the simplest modulo-2n counter with n = 0. Such a counter with
only two steps will be a legal option in some designs. This means, that the internal
word length will be a single bit. The delay in the differentiator is only a D flip-flop,
and the subtracter throwing away the borrower bit reduces to a single XOR gate. if
the counter now counts half VCO periods, the output will be as shown in Fig. 5.4.
t
t
1/fs 2/fs 3/fs
1/fs 2/fs 3/fs
θ(t)
Count
1
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−pi
+pi
1 0 0
Figure 5.4: FDSM output using 2 stage counter
It is seen, that the shaded counts will not influence the result. It is also seen,
that the output of the counter follows the sign of the wrapped phase, which is the
same as the sign of amplitude of the VCO output signal, assuming an amplitude of
±Vref . If the VCO has a sinusoidal output, this simple counter reduces to a clocked
comparator, and if the VCO output is a square signal it reduces even further to a D
flip-flop. In the latter case, the first order FDSM is named a D flip-flop FDSM, and
it is seen in Fig. 5.5. As seen in Fig. 5.4 the D flip-flop FDSM counts both rising and
falling edges, meaning phase change of pi. The result is, that the signal is doubled
compared to the ordinary counter FDSM.
This is a nice and simple solution, but since the ”counter” in this solution is
only single-bit it will not work with all combinations of fs and input amplitudes
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Figure 5.5: The D flip-flop FDSM
due to overflow in the counter. It is clear, that if the output signal from the VCO
is oversampled, either none or a single zero crossings will occur. In this case even
the strict case for CNTres is fulfilled, and the single-bit counter will provide enough
dynamic range.
It is assumed that the free running VCO frequency is much higher than the
highest input frequency modulating the VCO. Thus fs can easily be high enough
to oversample the input frequency heavily, but still undersample the VCO output.
What combinations of fs and fc that can be used, can be examined in both frequency
and time domain [22]. In this case a time domain analysis will be presented. It should
be remembered, that since only one bit is available, the number of half VCO periods
are not allowed to differ with more than at most one period in two adjacent samples.
This means, that if P is an integer, only counts of P and P + 1 are allowed. Two
different examples of sampling frequencies are compared to a VCO output signal in
Fig. 5.6.
 VCO
fsa
fsb
c d
Figure 5.6: VCO signal compared to two different sampling signals
From the figure it is seen, that the period of fsa is an integer of half VCO periods
whereas the period of fsb is a quarter of a VCO period longer. If fsa is considered, it
is seen, that just a slight phase change controls if the VCO transition (c) is counted
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or not at the first sample point (first dashed line). At the next sample point (next
dashed line), just a slight change in the VCO frequency will control if transition (d)
is counted or not. This means, that with extremely small changes of the frequency
(input voltage) the counting can include or exclude the two transitions. Therefore the
counter should include three values, which is not allowed in the D flip-flop FDSM.
However when using fsb, it is seen, that small variations in phase and frequency will
only cause a difference in the count from transition (c). This means, that selecting
fsb as the sampling frequency will result in a stable D flip-flop FDSM, even if a small
signal is applied to the input of the VCO.
To summarize, the sampling period Ts is not allowed to equal an integer number
of half VCO periods TV CO. If P is still an integer this can be written:
2Ts
TV CO
6= P (5.5)
or if written with frequencies:
2fV CO
fs
6= P. (5.6)
fV CO was given in (5.1). If a sinusoidal signal is applied to the input, all of the input
values need to result in a legal count. When the minimum value ximin of the sinusoid
is applied, the lowest fV CO is obtained and thus also the minimum count during one
sampling period. This number needs to be higher than P :
2(fc +Ksximin)
fs
> P. (5.7)
When the maximum value ximax of the sinusoid (ximin = −ximax if the mean value is
zero) is applied, fV CO is increased, and the number of period counts will be higher.
The limitation is:
2(fc +Ksximax)
fs
< P + 1. (5.8)
It is clearly seen, that if a sinusoidal input is assumed, an optimal sampling frequency
allowing maximum input amplitude is given from the mean input ximean (which could
be 0) is given from:
2(fc +Ksximean)
fs
= P + 0.5. (5.9)
If fs is decreased, more noise is moved into the conversion band, and it is thus
usually not interesting to operate with very low sampling frequencies. Still it can be
mentioned, that if fc >> Ks · (ximax − ximin)/2 is assumed, the minimum usable
sampling frequency is given from [22]:
fmins ≈ 2Ks(ximax − ximin). (5.10)
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5.1.2 SNR and SQNR in D flip-flop FDSM
Calculation of signal to quantization noise (SQNR) can be calculated directly from
the knowledge of the modulator principle, whereas noise produced in the VCO is
needed to calculate the complete SNR. In both calculations the signal amplitude at
the output Ao is used, and if quantization noise power is Nq, SQNR is given as:
SQNR = 20log
(
Ao√
2
)
− 10logNq. (5.11)
The output signal is found from the time domain output stream. If a high OSR
is assumed, the input signal can be seen as a constant within one sampling period.
The D flip-flop FDSM equals a counter FDSM counting half VCO periods, and the
output stream is given from [22]:
yn = q
[
2Ts
n∑
i=−∞
(fc +Ksxi)
]
− q
[
2Ts
n−1∑
i=−∞
(fc +Ksxi)
]
(5.12)
where q[g] is quantization of g. During the quantization operation, a quantization
error e is added to the value at the input to the quantizer. The result is an output
bit stream of:
yn = 2Ts(fc +Ksxn) + en − en−1. (5.13)
From this equation it is clear that the output bit stream will contain a DC part of
(2Tsfc) and a shaped quantization noise (en − en−1). The signal part of (5.13) is
(2TsKsxn), and thus the equivalent maximum output signal amplitude is:
Ao =
2Ks(ximax − ximean)
fs
. (5.14)
It was proved in section 2.3.2, that the quantization noise was high pass filtered
with the same noise transfer function as in the ordinary feedback modulator. In the
frequency domain this transfer function is given from [27]:
|NTF (f)| = 2sin
(
pif
fs
)
. (5.15)
It can be shown, that if the quantization noise is assumed to be white, the constant
spectral noise density kx is given as [27]:
kx =
(
∆√
12
)√
1
fs
. (5.16)
If it is assumed that OSR is high, the sin((pif)/fs) function in (5.15) can be approx-
imated as ((pif)/fs), and with a conversion band limited at fb quantization noise at
the output of a first order modulator can then be found as:
Nq =
∫ fb
−fb
k2x|NTF (f)|2df ≈
∆2pi2
36
(
2fb
fs
)3
. (5.17)
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When (5.14) and (5.17) are used, the SQNR for the D flip-flop is given as:
SQNR = 20 · log
(√
2Ks(ximax − ximean)
fs
)
− 10 · log
(
pi2
36
(
2fb
fs
)3)
. (5.18)
It is seen, that ∆ is not included in the SQNR. The reason is, that the D flip-flop
is always single-bit, and since both signal and noise are normalized with the supply
voltage, ∆ always equals unity in the D flip-flop FDSM. It is interesting to notice
from the equation, that the noise is reduced by 9 dB/octave as usual for a first
order modulator. At the same time the signal is reduced with 6 dB/octave, and thus
the net profit is only 3 dB/octave. The system should however be seen in a bigger
perspective, since other optimizations through fc and Ks can be made to overcome
the signal degradation.
Calculation of SNR requires knowledge of noise power injected by the circuits in
the FDSM (Nint). Measured noise will of course also include external noise applied
from the input source, supply, coupling etc. If this is not included, and if it is assumed,
that internal noise and quantization noise is uncorrelated, SNR is given as:
SNR = 20 · log
(
Ao√
2
)
− 10 · log(Nq +Nint) (5.19)
In section 3.2.2 the phase noise in an oscillator was shown. Since the signal is con-
verted into phase after the VCO, this phase jitter (3.23) is directly added to the
signal. Clock oscillator jitter is not included in this section, and since the differ-
entiator is digital, it can be assumed noiseless. To ease up calculations and since
fs >> f1/f , white noise is assumed. The noise will be distributed in the band up to
fs/2, and the noise in the conversion band up to fb is:
Nint = (σ∆φ)
2 2fb
fs
. (5.20)
ω0 in (3.23) is the frequency with ximean at the input, and the reference period ∆T
in σ∆T is the sampling period, resulting in an internal noise given from:
Nint =
(
2pi(fc +Ksximean)κ
√
1
fs
)2
· 2fb
fs
(5.21)
The internally produced noise is differentiated as the quantization noise. This
means that output referred phase noise is converted back into 1/f noise and white
noise.
5.2 Other features of the implemented FDSM
This type of converter has potentially a low power consumption depending on the
VCO used. Digital circuits and thus also flip-flops can easily be operated far below
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the threshold voltage of a transistor, and the complete FDSM is capable of low supply
voltage operation depending on the VCO type. Thus the selection and optimization
of the VCO is crucial for the converter, and it is commented in this section. Also
discussed are noise problems not included above, as well as multi-bit and differential
solutions.
5.2.1 VCO optimization for the FDSM
Here only the most important considerations are presented since this topic is thor-
oughly discussed in paper 3 and paper 4. In principle all types of VCOs can be used
in the FDSM, but in the D flip-flop a VCO based on the nonlinear square signal os-
cillator type is advantageous since a D flip-flop can have problems detecting signals
near the zero crossings correctly.
The inverter ring oscillator Fig. 3.4 is a square output oscillator. Another fea-
ture of this oscillator type, is that no bias currents are needed and thus no active
transistors are needed. The oscillator only includes digital inverters, which as the
other digital circuits can be operated at very low supply voltages, and thus there are
no blocks in the FDSM requiring supply voltages above the threshold voltage. The
complete single-bit FDSM is seen in Fig. 5.7.
Vin D Q
D Q
Clk
Figure 5.7: Complete FDSM with a three stage oscillator included
The frequency of the oscillator can be controlled in various ways, but through a
discussion in paper 4 the optimal solution is found to be to control either the p or
the n-MOS transistor bulk terminal. This will modulate the threshold voltage of the
transistor, and thus also the maximum drain current ID. In weak inversion operation
this current is proportional to:
ID ∝ e−γ
√
2φf−xi/nVT (5.22)
where γ is a process constant, φf is surface potential in the MOS transistor, n is a
fitting parameter and VT ≈ 26 mV is the thermal voltage.
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The frequency is linearly dependent of ID, but as it is seen in (5.22), ID is not
linearly proportional to the input signal. The sensitivity of the VCO Ks is the first
derivative of the frequency as a function of input voltage. Using the bulk controlled
inverter ring VCO directly results in a sensitivity which is increasing with the input
signal. A non constant sensitivity will introduce a nonlinearity in the signal path
seen as harmonic distortion at the output. This is a problem often not addressed in
publications, since the VCO signal is expected to be supplied from an external radio
FM signal [12] [49] [57].
The linearity is improved according to the so-called soft rail principle by adding
a bias transistor at the supply of the VCO (Fig. 5.8). This transistor reduces the
supply voltage to the VCO when ID (and frequency) is increased through xi, which
results in a negative feedback, reducing the sensitivity of the VCO when the input
signal is increased.
Vbias
Vbulk
Figure 5.8: Bulk controlled VCO with soft rail bias transistor
The principle was proved through SpectreRF simulations of a 5 stage VCO sup-
plied with 0.2 V, and in Fig. 5.9 it is seen, that the linearity is indeed improved
with a correctly adjusted soft rail bias transistor. The trade-off is that Ks is reduced
which in some systems is disadvantageous. The simulation is made for a full scale
sweep of the input voltage. Due to the monotonic Ks curve, the linearity improves
for a reduced input signal swing.
5.2.2 Noise sources in the FDSM
The VCO phase noise, which is the primary noise source in the FDSM, has already
been discussed in the previous section. Other secondary noise sources are pattern
noise, clock jitter, flip-flop metastability, substrate coupling, cross coupling, supply-
and bias noise.
Since the FDSM has the same behavior as the modulator with feedback, it will
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Figure 5.9: VCO sensitivity simulation illustrating impact from the soft rail bias transistor
also create tones at the output, when the input amplitude is low. When these tones
come into the conversion band, it is named pattern noise which indeed is a problem
since the implemented FDSMs are first order. Since this is a fundamental property
even in an ideal modulator, it will always be there. The idle tone pattern is however
changed when the DC signal at the input is changed or if fc is changed up or down.
This means that with a carefully designed fc or an adjusted DC input, most tones
will be outside the conversion band, and the total in band pattern noise will be low
as shown in [5].
Clock jitter noise is not included in SNR, since the clock generator is not included
in the implementations, and thus high power laboratory clock generators with low
jitter is used. If this was not the case, the sampling time would be slightly wrong.
With the cycle-to-cycle jitter of σcc, this can be seen as an additional phase at the
sampling instance of:
θjit = 2pi(fc +Ksxi)σcc. (5.23)
It is clear, that the clock related noise increases with the VCO frequency. It is
however important to notice that due to the location of the sampler, the jitter noise
is differentiated and thus shaped as the quantization noise.
The implementations are based on D flip-flops. There are two problems related
to the flip-flops, race problems and metastability. The D flip-flop consists of two
D latches, and in the first implementation they were connected as illustrated in
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Fig. 5.10. The flip-flop shown will sample at falling Clk edges, but the problem is
D
Clk
Q
Q
D
Clk
Q
Q
1 2
D
Clk
Q
Q
Figure 5.10: The D flip-flop consisting of two D latches
that when Clk is going from low to high, the second latch will close a bit late due
to the delay in the inverter, and therefore an extra sampling at the falling Clk edge
might occur. This problem is increasing with sampling frequency since the inverter
delay is constant, and thus it will limit the speed of the flip-flop. The problem is
solved in the second implementation with backwards clocking of the flip-flop by
turning the inverter and connect the Clk to the second latch first. In this case the
second latch is ensured time to close when the a falling Clk flank occurs, and thus
sampling can only occur at rising edges.
Metastability can also cause problems [26]. The flip-flop is a bistable device (sta-
ble at 0 and 1), but it has a metastable point in between these two stable points.
This means, that the output cannot remain in this state forever, but it might take a
while until a stable output is obtained. The metastable point is reached in situations
where the input D is close to the metastable point when the sampling occurs. Since
the output voltage of the square signal VCO is passing the metastable point fast
compared to the sinusoidal VCO, it will be advantageous. To reduce the metasta-
bility problem the transition time is also shortened in the second implementation
by adding buffers on the VCO output. Each of the D latches in Fig. 5.10 is made
with NOR gates as shown in Fig. 5.11. One more attempt has been made to reduce
the metastability problem by scaling the NOR gates in the second stage in Fig. 5.11
slightly down compared to first stage. The result is, that the kip-voltage and thus
the metastability points of the first and second stages are different. Therefore even
if the first D Latch in Fig. 5.10 is at the metastable point, the second D Latch will
settle to a stable point, and the complete D flip-flop is stable.
Coupling is a problem in these implementations, since the chip includes both
analog inputs, more oscillators at the same time and clocked digital circuits. More
initiatives have been made to minimize coupling. First tracks carrying digital and
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Figure 5.11: D latch consisting of four NOR gates
analog signals are kept separated and the digital and analog blocks have each their
decoupling capacitances, power and ground pins. Ground connections can be sepa-
rated since local isolated p-wells are used for each VCO and each digital block. This
also rejects a major part of the substrate injected noise.
Supply noise is problematic since it will modulate the output frequency of the
VCO, and thus it is seen as a signal with a gain comparable to Ks. To reduce this
noise the decoupling on the test PCB is obviously important, but it is also reduced
if the FDSM is made differential as proposed later. It is seen in paper 4 that the
soft rail bias transistor greatly reduces the supply noise sensitivity of the VCO.
Unfortunately the bias transistor also adds an additional noise input, but paper 4
indicates that the total noise is still reduced when the bias transistor is used, even
when both noise inputs are considered. Since the same bias voltage is used in all
VCOs, a differential solution is advantageous in this case.
5.2.3 Differential and multi-bit implementation of the FDSM
To improve performance of the FDSM, differential and multi-bit solutions are im-
plemented in the chips designed. The advantage of the differential converter is that
harmonics with an equal order as well as common mode signals will disappear. The
principle of any differential circuit is, that the input is differential (two inputs x+
and x−), and it is assumed that the input signal applied is fully differential as well
e.g.:
x+ = A · cos(ωt) (5.24)
x− = A · cos(ωt− pi). (5.25)
It is clear that the differential signal is xdif = 2cos(ωt). Nonlinearities introduces
terms including x2+, x
2−, x3+, x3− . . ..Since cos2(ωt) among other terms creates cos(2ωt)
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which is the 2nd harmonic, and since cos3(ωt) creates cos(3ωt) which is the 3rd har-
monic, the positive output of the differential circuit will include the terms cos(2ωt)
and cos(3ωt), while the negative output will include terms with cos(2ωt − 2pi) and
cos(3ωt − 3pi). Due to symmetry reasons, the amplitudes will be the same for all
harmonics, and thus it is seen that the 2nd harmonic disappears while the 3rd is
doubled in the differential result. The signal is also doubled and thus the result is,
that all equal order harmonics disappears.
It was seen, that the harmonics disappeared since they were converted into com-
mon mode signals. Therefore also common mode noise such as supply noise (including
50 Hz hum) and noise injected at the bias input will be effectively rejected. The noise
floor originating from VCO phase noise and quantization noise is however uncorre-
lated, and thus the noise floor is increased.
In the implementation it is chosen to have two identical converter channels as
in Fig. 5.12. One will then be the positive channel and the other is the negative
channel. The two results are measured separately. Post processing can then be used
to find the differential solution. This is a difficult circuit to implement, since the
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process
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Figure 5.12: The differential implementation of the FDSM
two FDSMs should be completely identical and both cores and connections are thus
layed out as mirrored versions of each other, with dummies placed around them to
get an effective suppression.
Also a multi-bit solution has been implemented. The principle is to quantize the
phase with a multi-bit quantizer. With the usual single-bit approach, the SQNR was
given as (5.18). It is however clear, that when a multi-bit quantizer is used, the steps
between the adjacent quantization levels are reduced. In (5.18) the quantization noise
(5.17) was found using a difference between the quantization levels (∆) of 1. Using
an N level quantizer, ∆ is reduced from 1 to 1/N and the quantization noise changes
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to:
Nq =
∫ fb
−fb
k2x|NTF (f)|2df ≈
pi2
N2 · 36
(
2fb
fs
)3
(5.26)
leading to a SQNR for the multi-bit FDSM of:
SQNR = 20 · log
(√
2Ks(ximax − ximean)
fs
)
− 10 · log
(
pi2
N2 · 36
(
2fb
fs
)3)
. (5.27)
It is clear, that for each extra bit (doubling of N) in the quantizer, SQNR is increased
6 dB. The analysis concerning sampling frequencies versus input voltage range in the
undersampling region remains unchanged from the single-bit solution.
With the single tap used in the D flip-flop, it is difficult to quantize multi-bit since
the phase of the square output signal from the VCO can only be detected during
the transitions already used in the single-bit solution. When using the inverter ring
VCO, it is however quite easy to detect the phase with multi-bit precision if more of
the inverters in the ring are tapped. To ensure that all quantization steps are equal,
the taps need to be equally spaced in the ring as the example in Fig. 5.13 for a 9
stage inverter ring.
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Figure 5.13: Two different solutions on correct tapping of a 9 stage inverter ring
The output from such a multi-bit quantizer is thermometer code like, and thus
a binary encoder is encoding the quantizer result before the differentiation. Since
the number of inverters in the oscillator is always odd, it is seen, that the allowed
number of taps will be odd as well. Therefore the modulo-2n subtraction cannot be
used. This problem is solved with an additional subtraction of the borrow bit as
shown for the general multi-bit FDSM in Fig. 5.14. This solution requires however
that the number of taps is given as 2X − 1 where X is an integer number of bits.
This means, that only the 3 tap solution in Fig. 5.13 is working with the solution in
Fig. 5.14, and the next usable ring inverter is the 15 stage ring, where 3 and 15 taps
will fulfill the requirements. With a multiplication of the borrow bit the circuit in
Fig. 5.14 can be extended to operate with a number of taps different from 2X − 1.
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Figure 5.14: General multi-bit FDSM
The above solution is a general solution. In the implementation a VCO with three
taps is used, and a customized digital block is made instead of the subtracters. It is
seen, that the digital circuit should be able to detect how many taps the transition
has moved in the inverter ring since the last sampling, and thus the output with
three taps is either 0, 1 or 2 (two bits output in total). The transition edge is found
between the two taps both producing either zeros or ones at the same time. Which
flank it is, is not important, and thus XNOR gates are added as in Fig. 5.15. After
the XNOR gates, the tap last passed by the transition flank will give 1 while the two
other will give 0 leaving only three possible {A,B,C} outputs {0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 0} or
{1, 0, 0}. If {A1, B1, C1} denotes the present sample, and {A0, B0, C0} denotes the
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Clk
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B
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Figure 5.15: XNOR decoding of flank position
previous sample, it is clear that the two outputs {D,E} of the complete FDSM,
should fulfill the truth table 5.1.
This can be rewritten in a Karnaugh map as in Fig. 5.16, revealing the expressions
for D and E is easily found as:
D = (B0 · C1) + (A0 ·B1) + (C0 ·A1) (5.28)
E = (A0 · C1) + (C0 ·B1) + (B0 ·A1). (5.29)
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Table 5.1: Truth table for multi-bit digital block
A0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
B0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
C0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
A1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
B1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
C1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
E 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Using DeMorgan’s theorem [26], this can be rewritten into:
D =
(
(B0 · C1)′ · (A0 ·B1)′ · (C0 ·A1)
)′
(5.30)
E =
(
(A0 · C1)′ · (C0 ·B1)′ · (B0 ·A1)
)′
(5.31)
and thus D and E can be realized with one three input NAND gate and three
two input NAND gates each, and the total multi-bit quantizer and differentiator is
implemented as in Fig. 5.17. Using this implementation the multi-bit solution will be
as fast as the single-bit solution, since the limitation is still the speed of the flip-flop.
5.3 FDSM implementations
In this section layout and measurements on two different chips with FDSM circuits
will be presented, and the properties discussed above will be demonstrated.
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Figure 5.16: Karnaugh map for the multi-bit digital block including {D,E}
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Figure 5.17: Quantizer and differentiator in the multi-bit FDSM
5.3.1 Layout
The two chips are implemented in a 90 nm triple-well process. The following FDSM
circuits based on bulk controlled ring inverter VCOs with soft rail bias are on the
chips:
Chip 1 Includes two single-bit and one multi-bit D flip-flop FDSM with down-
sampled output.
Chip 2 Includes three single-bit (two were intented for differential use) and one
multi-bit D flip-flop FDSM.
Increasing transistor lengths of the VCO inverters will increase the loading on
inverter nodes and decrease the charging capabilities of the inverters, and thus the
length of the transistors control fc and Ks. The width of the transistors will also
change the load, but depending on operation region, the charging capabilities of
the transistors will compensate for the change in load, and thus the influence on
oscillation frequency from changes to the width is very limited. On the other hand
total power consumption of the VCO will increase with increased transistor widths,
and according to (3.21) this will reduce the noise. Performance of chip 2 is improved
by having wider transistors than in chip 1 as shown in table 5.2. It is seen that all
three VCOs in chip 1 have equal dimensions, whereas one of the single-bit oscillators
in chip 2 is scaled down compared to the remaining three VCOs in the chip.
Dimensions of the bias transistors are based on simulations. The length of the
bias transistor will change the feedback, and a too short transistor might not be
able to provide enough feedback to linearize the VCO, whereas a too long transistor
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Table 5.2: VCO transistor dimensions for chip 1 and chip 2 in µm (width/length)
Implementation P-MOS N-MOS Bias
Chip 1 6/0.1 3/0.1 10/0.35
Chip 2 (Differential and multi-bit) 60/0.25 35/0.25 100/0.25
Chip 2 (single-bit) 10/0.25 5.83/0.25 16.7/0.25
will narrow the linear operation range. The width of the bias transistor can be
compensated after fabrication by the bias voltage, and thus it is not that crucial in
the design phase. Bias transistor dimensions are also presented in table 5.2.
In chip 1 the single-bit outputs were split out into two parallel bits coming out
with half of the sampling frequency, and the two bits output was split out into four
bits. This was done to relax the demands on the output buffers. It turned out not
to be necessary, and due to difficulties to acquire the multi-bit results, these output
stages were not included in chip 2.
Other improvements in chip 2 were an improved differential design, faster D flip-
flops, buffers between VCO and sampler (D flip-flop) and an improved substrate
noise immunity since no transistors were placed directly in the substrate. Results
from chip 1 indicated same performance from n- or p-MOS bulk input, and thus
only p-MOS bulks were accessible in chip 2 to reduce the pin count.
Since the manufacturer of the chips covered them completely with dummy metal,
micro photographs do not show any structures and thus the core layout of chip 2 is
shown instead in Fig. 5.18. Total dimensions of the core are 270x240µm2. The layout
is not optimized for area, and much of the area is used on decoupling capacitance. It
is marked with the rows and columns where soft rail transistors, VCOs, VCO buffers,
digital circuits and output buffers are placed in the layout.
5.3.2 Measurements on VCO output
It was seen that fc is not directly interesting since the FDSM can operate with both
under- and oversampling of fc. Indirectly fc has some importance, since sensitivity
Ks is usually scaled with fc. Ks controls the complete gain in the system, and
the desired value for Ks is thus dependent on the specific application. Since these
implementations are only prototypes and thus not designed for a given application
(and full scale input), the absolute Ks is of secondary importance, whereas the
linearity is extremely important. All measurements in this section are made with
0.2 V supply.
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Figure 5.18: Layout of chip 2 core with total dimensions are 270x240µm2
In the implementations one of the taps from the VCO has been buffered to an
output pin. In paper 5 measured results are seen from chip 1. It is clearly seen that
the soft rail biasing improved linearity. When the VCO has optimal linearity it is
found that fc = 14 MHz and Ks = 8.7 MHz/V.
VCO linearity has also been measured for the VCO used in chip 2. Results for
output frequency vs. input voltage as a function of the bias voltage is presented in
Fig. 5.19.
It is seen, that also in chip 2 the linearity is improved with the soft rail bias. It
is also seen, that fc in chip 2 is reduced compared to measurements on chip 1 due to
the increased length of the VCO transistors. The sensitivity derived from Fig. 5.19
is seen in Fig. 5.20. These results indicate that Ks is reduced compared to chip 1
however not as much as fc reduction. Since the low distortion input source used in
SNR measurements does not have DC offset, it is seen from Fig. 5.20 that the FDSM
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Figure 5.19: VCO output frequency vs. input voltage as a function of bias voltage
Figure 5.20: VCO sensitivity derived from Fig. 5.19
will provide best linearity with a bias voltage of approximately 0 V.
5.3.3 SNR and SNDR in basic FDSM
Due to the extremely low supply voltage, acquisition of the digital output stream
from the FDSM requires either voltage conversion into standard logic levels such as
CMOS or TTL, or specialized acquisition equipment with user defined threshold le-
vels. In these measurements a digital acquisition PC card from National Instruments
with user defined thresholds was used. To reduce the load on the chip, unity gain
buffers were added on the test PCB. Results shown are mean results of at least ten
524288 points spectra acquired with LabView.
It was previously theoretically proved, that the FDSM can operate with both
under- and oversampling of fc. In chip 1 only undersampling was possible since the
maximum possible fs was approximately 5 MHz. This was improved in chip 2 to
approximately 20 MHz due to improved flip-flop clocking, and since fc was reduced
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as well, oversampling was possible in chip 2.
SNR and SNDR is calculated with a conversion band from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and
the maximum SNR and SNDR obtained for chip 1 were respectively 47,4 dB and
44,2 dB with a 4 kHz input tone. The spectrum providing the maximum SNDR is
presented in Fig. 5.21. This spectrum is obtained with fs=3.4 MHz and 200 mV
supply voltage.
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Figure 5.21: Output spectrum measured on single-bit solution in chip 1
It was seen during the measurements, that the amount of harmonic distortion
could be controlled with the bias voltage as expected. It is also seen, that the conver-
sion band is dominated by 1/f and white noise which according to theory originates
from VCO phase noise. Quantization noise starts to dominate at approximately
20 kHz.
SNR and SNDR for the same chip as a function of applied input signal is presented
in Fig. 5.22. The dynamic range (DR) is the range from the maximum allowed input
signal to the minimum input signal detectable at the output. DR can be found from
Fig. 5.22 to 52 dB.
The power consumption is extremely low, since there are no active biased transis-
tors in the circuits. The VCOs have their own supply, but unfortunately the digital
circuits share supply pin with the output buffers, and thus power is measured for
both digital circuits and buffers. Usually power consumed by output buffers is not
considered, since they are not needed if the circuit is used in a larger system, and
thus this power consumption is removed based on a simulation result which gave
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Figure 5.22: SNR and SNDR as a function of input amplitude
a total power consumption very close to the measured result. The total measured
power for all three FDSM circuits is 3.5 µW, but when buffer power consumption
has been removed, the power of a single FDSM can be found to 0.44 µW.
In chip 2 the power consumption of the VCOs is increased by increasing the
widths of the transistors in the VCO. It is thus expected that the SNR is increased
accordingly. The linearization principle has not been changed, and thus the SNDR is
not expected to increase equally much. The SNDR is however still increased some-
what when the noise floor is lowered since a higher SNDR can be obtained with a
lower signal and thus with less distortion. Therefore the SNDR curve is expected to
peak at a lower signal level than the SNR, an effect which was not as pronounced
for chip 1 in Fig. 5.22. Transistor lengths were also increased slightly (from 0.1 µm
to 0.25 µm) since simulations indicated better linearity with this transistor length.
A spectrum measured with an fs of 6.5 MHz as for chip 2 is seen in Fig. 5.23. It is
seen that the noise floor has lowered as expected. The maximum signal at the output
is approximately the same as for chip 1. From Fig. 5.24 the SNR is found to 61.5 dB
while the SNDR is 54.5 dB. This means an SNR increase of approximately 14 dB.
The measured power consumption in chip 2 is dominated by the VCOs, and power
share consumed by buffers is reduced to approximately 20 %. After subtraction of
the buffer power consumption, the total consumption is 3 µW. This is a factor of
6 higher than in chip 1, and since phase noise depends on
√
1/P , the difference
between noise floor in chip 1 and chip 2 should be approximately 8 dB. The increase
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Figure 5.23: Output spectrum measured on single-bit solution in chip 2
of 14 dB is measured at a higher fs than the results for chip 1, but measurements of
chip 2 with fs=3.4 MHz actually showed a 6 dB increase in SNR compared to chip 1
result. The quantization noise is moved with the increased fs, but it is still limiting
SNR.
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Figure 5.24: SNR and SNDR as a function of input amplitude in chip 2
It should be mentioned that the measurements presented for chip 2 are made
with a bias of -20 mV and that a trade-off exists. If the bias is increased, the SNR
increases while SNDR is reduced. The fact that SNR increases with the bias voltage
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is explored later.
5.3.4 Measurements on the differential FDSM
The measurements on the differential FDSM are made with the same test setup
as the basic FDSM above. The only difference is, that two channels are used at
the same time. The success of this circuit depends on how well the two channels
match. This matching is examined by applying a common mode sinusoidal signal
to the two channels. With perfect matching the applied tone should be completely
removed in the differential result. Both the single channel result and the differential
result is seen in Fig. 5.25. The applied common mode signal is seen to be suppressed
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Figure 5.25: Result with common mode signal on the differential FDSM
35 dB which is a good result when based on pure matching between two independent
channels. The second harmonic has also disappeared in the differential result. It was
also expected that the 50 Hz noise would disappear, but it is only suppressed about
5 dB. This indicates, that the 50 Hz is not coupling as a common mode signal.
However in another measurement without common mode signal applied, the 50 Hz
tones was the only signal found in the spectrum from each of the channels, and in
this measurement, they were completely removed in the differential result.
The 1/f noise and the white noise from the two channels are uncorrelated noise
and thus the differential noise floor will be 3 dB higher than in a single channel.
This also fits measurements at low frequencies. At frequencies where quantization
noise starts to dominate, the difference is increased, which might indicate that the
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quantization noise is not completely uncorrelated. At higher frequencies, the slight
unmatch between the two channels results in quite different tonal behaviors, and
thus the differential result will be dominated by only one of the channels at a time.
Fig. 5.23 indicated that the second harmonic is dominating SNDR in chip 2, and
thus improved SNDR is expected when adding a differential input signal. Since the
differential signal at the output will be 6 dB higher while the noise floor increases
only 3 dB, the SNR is also assumed to increase 3 dB.
Measurements also indicate, that the noise floor from the VCO actually decreases
when the supply voltage is decreased, which might be due to the decreased fc. On the
other hand the digital circuits becomes slower with decreased supply voltage which
is a disadvantage. If the bias voltage is increased slightly, the supply voltage to the
VCO is decreased while the digital supply is constant. That this changes the noise
floor is seen in Fig. 5.26, where the oversampled (fs=7.4 MHz) differential FDSM is
applied a small constant differential input signal and three different bias voltages.
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Figure 5.26: Measurements on differential FDSM with bias voltages of -300 mV, 0mV and
118 mV
As expectedKs and thus the overall gain is (seen from signal amplitudes indicated
with arrows) reduced when Vb is increased. It should be noticed that the 50 Hz noise
assumingly coming from the supply is reduced with higher Vb as well. This indicates
that the bias transistor shields the circuit from supply noise as described in paper 4.
Except from the tones which are high due to the low input signal, the quantization
noise are at the same level in all three measurements, since fs and the quantizer are
the same in all three measurements.
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The performance of the differential FDSM with a fully differential signal at the
input and with the same fs as used for the single ended solution gave an SNR and
SNDR increase of 3 to 5 dB depending on bias voltage. Maximum SNDR is found
from the spectrum in Fig. 5.27 where it is seen that the third harmonic is now
dominating.
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Figure 5.27: Output spectrum measured on differential FDSM
When fs is increased to 12.2 MHz, measurements give a SNDR of 60.3 dB
(9.7 bit). The maximum SNR of the differential FDSM with fs=12 MHz is 68.9 dB,
and in Fig. 5.28 SNDR and SNR are seen as a function of differential input signal.
Usual differential circuits comes at almost no power costs, but in the FDSM two
identical circuits are needed, and power consumption of this solution with the same
fs consumes twice the power (6 µW) compared to the single ended solution. Since
only 3 dB noise reduction are gained, the differential solution is theoretically not
advantageous when considering power consumption. On the other hand if linearity
is considered or if other environments with more common mode noise are considered,
it is indeed advantageous. Increasing the sampling frequency to 12.2 MHz increases
measured power consumption to approximately 7.5 µW.
5.3.5 Measurements on the multi-bit FDSM
Unfortunately only a single ended multi-bit solution was implemented, and thus the
same set up as for the basic FDSM was used. Due to the smaller quantization steps,
the quantization noise is assumed to be lower than in the single ended solution. This
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Figure 5.28: SNR and SNDR as a function of input amplitude in the differential FDSM
with fs=12 MHz
is however not what is seen at the output spectrum, since the output stream from the
FDSM is detected as the values {0,1,2} and not as assumed in the theory {0,0.5,1}.
This means ∆ is still 1, but the maximum signal has instead increased 9.5 dB while
the quantization noise remains at the same level.
All three taps used includes signal and thus the signal is increased, but unfor-
tunately they also include noise from the oscillator. This means that 1/f noise and
white noise are increased as much as the signal and thus only SQNR is improved.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.29 where input signals with equal amplitudes but slightly
different frequencies are passed through both a single-bit FDSM and a multi-bit
FDSM, and the results are compared.
The measured spectrum for maximum SNDR with fs=6.3 MHz is presented in
Fig. 5.30. From the results on SNR and SNDR which are 60.9 dB and 54.8 dB
respectively, it is seen that the system is not limited by quantization noise, since the
results are approximately the same as for the single-bit solution.
This implementation uses the same VCO as the single tap solution, and since the
digital power consumption is very limited compared to the analog consumption, this
solution only requires 10 % increase in power consumption (3.3 µW). It is however
only a power efficient implementation in systems limited by quantization noise, and
where an increased sampling frequency is not an option. It could also be used in
systems where idle tones should be limited, since the amplitudes of the idle tones
scales with ∆.
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of single-bit and multi-bit FDSM
5.3.6 Figure of merit for FDSM
It is interesting to compare the performance of the FDSM to that of the Σ∆ with
feedback, and thus the FoM is calculated according to (4.78). In the previous sections,
both measured SNR and power consumption for the different implementations of the
FDSM are found, and the corresponding FoM results are calculated in table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Measured FoM for different FDSM implementations
Implementation SNR [dB] Bits Power [µW] FoM [fJ/conv]
Chip 1 (Single-bit) 47.4 7.6 0.44 57
Chip 2 (Single-bit) 61.5 9.9 3.0 78
Chip 2 (Differential) 68.9 11.2 7.5 82
Chip 2 (Multi-bit) 60.9 9.8 3.3 93
It is clearly seen, that in terms of performance chip 2 is preferable, while chip 1
provides the best FoM. It should however be mentioned, that power consumption
measurements are somewhat inaccurate, since only total power consumptions can be
measured, while the distribution inside the chip relies on simulations. To the defense
of chip 2 it should also be mentioned that if a high SNDR is sacrificed, the SNR can
be slightly increased which will bring down the FoM.
The overall conclusion from chip 2 is that the performance of the FDSM can be
increased with increased power consumption, and that the FoM of approximately
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Figure 5.30: Output spectrum measured on the multi-bit FDSM
100 fJ/conv can be expected. Compared to the results in section 4.9.1, FoM for the
modulator with feedback is seen to be approximately 5 times the FoM of the FDSM.
Calculated from a FoM of 100 fJ/conv, it is seen that the 16 bit converter theo-
retically requires only 262 µW, and it might thus be concluded that the FDSM is the
optimal solution when discussing converters for hearing aids. Only one basic (but
extremely important) problem remains: The FDSM is first order, which (discussed
previously) is inappropriate in a hearing aid due to idle tones.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
The starting point for the discussions of this thesis was analog to digital converters
for hearing aids. The first priority in these converters is low power consumption.
Other parameters that should be fulfilled by the hearing aid converter are sub 1 V
supply voltage operation, complete audio conversion band from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and
an average conversion precision of 12-16 bits.
The first converter type discussed was the Nyquist converter. This converter type
can easily provide a sufficiently high precision, and sub 1 V operation can be obtained
in modern CMOS processes with low threshold voltages. Power consumption of the
converter itself can be kept at a fair level, but the requirements to the anti-aliasing
filter are high. The power consumption of the filter was calculated based on published
state of the art filters, and it was shown that if this power consumption was included
as well, the total power consumption of this converter type was not competitive any
longer.
In oversampling converters the anti-aliasing filter requirements are more relaxed,
and thus the well known single-loop, single-bit Σ∆ converter was discussed in two
different variants. A variant where the integration is carried out in discrete time
(DT) and a variant where integration is carried out in continuous time (CT). The DT
topology discussed was a switched capacitor circuit and the CT topology an active
RC circuit. The target was to predict how much power a 16 bit (SNR) implementation
of these converter types would require and to predict which of the two variants
that was most power efficient. This topic was treated theoretically through Matlab
simulations. Models of the noise as function of power consumption were obtained.
They required the use of an advanced stability model for the converter, since this
modulator type has a tendency to become unstable when the modulator order is
increased. The models also included power consumed in the clock oscillators, since
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the CT modulator is much more sensitive to clock jitter than the DT modulator.
On the other hand the bandwidth requirements are lower in the CT modulator than
in the DT equivalent. The results indicated that the power consumption in both
cases was limited by the slew-rate of the amplifiers used in the integrators, and that
the CT implementation was the most power efficient of the two. The total power
consumption of the 16 bit converter was 1.46 mW which was slightly too much
for the hearing aid application, since the total power budget for all circuits in the
application was approximately 1 mW. A figure of merit (FoM) was calculated from
the simulated results, and it was 557 fJ/conv.
Using the FoM it was possible to compare the performance of the single-loop,
single-bit Σ∆ converter to the last converter type discussed. This was a converter
producing Σ∆ noise shaping but without feedback. It was based on integration in a
VCO converting the signal into the frequency domain, and thus the converter was
named frequency to digital Σ∆ converter (FDSM). The FDSM was able to oper-
ate on extremely low supply voltages even below the threshold of a transistor and
extremely low power consumptions, since it could be implemented without active cir-
cuits. The VCO selected for the implementations presented was the bulk controlled
inverter ring VCO, and one of the main topics was to linearize its modulation. This
linearization was obtained with the so-called soft rail principle, where a bias tran-
sistor created a feedback through a reduction of the supply voltage of the VCO.
Various implementations including multi-bit, differential and single ended solutions
with different power consumptions were made, and even through measurements they
proved extremely efficient operated at only 200 mV supply. 16 bit was not obtained,
but measurements on converters up to 11.2 bit (SNR) proved FoM values ranging
from 57 to 93 fJ/conv. It was also proved that both differential and multi-bit imple-
mentation was feasible. It was also found, that if a FoM of 100 fJ/conv was assumed,
the 16 bit converter could be obtained from only 262 µW which was more in the
range of a hearing aid. The modulator was, however, only first order, and thus idle
tones in the output spectrum might limit the use of the presented FDSM in the
hearing aid.
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Appendix A
High resolution Nyquist
converter topologies
In this appendix different types of Nyquist converters and the applicability in hearing
devices are examined. In converter applications the important parameters to eval-
uate are conversion speed, resolution and linearity [20] often at the lowest possible
power consumption. Three types of converters known to provide possibilities of high
resolution A/D conversion are commented [45] [27].
A.1 Integrating converter
Different types of integrating converters are widely used in high resolution and low
speed applications. The simplest type is the single slope converter which integrates
a reference voltage on the capacitor C while the clock edge triggered binary counter
is counting. The count is terminated by a comparator signal when the integrator
voltage VR exceeds the input voltage also giving the name time-division conversion.
−
+
−
+
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CR
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VR B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
Figure A.1: Schematic of the single slope A/D converter
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However the resolution of this type of converter is extremely sensible to process
variations in the RC term, reference voltage noise and to the input offset error of
the amplifiers. The RC term problem and the amplifier offset error problem can be
overcome by using the dual slope converter [45]. An implementation of this example
is presented in the paper 1. The possibility of obtaining 16-bit of resolution with
this type of converter has been reported [4] and is therefore interesting. In this type
of converter the two slopes are obtained by integrating the input voltage for half a
sampling period (2B clock cycles) [10]. Then the reference voltage is integrated and
the binary counter is counting until the comparing level has been reached.
Since the same RC components are used in both integrations, the dependency of
the RC term is eliminated. Also input offset error is eliminated since it is included
in the beginning of the first integration, where the integrator output is reset to the
offset voltage of the integrator amplifier [27].
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Reset
Figure A.2: Schematic of the dual slope A/D converter
In a 16-bit converter the input voltage is integrated for a full clock period counts
of 216 followed by the integration of the reference voltage in a partial count giving
the digital converted result according to:
Partial count =
Vin
Vref
full count (A.1)
According to this a converter with full scale input voltage of Vref has a worst case
counting time of two full counts. For a 16-bit converter the clock frequency supplied
should be at least 5.8 GHz to obtain 44 kHz sampling. Even though the speed can
be improved by using multi-slope implementations [55], this fact reveals that the
integrating converter is to slow for this application.
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A.2 Successive approximation converter
The successive approximation converter has faster conversion times than the inte-
grating converters although it still obtains a relatively high resolution [46] even at
low voltage supplies [38]. At relatively high sample frequencies of a few MS/s 4-6
bit, are still easily obtainable, and pipelining can result in high resolution converters
at medium frequencies. With this approach a 12 bit converter at 5 MS/s using only
0.19 pJ/conversion has been reported [34]
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Successive-approximation register
D/A converter
B1 B2 B3 Bn
Vin
Vref
SAR
Figure A.3: Schematic of the successive approximation A/D converter
The principle of the converter is to guess the result. First all of the bits are 0
except for the most significant bit (MSB) which is 1. This result is converted in the
D/A converter giving half of the reference voltage applied to the D/A converter,
which is compared to the input voltage. If the input voltage is larger than half of the
reference voltage the output from the comparator is 0 with the sign conventions from
figure A.3 and the MSB is known to be one. Then the next bit is changed to 1, and
the bit combination is converted in the D/A converter and compared to the input
voltage. This process is continued until all of the bits have been determined. This
means, that only a number of clock cycles corresponding to the number of output
bits are needed. For a 16-bit converter sampling at 44 kHz the clock frequency should
be at least 700 kHz.
In this type of converter, the quality of the conversion is depending on the type of
D/A conversion used. Often used D/A converter types are the R-2R based converters,
the charge-redistribution capacitor converter, the thermometer based converter, the
charge-redistribution switched-capacitor converter or hybrid converters formed from
a combination of the different converter types [27].
In Fig. A.4 the R-2R approach to the D/A conversion is illustrated with a 4 bit
converter. The digital bit combination is applied to the switches B1 to B4. Because of
the R-2R ladder the currents switched in or out are binary scaled, and the converted
output is obtained by the current to voltage conversion formed by the amplifier and
the resistor RF .
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Vref 2R
Figure A.4: The R-2R approach to D/A conversion in a successive approximation A/D
converter
This type of converter uses as few current paths as possible, and it can be ex-
tended to a large number of bits since the component values do not scale with the
number of bits. This also means, that common centroid layouts increasing the linear-
ity is easily implemented. The drawbacks of the R-2R approach are that monotonicity
is not ensured because of the binary weighting, and the power consumption is high
because of the current giving a continuous power consumption.
−
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Vout
Vref
CC2C4C8C16C
Vin
SW1
Figure A.5: The charge redistribution approach to D/A conversion in a successive approx-
imation A/D converter
The charge redistribution approach is seen in Fig. A.5. In this case the com-
parator seen in figure A.3 is also included in the D/A conversion, and the output
is connected directly to the SAR. In this topology the signal carrier is charge, and
the amount of charge transfered for each bit is binary scaled by scaling the size of
the capacitors switched in or out. The conversion is obtained by applying Vin to all
of capacitors while the comparator are reset through the switch SW1. By switching
in the capacitors in the successive approximation method, the converted digital bit
combination is compared to the analog input voltage.
This type of converter has a low power consumption since there is no static
current running in the circuit, and because an amplifier can be spared compared to
the other solutions. The drawbacks are, that monotonicity is still not ensured, and
that the capacitor areas are growing exponentially with the number of bits, reducing
the number of bits possible. Because of the capacitor scaling the common centroid
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layout is not as easily implemented as in the other converter types.
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Figure A.6: A resistive thermometer approach to D/A conversion in a successive approxi-
mation A/D converter
The thermometer approach illustrated in Fig. A.6 can be implemented both as a
resistive and a capacitive implementation. In this case the Bit combination coming
from the SAR is thermometer decoded, and each switch applies the same current to
the resistor RF which is converting the current into a voltage.
The important advantage with the thermometer approach is that it is always
monotone. Also in this case the components have the same value giving the pos-
sibility of obtaining a high number of bits and effective common centroid layouts.
The drawbacks are the relatively high power consumption because of the continuous
current consumption and the high number of current path components needed. The
current path component count is 2B − 1 compared to B in the R-2R converter.
The hybrid converter type is used to combine the different advantage from other
types of converters. An example is to combine a thermometer array at the MSBs to
obtain monotonicity and an R-2R ladder at the LSBs to reduce the overall number of
current paths [38]. Another example is to combine the charge redistribution converter
with a resistor string to obtain a higher number of output bits [46].
A.3 Algorithmic converter
The algorithmic A/D converter or the cyclic A/D converter also in principle uses one
clock cycle to produce one output bit. It is based on the same dividing principles as
the successive approximation converters, but in this case it is the input voltage that
is multiplied by 2 for every bit produced as illustrated in Fig. A.7
In this type of converter the circuit multiplying by two are crucial for the overall
performance of the converter because of the cyclic behavior of the converter. The
circuit seen in Fig. A.8 are multiplying the input voltage by two without introducing
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S/H Comp Shift register
S/HX2 +
Vin
Vref/2
-Vref/2
Figure A.7: Block diagram showing the signal flow in the algorithmic converter
errors due to input offset voltage in the amplifier, and it is independent of process
variations in the capacitances [27] [35].
−
+
C2
C1
Vin
Vout
Figure A.8: Matching independent circuit multiplying input signal by two
To operate the switches correctly four cycles are needed. The complete converter
proposed by Li [35] produces one output bit for every six clock cycles with this type
of multiplier. A speed improvement to three clock cycles for a matching indepen-
dent converter has been proposed in [42]. In both cases charge injected from the
switches are an important performance reducing parameter since the multiplication
is depending on charge transfered between the capacitances in the circuit. By using
a precise switching timing and a differential version of the circuit shown in Fig. A.8,
the charge injection problems can be reduced significantly [35].
Appendix B
Basic component noise sources
Noise produced in components is distributed with a given spectral density for a
given component type, where spectral density is the noise voltage produced in the
component squared per Hz (V 2n ). The two most common types of noise are white
noise where the density is a constant independent of frequency and 1/f noise where
the spectral density is proportional to 1/f. The two types of noise are illustrated in
Fig. B.1. It is seen, that the 1/f noise are most pronounced at low frequencies, and
since 1/f noise theoretically is ∞ at DC, a 1/f noise corner is always present.
Log(f)
Vn2
1/f noise
White noise
1/f noise coner
Figure B.1: Noise spectral density for white noise and 1/f noise. 1/f noise corner is shown
Since spectral density is the noise per Hz, the total RMS noise power can be
found by integrating the complete frequency spectrum as:
V 2n(RMS) =
∫ ∞
0
V 2n (f)df (B.1)
It is obvious, that a white noise source has a RMS noise going to∞. This is however
only the case for the noise source alone, when the component producing the noise
is used in a circuit, the noise source will be band limited and (B.1) reveals a finite
value.
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B.1 Passive components
Of the passive components only the resistors are noisy components. The noise in
resistors is thermal noise, and it can be modeled as a white noise voltage source in
series with a resistor or a white noise current source in parallel with the resistor.
The noise is named thermal, since it originates from thermal excitation of the charge
carriers in the material, and it is therefore proportional to the absolute temperature
[27]. The noise in a resistor is illustrated in Fig. B.2 and the spectral density is given
in (B.2) where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and R is
the resistance.
R
R
4kTR
4kT
R
Figure B.2: Noise models for a resistor
V 2nr(f) = 4kTR (B.2)
The capacitor do not introduce noise, but when it is charged it is normally
through some resistive elements introducing noise, and in this case an RC term
band limits the noise is obtained as shown in Fig. B.3.
V 2nc = 4kTR
(
pi
2
1
2piRC
)
=
kT
C
(B.3)
It is seen, that the capacitor can be seen as having a noise source independent only
dependent of the capacitance C [32]. This noise also has to be included in switched
capacitor circuits, since the capacitor is charged through a resistive MOS transistor.
C
R
4kTR
Vout
Figure B.3: RC noise bandwidth limitation
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B.2 Active components
Of the active components only the MOS transistor is important to discuss to fulfill
the noise study of this work. This type of component generally has three types of
noise when it is operating in the active region. The first noise type included is a white
noise introduced in the component due to the resistive channel in the transistor. The
input referred white noise spectral density is given in (3.8). The factor γ is a process
and transistor size dependent constant. For long devices γ approximates 2/3. gd0 is
the transconductance for zero drain source voltage.
The MOS transistor also includes 1/f noise. In (3.9) the spectral noise density is
shown as an input referred noise voltage density. Kf is a process constant used in
SPICE2 simulations. Cox is the oxide capacitance, W is the width of the transistor, L
is the length of the transistor, µ is the charge carrier mobility and f is the frequency.
V 2wnm = 4kTγ
gd0
g2m
≈ 4kTγ 1
gm
(B.4)
V 2fnm =
Kf
2C2oxµWLf
(B.5)
The third type of noise in the transistor, not included in this model, is the
gate noise. This is a white noise due to the resistance present in the gate of the
transistor. This noise is not included in the model due to the relatively low frequencies
used meaning that the impedance of the gate source capacitance is extremely large
resulting in an extremely small gate current [32]. In Fig. B.4 the noise model of the
MOS transistor is shown. The white noise contribution is coming from the channel
in the MOS transistor and is thus intuitively a noise current in the drain path, but
can as well be transfered to the input as shown in the figure.
Vwnm gm2 2
Vfnm2 Vfnm+Vwnm2 2
Figure B.4: Noise model for a n-MOS transistor
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A Low-Power CMOS Interface Chip for Data Logging Applications
Ulrik S. Wismar, Arda D. Yalc¸ınkaya and Ole Hansen
Mikroelektronik Centret (MIC), Technical University of Denmark, B 345 E, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.
http://www.mic.dtu.dk, E-mail: uw@oersted.dtu.dk
Summary. The interface chip presented in this paper is a dedicated system designed for fish data loggers,
that converts signals from 7 sensors into an 11 bit digital signal. A full-custom prototype chip was
fabricated in a 0.6 µm Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) process. Designed for
a 5V battery supply, the chip has a power consumption less than 1.5 mW. The chip can be used to
interface a large variety of sensors such as pressure, acceleration, temperature and light sensors. In
order to demonstrate the functionality, two hybrid systems containing a sensor and the interface chip
was tested. A measurement with a pressure sensor showed a fine separation of different pressure levels
and a linearity over a pressure range from 0 to 12 bar, and with a photo diode applied the result was a
logarithmic dependency to light power.
Keywords: Interfacing, multi sensor, ADC
Category: 9 (System architecture, electronic interfaces, wireless interfaces)
1 Introduction
Current demands on the data loggers for fisheries re-
search have made it necessary to integrate multiple
functionalities without sacrificing low power consump-
tion, small size and portability. The original applica-
tion of the present chip is to interface sensors placed
on a fish to be used as a data logger, consisting of
sensors, interface circuit, memory and a very simple
processing unit [1]. Some important physical parame-
ters to be gauged in this task are pressure, tempera-
ture, acceleration/tilt, light intensity and conductivity.
These parameters, for instance, can supply information
about swimming depth, tail movement frequency, wa-
ter salinity, hunting and escape behavior of the fish.
Specifically the pressure tells about swimming depth,
differential pressure measurements on the tail of the
fish tells about tail movements, temperature and resis-
tivity tells about the salinity of the water, light and ac-
celeration reveals the hunting and escape behavior. The
operation range of the complete data logger is acceler-
ations of 0 g to 2 g with a resolution of 1 mg. The
Fig. 1: Block diagram showing the contents of the inter-
face chip. Chip border is represented with dashed line.
temperature range should be −2 ◦C to 20 ◦C with in-
tervals of 0.05 ◦C and the depth measurement require-
ment is from 0 m to 200 m in intervals of 10 cm. The
requirements specify a digital resolution of 11 bit. The
physical parameters on a fish are slowly changing para-
meters, and the highest required sample rate is 10 Hz.
The data acquisition should be possible either as inten-
sive data collection with the highest sampling rate until
the memory is full, or as a rare data collection for a
long period of time like one year. The data logger is
a battery driven system, and the interface is therefore
optimized for battery supply and low power consump-
tion. The chip could also be used in other applications,
where a general sensor interface is needed [2].
2 Description of the Design
The chip can process seven external sensor signals and
one internal temperature sensor signal, all of which are
interfaced to high-impedance inputs. A block diagram
of the interface chip is seen in Figure 1. The inputs are
connected to an input multiplexer, which allows one
of the inputs to pass to an instrumentation amplifier ac-
cording to three input selection bits giving eight combi-
nation possibilities. The multiplexer is made with eight
transmission gates having a large W:L ratio. They are
controlled by a tree bit decoding circuit. The first input
is connected to the internal temperature sensor, and the
following seven inputs are connected to external pins.
In order to be able to communicate with a broad range
of sensors, regardless their transduction styles and sig-
nal levels, the gain in the instrumentation amplifier can
be set to 1, 10 or 100 times through two gain control
bits. The instrumentation amplifier is realized using
a difference amplifier with two voltage buffers on the
input as shown in Figure 2. The amplification is con-
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Fig. 2: Electrical diagram showing the instrumentation
amplifier. The two control signals controlling the trans-
mission gates changes the amplification.
trolled by changing the resistive feedback on the dif-
ference amplifier with transmission gates. The output
voltage from the amplifier is related to an internal refer-
ence voltage of 2.50 V below the supply voltage, which
normally is in the range from 4.5 V to 5.5 V. The ampli-
fied differential signal is then applied to the input of an
11-bit dual-slope integrating Analog Digital Converter
(ADC) [3]. Due to the 10 Hz sampling frequency the
conversion speed is not an issue, and the obvious choice
was a dual-slope ADC thanks to its precision and low-
power consumption. This type of converter consists of
a resetable integrator connected to a comparator with
a digital 11 bit counter applied to its output, as it is
seen in Figure 3. The integrator starts by integrating
−
+
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Fig. 3: Block diagram showing the dual-slope integrat-
ing converter and signal diagram for the output from the
integrator Vx and the output from the comparator VC
the input voltage for a fixed time period controlled by
a 12 bit counter. In the following time period it inte-
grates a reference voltage. While the reference voltage
is integrated, the 11 bit counter is counting until the
integrator voltage reaches ground level, and the com-
parator sends a stop signal to the counter. The value
obtained is the converted result [3]. The output voltage
from the integrator is given by:
Vx = −
∫
Vo u t,a m p
R C
d t
It is seen, that the counter result is given as
T = t0 − tr e f =
Vout,amp·tr e f
Vr e f
(See Figure
3 for definitions). The ADC uses the same reference
voltage as the amplifier, meaning that the precision of
the conversion is independent of changes in the sup-
ply voltage. Since the converter is the integrating type,
an oscillator is needed to control the internal counter
of the ADC. In order to make the interface easy to
use in a large variety of applications, an internal ring
oscillator with a free-running frequency of 1 MHz is
included in the chip. This type of oscillator is based
on an odd number of inverters placed in a loop giving
a negative feedback at all other frequencies than the
oscillation frequency. Between the five inverters used
in this circuit, RC delay lines are placed to lower the
oscillation frequency. An external port connected to
one of these delay lines allows a reduction in the oscil-
lation frequency, thereby increasing the resolution of
the ADC because of the increased integration voltage
change per clock period. A disadvantage of the lower
clock frequency is the reduced input voltage capability
of the converter because of saturation in the integra-
tor. The two peripheral blocks temperature sensor and
reference circuit are both based on the bandgap refer-
ence circuit [4]. This circuit contains two unequally
sized bipolar transistors biased with the same current.
Because of their unequal size, their base emitter volt-
ages are not the same, and the difference in base emit-
ter voltage turns out to be linearly dependent on the
temperature [5]. By making some small modifications
to the resistors in the circuit, the base voltage can be
made independent to supply voltage changes and tem-
perature changes in a limited temperature range. Since
the data logger is a battery operated portable system,
the interface circuit has to consume low-power. Using
a supply voltage of 5 V, the system is designed to con-
sume 1.5 mW (drawing 300 µA of current) in the worst
case. With this power consumption, the interface chip
can fill 16 MB of data with a standard 5 mAh battery,
corresponding to 16.7 hours of operation time.
In order to eliminate mismatch of the components, a
common-centroid layout was designed for analog parts.
Figure 4 shows a micrograph of the fabricated proto-
type using 0.6 µm double poly, triple metal CMOS pro-
cess from Austria Micro Systems. The layout is divided
into two blocks containing analog and digital circuits
respectively. This is done to avoid coupling and inter-
ference of digital signals to the analog circuits. Separa-
tion of the supply voltages for the digital and the analog
blocks helps to reduce the coupling of noise between
these blocks. The chip die has an area of 0.7 mm2 and
the chip uses 43 bonding pads.
3 Electrical Characterization
The chip is characterized electrically without sensors
to reveal the functionality and the linearity of the chip,
before sensors are applied to the circuit. The reference
circuit was stable at 2.500 V within the uncertainty of
the measuring equipment with supply voltages rang-
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Fig. 4: Die micrograph of the fabricated prototype. Active chip area measures 1 mm×0.7 mm.
ing from 4.5 V to 5.5 V. The oscillator frequency was
changeable from 200 kHz to 1.3 MHz. The instrumen-
tation amplifier characteristic was linear, and the values
for the gain was 1.0, 10.0 and 92.6. For all three gains,
the input offset voltage was 4 mV. An external capaci-
tor controls the frequency range, and it is kept low to in-
crease the signal to noise ratio. The frequency response
is seen in Figure 5. The complete characteristic of the
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Fig. 5: Frequency response for the instrumentation am-
plifier at 1, 10 and 100 times of amplification.
circuit is found from measurements, where an analog
voltage is applied to a sensor input, passing trough the
amplifier and converted in the 11 bit converter. The
digital result is plotted against the input voltage by cal-
culating the output voltage corresponding to the digital
result from:
Vout =
d102
10 + d92
9 + . . . + d12 + d0
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Vr e f (1)
where di (i=0,1,..,10) are the digital output bits, and
Vr e f is the reference voltage used in the integrator. The
measurement results shown in Figure 6 are the output
result together with the differential input voltage in the
top figure, and the error result shown in the bottom fig-
ure is the difference between the measurement points
and the expected ideal line where output equals input.
To reveal the noise error in the conversion, four data
points are made for each input voltage. The clock sig-
nal used in the conversion is a 400 kHz signal produced
from the internal clock generator giving a input range
of 1 V. From the results in Figure 6 it is seen, that the
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Fig. 6: ADC conversion and error results for four dif-
ferent input voltages. The conversions are made with an
internal 400 kHz clock signal.
random noise error is maximum 2.4 mV correspond-
ing to two bits. An error of this size could be due to
noise in the chip, or it could be due to drift in the in-
put source especially if the input voltage supplied is
close to a threshold voltage. The measurement also in-
cluded the output voltage from the amplifier. This mea-
surement showed, that the offset error seen in Figure 6
originates from the offset error in the amplifier.
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4 Hybrid System Measurements
In order to demonstrate that the circuit is capable of
interfacing different types of sensors, the chip was in-
terfaced to a pressure sensor and a light power sensor.
The pressure sensor was a differential pressure sensor
with a piezoresistive Wheatstone bridge giving an ana-
log output voltage in the range from 0 mV to 50 mV for
pressure levels from 0 bar to 12 bar. The digital output
from the interface as a function of the pressure applied
to the sensor is shown in Figure 7. The digital words are
converted into voltages according to equation 1, where
the 11 bit full scale value equals 2.500 V. The pressure
applied to the sensor was measured in bar with three
decimals of precision, and the digital result was found
for pressures in the range from 0.5 bar to 12 bar, em-
ulating a fish swimming at water depths from 5 m to
120 m. Taking the sensor signal level into account, an
amplification of 10 and a clock frequency of 200 kHz
were chosen for the best resolution. Three conversions
were made at each pressure to find the maximum repe-
tition error which was found to be 1 bit. Extrapolation
over the experimental data reveals possibilities of sep-
arating pressures down to 0.05 bar in a pressure range
from 0 bar to 93.4 bar.
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Fig. 7: Results from measurements with a pressure sen-
sor applied to the interface chip.
The light power measurement was made with a
photo diode connected to one of the differential inputs.
The measurement is made in an open circuit configura-
tion, where the diode is connected directly to the input
of the interface circuit. Because of the extremely high
input impedance of the interface, no current will be run-
ning from the photo diode resulting in an output volt-
age from the diode that has a logarithmic light power
dependency. The reference light power is found from a
reference photo diode connected to an amp meter mea-
suring the photo current from the reference diode. The
digital output result is calculated into a voltage accord-
ing to equation 1 with a full scale value of 2.500 V. The
result is seen in Figure 8.
It is seen, that the output result has a logarithmic de-
pendency on the light power, meaning that the resolu-
tion in the light measurement is changing with the light
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Fig. 8: Results from measurements with a photo diode
applied to the interface chip.
power. This can be avoided by using the diode in a
closed circuit configuration, where the photo current in
the diode is supplied to a resistor, converting the current
to a voltage that can be supplied to the interface. The
photo current is linearly dependent on the light power,
meaning that the resolution of the complete system is
independent of the light power.
5 Conclusion
A low-power, battery driven, portable sensor interface
circuit was successfully designed and tested. Operating
with a battery supply of 5 V and consuming 1.5 mW,
the chip has shown to satisfy the requirements set by
the fisheries research applications. An experimental
characterization of the chip was performed showing a
noise error below 2 bits. The electrical characterization
showed, that the chip was able to convert a differential
analog input signal with a small offset error of approxi-
mately 8 mV. Measurements with a hybrid system were
also made to examine the circuits capability to interface
a sensor. These measurements showed an easy interfac-
ing of a pressure sensor and a photo diode.
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Impact of O s cillator Pow e r in D is cr e te an d C on tin u ou s Time Σ∆ C on ve r te r s
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Abstract
This p ap e r p re se n ts the o ry an d sim u latio n s o f c lo c k o s-
c illato r jitte r in c o n tin u o u s tim e an d d isc re te tim e m o d u la-
to rs w ith sin g le b it fe e d b ac k. The the o ry y ie ld s the o u tp u t
n o ise p o w e r o f b o th d isc re te an d c o n tin u o u s tim e m o d u la-
to rs as a fu n c tio n o f the p o w e r c o n su m p tio n o f a rin g o s-
c illato r p ro d u c in g the c lo c k sig n al. S im u lin k sim u latio n s
o f 3rd o rd e r m o d u lato rs hav e b e e n in c lu d e d fo r c o m p ar-
iso n w ith the the o re tic al re su lts, in d ic atin g that an o sc il-
lato r p o w e r c o n su m p tio n 5 o rd e rs o f m ag n itu d e hig he r in
the c o n tin u o u s tim e c ase than in the d isc re te tim e c ase
is n e e d e d , assu m in g a 9 8 d B sig n al to n o ise ratio is re -
q u ire d .
1 . I n tro d u ctio n
Σ ∆ converter s are tod ay a com m only u s ed top olog y
for au d io band converter s , and th e p or table eq u ip m ent re-
q u ires as low p ower cons u m p tion as p os s ible. B ecau s e of
a lower g ain band wid th ( G B W ) req u irem ent [1] in contin-
u ou s tim e m od u lator s th is m od u lator ty p e is g aining p op u -
lar ity , bu t th e d is ad vantag e is a h ig h clock jitter s ens itivity .
In p or table eq u ip m ent th e os cillator p rod u cing th e clock is
p owered f rom th e s am e batter y as th e m od u lator, and it is
th erefore im p or tant to inclu d e th e p ower cons u m p tion of
th e os cillator wh en th e two d ifferent m od u lator ty p es are
com p ared . T h e p ower cons u m p tion of th e os cillator is s el-
d om cons id ered in th e p u blis h ed literatu re.
T h is p ap er d eals with th e s iz e of th is d ifference in jitter
s ens itivity . In continu ou s tim e, th e s y s tem s am p les inter-
nally in th e m od u lator before th e q u antiz er, and th e jitter
m od u lates th e f u ll s cale feed back p u ls e [ 2 ]. In d is crete
tim e, th e s am p ling occu r s at th e inp u t of th e m od u lator,
wh ere th e jitter is m od u lated on th e inp u t s ig nal wh ich is
a s lowly ch ang ing s ig nal com p ared to th e s am p ling s ig nal.
I f th e G B W , wh ich is controlled by th e p ower cons u m p -
tion of th e integ rator s , is too low, s am p ling with jitter will
als o introd u ce nois e in th e feed back p ath in th e m od u lator.
I t is in th is p ap er as s u m ed , th at th e G B W is h ig h enou g h
to elim inate th is nois e. T h e jitter s ens itivity is illu s trated
in fi g u re F ig . 1 (A) and ( B ) .
R eference circu it nois e and p ower cons u m p tion cou ld
als o be cons id ered bu t it h as th e s am e effect in both th e
continu ou s tim e m od u lator and th e d is crete tim e m od u la-
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Figure 1 . In d isc rete tim e (A ) jitter is m o d ula ted o n th e
in p ut sign a l a n d in c o n tin uo us tim e (B ) jitter is m o d u-
la ted o n th e feed b a c k sign a l
tor, and is not im p or tant to inclu d e in th e com p ar is on to
fi nd th e op tim al s olu tion for a g iven converter s p ecifi ca-
tion.
In th is p ap er only th e jitter nois e is cons id ered tog eth er
with th e q u antiz ation nois e. In an real im p lem entation
oth er lim iting nois e contr ibu tions , es p ecially f rom th e fi r s t
integ rator, s h ou ld be cons id ered . In th e m od u lator s th is
nois e is controlled by th e k T /C ( s witch ed cap acitor inte-
g rator s ) or 4 k T R (active R C integ rator s ) nois e, and th e
p ower cons u m p tion of th e am p lifi er s in th e integ rator s .
W h ere p ower cons u m p tion is m entioned , it is th e
p ower cons u m p tion of th e os cillator. T h e p ower cons u m p -
tion of th e m od u lator its elf is not inclu d ed . T h e p ap er is
m eant as a tool to ex am ine if th e p ower cons u m p tion of
th e os cillator is of relevance in a s p ecifi c m od u lator. T h e
m od u lator s are as s u m ed to be s ing le loop , and th e feed -
back p u ls es are as s u m ed to be s q u are waves with no retu rn
to z ero.
2 . O scillato r m o d e l
A d etailed m od el of th e os cillator p rod u cing th e clock
is neces s ar y . T h e m os t com m on os cillator im p lem enta-
tion in ord inary C M O S p roces s is th e inverter r ing os cilla-
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tor b ecau se of th e com p atib ility with all C M O S p rocesses
an d th e low area con su m p tion b ecau se in d u ctors are n ot
n eed ed . Th e p ower con su m p tion an d n oise in th e rin g os-
cillator h as b een ex am in ed in [ 3 ], an d th e stan d ard d evia-
tion of th e jitter from th e oscillator is g iven from :
σ∆T = κ
√
∆T ( 1 )
H ere σ∆T is th e stan d ard d eviation of th e oscillator sig -
n al after th e tim e ∆T , wh ere ∆T is m u ch larg er th an or a
m u ltip le of th e clock p eriod . C ycle-to-cycle jitter occu rs
if ∆T = 1/fs, wh ere fs is th e sam p le freq u en cy.
Th e con stan t κ is fou n d u sin g th e im p u lse sen sitivity
fu n ction for a rin g oscillator. If th ere is p erfect waveform
sym m etry an d n o ex tra d istu rb an ces su ch as su b strate or
su p p ly n oise, th e m in im u m valu e is accord in g to [ 3 ] g iven
as:
κm in =
√
16γ
3η
·
√
kT
P
(2)
H ere γ an d η are p rocess an d d evice con stan ts; k is
B oltz m an n ’s con stan t, T is tem p eratu re, an d P is th e p ower
con su m ed b y th e oscillator.
F rom (2) it is is seen th at κ is p rop ortion al to
√
1/P
with a p rop ortion ality con stan t of 1 .21 ·10 −1 0 . Th e con -
stan t is fou n d with n u m b ers for a lon g ch an n el ap p rox im a-
tion , an d th e m eth od u se ap p rox im ated trian g u lar wave-
form s. A b etter ap p rox im ation to p rop ortion ality con stan t
for th e 0.1 3 µ m C M O S p rocess availab le to u s is fou n d
th rou g h p h ase n oise sim u lation s on several oscillators in
C ad en ce, g ivin g κ ≈ 3.6 · 10−1 1 /
√
P . Th e total cycle-to-
cycle jitter is th erefore calcu lated from :
σc c = 3.6 · 10−1 1
√
1
Pfs
( 3 )
3. Tim e j it t e r in d is c r e t e t im e m o d u la t o r
Th e clock jitter is in th e d iscrete tim e m od u lator con -
verted in to a n oise voltag e at th e in p u t of th e m od u lator
wh en th e in p u t sig n al is sam p led , as illu strated with th e
sim u lin k m od el in F ig . 2
I n th e m od el th e m od u lator is p laced in a su b system
trig g ered b y th e risin g ed g es of th e clock sig n al. J itter is
ap p lied to th e clock b y d elayin g an id eal clock with a ran -
d om n u m b er g en erator. Th e varian ce of th e ran d om n u m -
b er p rod u ced is g iven from th e d eviation in ( 3 ) sq u ared .
If th e in p u t to th e m od u lator is assu m ed to b e a sin u -
soid al sig n al, th e n oise p ower orig in atin g from th e jitter is
g iven from [ 4 ]:
V 2jit = σ
2
c c
(
d Vin
d t
)2
= σ2c c ω
2
inA
2 (c o s (ωt))
2
( 4 )
I n ( 4 ) ωin is th e in p u t freq u en cy an d A is th e in p u t
am p litu d e. I t is seen , th at th e worst case n oise p ower is
wh en th e in p u t freq u en cy is h ig h an d th e cosin e term is
u n ity.
Figure 2 . S im ulin k m o d el o f a d isc rete tim e Σ ∆ m o d u-
lato r w ith jitter o n th e c lo c k sign al
Th e n oise is assu m ed to b e wh ite [ 5 ], an d b ecau se of
fold in g p laced in th e b an d from 0 to fs/2. Th e worst case
n oise in th e con version b an d from 0 to fb is g iven b y:
Pn =
(
3.6 · 10−1 1
)2 1
P
A2
(2pifin)
2
fs
2fb
fs
( 5 )
I t is seen , th at th e in -b an d n oise p ower is in versely p ro-
p ortion al to th e p ower con su m p tion of th e oscillator, an d
p rop ortion al to th e in p u t freq u en cy sq u ared . To illu strate
th ese d ep en d en cies, sim u lation s in sim u lin k h as b een car-
ried ou t with th e m od el from F ig . 2. Th e in p u t am p litu d e
d ep en d en cy is illu strated in F ig . 3 , an d th e in p u t freq u en cy
d ep en d en cy is illu strated in F ig . 4 . Th e m od u lator sim u -
lated is a 3rd ord er m od u lator oversam p lin g 25 6 tim es,
an d th e resu lt is averag ed 25 tim es.I n b oth sim u lation s th e
p aram eter is ch an g ed a factor of 1 0 an d th e resu lt is th at
th e n oise fl oor m oves in step s of 20 d B as ex p ected from
( 5 ) .
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Figure 3 . S im ula ted o utp ut sp ec trum fro m th e d isc rete
tim e m o d ula to r w ith d iff eren t in p ut sign a l a m p litud es
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From (5) it c an be c alc u lated , th at to obtain a s ig n al to
n ois e ratio ( S N R ) of 1 6 bits with an in p u t amp litu d e of
0 .5 V, a c on vers ion ban d wid th of 2 0 k H z an d an overs am-
p lin g ratio ( O S R ) of 2 56 a p ower c on s u mp tion of 1 6 p W
is n eed ed in th e os c illator if jitter n ois e is c on s id ered as
th e d omin an t n ois e s ou rc e. I t is n ot realis tic to bu ilt an os -
c illator with s u c h a low p ower c on s u mp tion , an d th e res u lt
is th at th e jitter n ois e is n ot imp ortan t in th is d is c rete time
c as e.
S everal S N R s h ave been s imu lated for a 3rd ord er mod -
u lator. T h e in p u t freq u en c y is 1 9 3 7 5 H z , wh ic h is c los e to
th e max imu m in p u t freq u en c y of 2 0 k H z to g et th e wors t
c as e jitter n ois e. T h e res u lt is averag ed 2 5 times , an d in
Fig . 5 ( A ) it is s een , th at at h ig h p ower c on s u mp tion s th e
q u an tiz ation n ois e red u c e th e S N R to arou n d 1 2 5 d B , an d
at p ower c on s u mp tion s lower th an 1 0 −7 W, th e jitter n ois e
s tarts to d omin ate, en d in g with a S N R of ap p rox imately
1 6 bit ( 9 8 d B ) at a p ower c on s u mp tion of 1 0 −1 1 W.
T h e p ower d ep en d en c y of jitter n ois e is als o s een in
Fig . 6 wh ere th e freq u en c y s p ec tru m from th e ou tp u t of
th e mod u lator is s h own .
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Figure 4. S im u la te d o u tp u t sp e c tru m fro m th e d isc re te
tim e m o d u la to r w ith d iff e re n t in p u t sig n a l fre q u e n c ie s
4. Tim e j it t e r in c o n t in u o u s t im e m o d u la t o r
In th e c o ntinu o u s tim e m o d u lato r th e jitte r c o nve r s io n
into vo ltag e no is e in th e m id d le o f th e m o d u lato r as illu s -
trate d in F ig . 7 [ 6 ] .
In th is m o d e l th e s u b s y s te m is a c o nne c tio n p as s ing th e
s ig nal at a r is ing e d g e o n th e c lo c k s ig nal. A c c o r d ing to
analy s is o f F ig . 1 th e no is e p o w e r is g ive n b y :
V 2jit = (2Vre f σc c fs)
2
( 6 )
H e r e Vre f is th e am p litu d e o f th e fe e d b ac k p u ls e s . It
is fair to as s u m e th at th is no is e is w h ite and d is tr ib u te d
fr o m 0 to fs/2 [ 2 ] . T h e no is e in th e c o nve r s io n b and is
th e r e fo r e g ive n b y :
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Figure 5 . S N R for d iff eren t power con sum ption s in th e
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Figure 6 . O utput freq uen c y spec trum from th e m od ula -
tor in th e d isc rete tim e sim ula tion with power con sum p-
tion s of 10−3, 10−7 a n d 10−1 1 W in th e osc illa tor
Pn = 8V
2
re f
(
3.6 · 10−1 1
)2 1
P
fb (7)
I t is s een th at th e n o is e is in d ep en d en t o f th e s am p lin g
f req u en c y, an d th e d ep en d en c y o f th e referen c e vo ltag e is
illu s trated in F ig . 8 ; th e referen c e o f 10 V is n o t realis tic ,
bu t is c h o s en to h ave a n o tic eable (2 0 d B ) c h an g e in n o is e
fl o o r. A c c o r d in g to (7) th e 16 bit S N R w ith an (O S R ) o f
2 56 an d a referen c e vo ltag e o f 1 V d is c u s s ed in th e p revi-
o u s s ec tio n , req u ires a p o w er c o n s u m p tio n o f 1.7 µW, o r
5 o r d er s o f m ag n itu d e m o re th an in th e d is c rete c as e.
A ls o s im u latio n s w ith th e m o d el f r o m F ig . 7 s u p p o r ts
th is res u lt. T h e res u lt f r o m th e s im u latio n is s h o w n in
F ig . 5 (B ), an d it is s een , th at 1 µW g ives ap p r o x im ately
9 5 d B as ex p ec ted , an d th e jitter n o is e s tar ts to d o m in ate
ar o u n d 1 m W. T h is is als o s een in F ig . 9 , w h ere th e n o is e
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Figure 7 . S im ulin k m o d el o f a c o n tin uo us tim e Σ∆
m o d ulato r w ith jitter o n th e c lo c k sign al
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Figure 8 . S im ulated o utp ut sp ec trum fro m th e c o n tin -
uo us tim e m o d ulato r w ith d iff eren t in tern al referen ce
v o ltages
floor in th e ou tp u t freq u en c y s p ec tru m of th e m od u lator is
s een to d ec reas e with p ower ac c ord in g to ( 7 ) .
5. C o n c lu s io n
T h eoretic al eq u ation s bas ed on os c illator p ower c on -
s u m p tion g ivin g th e n ois e p ower orig in atin g from c loc k
jitter in d is c rete tim e Σ∆ m od u lators an d in c on tin u ou s
tim e Σ∆ m od u lators were p res en ted . T h e m od els were
bas ed on p ower c on s u m p tion in rin g os c illators , an d s im -
u lation m od els with c loc k jitter im p lem en ted were m ad e.
T h e m od els c an be u s ed to p red ic t th e jitter s en s itivity in
a g iven im p lem en tation .
I n th e 3rd ord er ex am p le with 9 8 d B S N R g iven in th e
p ap er, th e p ower c on s u m p tion in th e os c illator was 5 or-
d ers of m ag n itu d e h ig h er in th e c on tin u ou s tim e s im u la-
tion th an in th e d is c rete tim e c as e, bu t it is im p ortan t to
n otic e th at th e res u lt in th e d is c rete tim e c as e was a th eo-
retic al valu e of 1 6 p W . T h is is n ot a valu e th at c an be im -
p lem en ted , an d in a p rac tic al s itu ation it m ean s , th at th e
th e p ower g ain ed will p os s ibly be m u c h les s th an 5 ord ers
of m ag n itu d e.
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According to th e analy s is , jitter s ens itivity in th e con-
tinu ou s tim e m odu lator is ex trem e, com p ared to th e dis -
crete tim e cas e, wh ile th e im p act of jitter can b e com -
p letely dis regarded in dis crete tim e m odu lators . H owever,
a reas onab ly low os cillator p ower cons u m p tion can s till
f u lfi ll a wide s p ecifi cation range for continu ou s tim e m od-
u lators .
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Abstract
Frequency modulation in ring VCOs is investigated.
Primarily, the linearity of conversion from input voltage
to output frequency is considered. Bulk-voltage control of
the threshold voltage of the VCO transistors is found to be
a very promising approach for applications in frequency
∆Σ converters. Different approaches apply in presence
of high supply voltages, when transistors work in strong
inversion, compared to low supply voltages, when transis-
tors are in weak inversion. In strong inversion, second-
order effects controlled by the supply voltage linearize the
VCO modulation, while in weak inversion an improved li-
nearity can be obtained using soft rails, at the expense of
a reduced sensitivity.
1. Introduction
A frequency ∆Σconverter (FDSM)isa ∆Σconverter
without feedback[1]. The feedbackin a ∆Σ converter
can be eliminatedby building a systemconsisting ofan
integrator andadiferentiator. Thesignalisintegrated, af-
ter whichit issampledanddiferentiated. Assuming that
the output ofthe sampling consistsofthe input signaland
some addedquantization noise, it can be seen that the sig-
nalispassing unchangedthroughthe converter, while the
quantization noise isdiferentiatedor high-passfiltered.
The outputphase ofaVCOistheinput voltage integrated,
andthusa complete FDSMisobtainedby sampling the
phase anddiferentiating the result, asilustratedinFig. 1.
Ifthe VCOisnonlinear, it wilintroduce a harmonic
distortion to the signal, andthe signalto noise anddi-
stortion ratio wilpossibly be limitedby the nonlinea-
rity. We believe that an attractive VCOarchitecture for
use in a FDSMisa voltage-controledinverter-ring oscil-
lator (RVCO), due to the two folowing reasons:the pos-
sibility ofa rather highlinearity when frequency tuning is
performedfromthe bulkterminalofthe MOStransistors
Integrator
(VCO)
Sampling and
Quantization
(Phase detection) Differentiator
Vin φ(Vin)
φ(Vin)
+ qn
fs
Figure 1. Block diagram of FDSM. The integrator is
implemented as a VCO
(asshown later), andthe low supply voltage andpower
consumption capabilitiesofthisVCOtype [2].
According to theliterature on RVCOs, theprimarycon-
sideration isoften wide tuning range andlow phase noise
[3][4], andcurrent starvationiscommonlyusedtocontrol
the oscilation frequency. These topicsare ofsecondary
importance to the FDSM, andthey wilnot be treatedin
thispaper. Controling the frequency withthe bulkvol-
tage hassome similaritiesto the current-starvation prin-
ciple, but it haslinearity advantagesat the expense ofa
smaler tuning range, comparedtocurrent starvation. This
isdiscussedinsection 2.
Thelinearity ofthe bulk-controledRVCOisdiscussed
when transistorsare operating in strong inversion and
weakinversion, respectively. In bothcases, the validity
ofthe approachesissupportedby spectreRFsimulations.
2. Voltage to frequency relations in the
RVCO
The RVCOconsistsofan oddnumber (N)ofinverters
connectedin a ring. In eachoftheinvertersthesignalwil
bedelayedby the time td, thusthe outputfrequency ofthe
oscilator isgiven from:
f =
1
2Ntd
. (1)
Eachnode in the inverter chain isloadedby a capacitance
CL consisting ofthe totalgate capacitance fromtwo tran-
sistors, the totaldrain capacitance from two transistors,
routing capacitance, anda possible additionalcapacitance
or varactor. Thedelayin theinverter existsdue to the time
it takesthe transistorsin the inverter to charge CL. IfN
islarge enough, alnodeswilbe completely chargedand
dischargedduring one period, andeachinverter delivers
thechargeCLVdd. The transistorcharging thecapacitance
wilinitialy charge it witha maximumcurrent ID. The
current decreasesduring the transition, andifηID isthe
mean current (disregarding leakcurrents), the frequency
ofthe RVCOisgiven by
f = η
ID
2NCLVdd
(2)
N andη are fixedparametersfor a given RVCO, but from
(2)itisclear that f can be controledthroughCL, Vdd and
ID.
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CL can be controledby a varactor, suchasa biasedpn
junction. Thisissimple andeffective, butalsohighly non-
linear[5]. A linearconversion can be obtainedby switch-
ing on andofffixedcapacitors, accordingtothemagnitude
oftheinputvoltage. However,thisrequireslarge capacitor
araysateachnode, and, more importantly, an A/Dcon-
verterto controlthe switches, making itunsuitable in an
A/Dconverterdesign.
Controling Vd d wilalso influence ID, asitisseen in
the folowing sections. Thisprinciple hasbeen shown to
produce a reasonably goodlinearity. However, itrequires
highinputvoltagesandthe inputsignalisloadedwith
pulsesanda generaly low impedance. Thissolution is
notsuitablein alowsupply voltage andlowpowercircuit.
ID can be controledthroughdifferentcurentstarv-
ing techniques. Thisapproachresultsin a wide tuning
range, butisalso very nonlinear. Controling ID withthe
thresholdvoltage of the transistorsthroughthe bulkvol-
tage yieldsa beterlinearity. Furthermore, thissolution
impliesa highandstable inputimpedance, andif Vd d is
lowerthan one diode voltage, itispossible to have rail
torailinputs, oreven inputvoltagesexceeding the supply
voltage.
3. Bulk-controlled RVCO in strong inversion
The behaviorof the RVCOdependson the operation
region of the transistors. Itcan be assumedthatalnodes
are completely chargedordischargedduring an oscila-
tion period. Thismeansthatthe drain-source voltage
acrossthe transistorthatisaboutto be turnedon isVd d ,
whilethe gate-source voltage wilbelowerthanthedrain-
source voltage. Assuming thatthe supply voltage ishigh,
the transistorwilsaturate when the gate-source voltage
passesthethresholdvoltage (Vth). To a crude approxima-
tion thesaturation drain curentisgiven by
I =
W
2L
µe ffCo x (Vgs − Vth )
2 (3)
where W andL are transistordimensions, µe ff isthe ef-
fective cariermobility, andCo x isthe oxide capacitance.
The maximum curentusedin (2)isobtainedfrom (3)
when the gate-source voltage equalsVd d . Itisseen that
Vth isin the equation forthe drain curentthusa model
of the bulkdependency of Vth isneeded. When the bulk
source voltage VBS isincreased, the depletion area and
thusthespace charge isreduced. Due to charge neutrality
throughthe MOSstructure, the thresholdvoltage wilbe
reducedaccording to:
Vth = Vt0 + γ(
√
2Φf − VBS −
√
2Φf )−KBVBS (4)
where Vt0 isVth when VBS = 0, γ isa processconstant
andΦf isthesurface potentialof theMOStransistor. The
lastterm isa secondary short-channeleffect. Itisseen
fromthe equationsthatif VBSisincreased, Vth isreduced.
Thisresultsin an increasedcurentin the transistorand
thusanincreasedoscilation frequency. Now (3)isrewrit-
ten as:
ID =
W
2L
µe ffCo x (V
2
d d + V
2
th − 2Vd d Vth ). (5)
To operate in strong inversion, Vd d > Vth isrequired,
andthe term withlineardependency to Vth wildomi-
nate. If the constantpartof (4)isreplacedwithKΦ =
Vt0 − γ
√
2Φf andthe bulk-voltage dependentpartisre-
placedwithy = γ
√
2Φf − VBS , a first-orderapproxima-
tion of the curentcan be writen as
ID =
W
2L
µe ffCo x (V
2
d d + K
2
Φ
− 2Vd d KΦ (6)
+γ2y2 − 2γ(Vd d −KΦ)y).
When Vd d ishigh, the lineardependency on y isdomina-
ting, andthe curentwilgrow withapowerto VBS larger
than one. When Vd d isreduced, the linearsecond-order
effectin (4)becomesmore important, making the depen-
dency more linear.
In a realRVCOthe loadcapacitance aswelasµe ff
[7]wilalso be dependenton the bulkvoltage. Reducing
Vd d , andthusthe primary effects, increasesthe influence
of the secondary effects. These, in turn, reduce the oscil-
lation frequency when VBS isincreased, andwilincrease
the linearity in a limitedVBS range forlow supply volta-
gesinthestronginversionregion. Thisisilustratedbythe
spectreRFsimulation of a5-stage RVCOimplementedin a
0.13µmCMOSprocess. In Fig. 2 the increasedinfluence
ofsecond-ordereffectsatlowsupply voltagesisilustrated
by the sensitivity Ks of the outputfrequency f versusthe
tuning voltage VBS (i.e., Ks = ∂f/ ∂VBS), forsupply
voltagesof 1.2 V and600mV. Bothplotsare normalized
the value of the sensitivity forVBS=0.6V. Itshouldbe
addedthatonly the bulkvoltage of the n-mostransistors
iscontroled. Bothn-mosandp-mosbulkcouldbe con-
troled, butitwouldrequire two differentvoltage levels
dependenton eachother, whichisdifficultto accomplish.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of 5 stage RVCO normalized
to their minimum value with supply voltages of 1.2 V
and 0.6 V
The plotof the oscilation frequency versusthe tuning
voltage VBS , forVd d = 6 00mV, isshown in Fig. 3, with
the coresponding sensitivity (withoutnormalization)in
Fig. 4.
A measure of the nonlinearity of the transferfunction
of the VCOisgiven by
NL =
∆Ks
2Ks−m e a n
1 00% (7)
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Figure 3. RVCO transfer function for a 5 stage RVCO
simulated in Cadence
(see Fig. 4). The nonlinearityis 0.5%overaninputrange
of0.6V witha supply of600mV. However, ifthe sup-
ply voltage is higher, the nonlinearity increases, ande.g.
atVdd=0.9V the nonlinearity is 6.0%andthe sensitivity
curve is monotonicaly increasing.
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of the RVCO illustrates a nonli-
nearity of 0.5%
4. Bulk-controlled RVCO in weak inversion
Inmany applications low supply voltages are desired.
Inthese applications the RVCOis advantageous, andit
has beenreportedto functiondownto 80mV [2]. When
Vdddecreases below Vth thechannelinthetransistorscan
nolongerexist, andthey areworkingintheweakinversion
region. Thismeansthatthecurentexpressionisnotgiven
by (3), butdepends exponentialy onVgs as ina bipolar
transistor. Vth influences the draincurentaccordingto
[6]
I = I0e
(Vgs−Vt h )/ n VT
(
1− e−δ
VDS
VT
)
(8)
where I0 isa proportionality constant, VT isthe thermal
voltage, δ andn are fiting parameters, andVDS isthe
drain-source voltage. Themaximumcurentisfound, asa
functionofVth , whenVgs = Vd d . The lasttermin(8) can
be a partofI0.
The thresholdvoltage Vth is, accordingto the approxi-
mationgivenby (4), independentofthe operationregion
ofthe transistor. Thismeansthatthe maximumcurent,
andthusthe frequency inweakinversion, isproportional
to
ID ∝ e−γ
√
2φf−VBS / n VT . (9)
ThisimpliesthatIDisafunctionofVBSto apowerhigher
thanone, andthesensitivity ofthe RVCOwilbeincreas-
ing withVBS . To obtainlinearity, thisefectshouldbe
compensated. WhenVgs isreplacedwithVd d , itisseen
from(8) thatareductionofVd d wildecrease ID, andthis
efectcanbe usedasa feedbackmechanismonID. The
feedbackcanbe obtainedwithso-caledsoftrailsby pro-
vidingthesupply voltage intheinvertersthroughabiased
transistor, asshowninFig. 5.
Vbias
Figure 5. RVCO with soft rails
WhenVBSisincreased, Vth isreduced, andthe average
curentinthe biastransistorηID isincreased. Thiswil
cause anincreaseddrain-source voltage acrossthe bias
transistor, andthenegative feedbackisobtained. The bias
transistorwilalso be operating inweakinversionwith
a constantVgs andVth . According to (8) the drainsource
voltage ofthebiastransistorisgivenfromthe averagecur-
rentID−B as
VDS−B = −
VT
δ
ln
(
1− ID−B
I0−B
)
(10)
where I0−B = I0e
(Vb i a s−Vt h )/ n VT . The lengthofthebias
transistorchangesthecurvature ofthe (I,V)characteristic.
To maximize the lineartuning range, itshouldbe short.
However, ifitbecomestoo shortitwilnotbe abletopro-
videsufficientfeedback. Cadencesimulationsoftwo (I,V)
characteristicsforbiastransistorswithdiferentlengths
canbeseeninFig. 6.
The widthofthe biastransistorandthe gate biasvol-
tage Vb ia s adjustthe workpointto a portionofthe (I,V)
characteristicwhere the curvature providesthe desired
feedback. The principle isilustratedwitha Cadence si-
mulationofthe frequency andsensitivity inFig. 7 and
Fig. 8. The same processasinthe strong inversionsimu-
lationisused, andthesupply voltage is200mV. Itisseen
thatthenonlinearityisimprovedfrom27%to2.4%when
softrailsare used, atthe expense ofa lowersensitivity.
Itshouldbementionedthatsimulationsinweakinversion
are oftennotvery reliable, andgoodperformancesforthe
circuitjustdescribedare likely to be obtainedonly after
some prototyping.
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0.2 µm
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Figure 7. RVCO output frequency in weak inversion
supplied with 0.2 V with and without soft rails
5. Conclusion
Modulation linearity wasdiscussed forinverter-ring
voltage-controlled oscillators(RVCOs). ThistypeofVCO
wasfound to bea good realization fortheintegratorin an
FDSM, wherelinearity in theconversion between input
voltageand output frequency isimportant.
TheRVCOwasstudied in two situations:when the
supply voltageishighenoughto bringthetransistorsin
stronginversion, and when thesupply voltageislow, for-
cingthetransistorsin weakinversion.
In stronginversion theinfluencefromsecond-orderef-
fectswasseen to becontrolled by thesupply voltage,
wherea loweringofthesupply voltageincreased theinflu-
enceoftheseefects. Throughsimulationsit wasshown
that, when theoptimal supply voltage(0.6V in thissi-
mulation)wasfound, thenonlinearity could bereduced to
0.5%fora full scaleinput signal.
In weakinversion it wasseen that themodulation is
generally nonlinear. Thelinearity wasshown to begreatly
improved by usingsoft railsforthesupply voltageto the
RVCOinverters. Throughsimulationson a RVCOsup-
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Figure 8. Sensitivity of the RVCO in weak inversion
supplied with 0.2 V with and without soft rails
plied with0.2V thisprinciple wasshowntoimprove the
nonlinearityfrom27%to2.4%forafull scale input.
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Abstract In this paper linearity of frequency modulation in
voltage controlled inverter ring oscillators for non feedback
sigma delta converter applications is studied. The linearity is
studied through theoretical models of the oscillator operating
at supply voltages above and below the threshold voltage of
a transistor, bringing the transistors in respectively strong
and weak inversion. The theoretical results are tested with
more advanced models through spectreRF simulations. A
soft rail approach implemented to improve linearity in weak
inversion is proposed and demonstrated. The influence from
voltage noise, process variations and temperature variations
have also been simulated to indicate the advantages of having
the soft rail bias transistor in the VCO.
Keywords Inverter ring . Linear modulation . Weak
inversion . VCO . FDSM
1 Introduction
The supply voltage and power consumption of A/D convert-
ers have been decreasing due to demands from technology
scaling and battery driven applications. Directly reducing
the supply voltage reduces also the power consumption, but
introduces a number of disadvantages. Two disadvantage
that active analog circuits are influenced by, are the reduced
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DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
e-mail: uw@oersted.dtu.dk
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overdrive voltage, even though the threshold voltage of a
transistor scales somewhat with the technology, and the in-
creased requirements to the noise in the circuits. Usually
an internal voltage signal scales with the supply voltage. To
keep the same signal to noise ratio the noise is reduced by
increasing the bias current and the power consumption is
thus not scaled.
Another approach is to have an internal signal which is
not scaled with the supply voltage. By keeping a constant
signal swing when the supply voltage is reduced, the power
is scaled at the same time. Different signal carriers have been
used such as charge signals in switched capacitors, current
signals in current mode circuits, and frequency signals in
FM circuits. A frequency  converter (FDSM) is a 
converter with a frequency intermediate signal carrier and
therefore it opens possibility of both low supply voltages
and low power consumptions.
The FDSM is a  converter without feedback [1]. The
feedback in a  converter can be eliminated by building a
system consisting of an integrator and a differentiator. The
signal is integrated, after which it is sampled and differen-
tiated. Assuming that the output of the sampling consists
of the input signal and some added quantization noise, it
can be seen that the signal is passing unchanged through
the converter, while the quantization noise is differentiated
or high-pass filtered. The output frequency and phase of a
VCO is given from:
fout (t) = fc + Ks Vin(t) (1)
θ (t) = 2pi
∫ t
−∞
( fc + Ks Vin(τ ))dτ (2)
where fc is the oscillator carrier frequency, Ks is the sensi-
tivity of the modulation and Vin(t) is the input voltage. It is
Springer
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Integrator
(VCO)
Sampling and
Quantization
(Phase detection)
Differentiator
Vin φ(Vin)
φ(Vin)
+ qn
fs
Fig. 1 Block diagram of FDSM. The integrator is implemented as a
VCO
seen, that the integration of the input signal and conversion
from voltage signal carrier to frequency signal carrier is di-
rectly obtained in the VCO using the phase output, and thus
a complete FDSM is obtained by sampling the phase and
differentiating the result, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The differentiation is a digital differentiation which in a
single bit solution is simple to carry out with two flipflops
and a XOR gate. More complicated differentiations using
parallelization and multibit logic can be used to improve the
performance of the modulator.
According to the literature on RVCOs, the primary consid-
eration is often wide tuning range and low phase noise [2, 3].
From (2) it is seen that the carrier frequency fc introduces
only a DC value and the absolute value of the sensitivity Ks
is a gain, neither of them is limiting factors for the signal to
noise and distortion ratio (SNDR). But if the VCO is nonlin-
ear, having a sensitivity Ks which is signal dependent, it will
introduce harmonic distortion to the signal, and the SNDR
will possibly be limited by the nonlinearity. The linearity
is thus treated as the primary topic when dealing with the
VCOs in this paper. Regarding carrier frequency, the FDSM
can operate with both over and under sampling of the RVCO
frequency, meaning that there is no upper or lower limit on fc.
There are however some frequency ranges which are not al-
lowed when the RVCO is under sampled, and the result is,
that the most robust FDSM is obtained, when fc is low enough
to allow oversampling. On the other hand when fc is reduced,
Ks usually scales together with it. With fixed linearity, a re-
duced Ks will decrease SNDR, and thus the optimal fc is the
highest frequency still allowing oversampling for the given
supply voltage.
A good VCO for the FDSM implementation is found to
be a bulk voltage-controlled inverter-ring oscillator (RVCO)
through a discussion in this paper. The theoretical equations
for linearity of the RVCO is derived for transistors operat-
ing in strong inversion and weak inversion, respectively. In
both cases the validity of the approaches is supported by
spectreRF simulations with the BSIM3v3 parameters for a
0.13 µm CMOS process. To improve the linearity when op-
erating with the transistors in weak inversion, an approach
improving the linearity of the VCO by using soft supply rails
is proposed.
The application for the FDSM is as low-pass  mod-
ulator. The fact that the modulator discussed is first or-
der and thus does requires a high oversampling ratio, to-
gether with the fact the the input should be kept somewhat
lower than the carrier frequency, makes it very suitable in
low frequency applications such as very low power audio
applications.
2 The optimal VCO type in FDSM
Different types of VCOs can be considered for the FDSM.
Basically the VCO is an oscillator where an element capable
of changing the oscillation frequency is added. The oscilla-
tors can be separated in two different types: tuned oscillators
with sinusoidal output and oscillators with square output. The
tuned oscillators are based on a positive feedback around a
tuning block such as a crystal or a LC tank. They can pro-
vide a very low phase noise, and a low harmonic distortion.
They are however very bulky, complicated and expensive in
terms of chip area due to the size of inductors, and might
require external components. This is especially true when
low carrier frequencies are desired.
Because the phase detection in the FDSM is single bit, it
just detects whether when the sign on the phase is positive or
negative, and thus the system is not disturbed by harmonics,
opening possibility of using the square output oscillators.
In this category the inverter-ring oscillator is the most sim-
ple type and it is easily implemented in a standard CMOS
process.
The digital parts of the FDSM is capable of operation
at supply voltages much lower than the threshold voltage
of a transistor [4] and the VCO will be the block limiting
the supply voltage. The ring oscillator consists of inverter
gates and thus by using this type of oscillator the com-
plete FDSM is capable of operation at extremely low supply
voltages.
The RVCO consists of an odd number (N) of inverters con-
nected in a ring. Assuming balanced inverters with equally
powerful n and p-MOS transistors, the signal will be delayed
by the time td in each inverter, and the output frequency of
the oscillator is given from:
f =
1
2Ntd
. (3)
Each node in the inverter chain is loaded by a capacitance
CL consisting of the total gate capacitance from two transis-
tors, the total drain capacitance from two transistors, routing
capacitance, and a possible additional capacitance or varac-
tor. The delay in the inverter exists due to the time it takes the
transistors in the inverter to charge CL. If N is large enough,
all nodes will be completely charged and discharged dur-
ing one period, and each inverter delivers the charge CLVdd.
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The transistor charging the capacitance will initially charge
it with a maximum current ID. The current decreases during
the transition, and if ηID is the mean current (disregarding
leak currents), the frequency of the RVCO is given by
f = η
ID
2NCL Vdd
(4)
N and η are fixed parameters for a given RVCO, but from (4)
it is clear that f can be controlled through CL, Vdd and ID.
If the inverters are not balanced, the n and p-MOS tran-
sistors will not charge CL with the same maximum current
ID resulting in a RVCO frequency of:
f = η
(
IDp
NCL Vdd
+
IDn
NCL Vdd
)
. (5)
The unbalanced inverters will result in unequal rise and
fall times at the output nodes of the RVCO. If rise and fall
times are significantly different, this will according to [6]
result in increased phase noise. This is however the only per-
formance degradation related to unequal rise and fall times
in the FDSM, as long as both times are small enough not to
provoke metastability in the flipflops in the digital differen-
tiation.
CL can be controlled by a varactor, such as a biased pn
junction. This is simple and effective, but also highly nonlin-
ear [7]. A linear conversion can be obtained by switching on
and off fixed capacitors, according to the magnitude of the
input voltage. However, this requires large capacitor arrays at
each node, and, more importantly, an A/D converter to con-
trol the switches, making it unsuitable in an A/D converter
design.
Controlling Vdd will also influence ID, as it is seen in the
following sections. This principle has been shown to provide
a reasonably good linearity for bipolar oscillators [5] which
behaves much like MOS circuits in weak inversion. However,
it requires high input voltages and the input signal is loaded
with pulses and a generally low impedance. This solution is
not suitable in a low supply voltage and low power circuit.
ID can be controlled through different current starving
techniques often implemented with a tail transistor on the in-
verters reducing the charging current. This approach results
in a wide tuning range, but is also highly nonlinear when con-
trolling the tail transistor with a voltage input. Another prin-
ciple of controlling ID which have some similarities to the
current starving technique is to modulate the threshold volt-
age of the transistors through the bulk voltage. This principle
yields a better linearity than the basic current starving tech-
nique. Furthermore, this solution implies a high and stable
input impedance, and if Vdd is lower than one diode voltage,
it is possible to have rail to rail inputs, or even input voltages
exceeding the supply voltage. This solution has been shown
to have very low supply voltage and low power consumption
capabilities [8]. And the result is that bulk voltage-controlled
RVCO is an advantageous VCO in the FDSM.
Different types of inverters can be incorporated in the os-
cillator core. The following derivations are made for simple
standard CMOS inverters. This type of inverter is selected
because of its simplicity which eases the modeling, and be-
cause this inverter includes the minimum number of stacked
devices, which is an advantage in low supply voltage circuits.
The 0.13 µm process used for simulations is a p-subtrate
process which includes isolated p-wells and thus both n and
p-MOS transistors are placed in isolated wells. The inputs
controlling the RVCO are therefore connected directly in the
wells of n and p-MOS transistors. This will not cause prob-
lems, as long as the pn junction between the well and the
global substrate is not forward biased, which will not happen,
if the input voltage is concealed within the supply voltages.
3 Bulk-controlled RVCO in strong inversion
The behavior of the RVCO depends on the operation region
of the transistors. It can be assumed that all nodes are com-
pletely charged or discharged during an oscillation period.
This means that the drain-source voltage across the transis-
tor that is about to be turned on is Vdd, while the gate-source
voltage will be lower than the drain-source voltage. Assum-
ing that the supply voltage is high, the transistor will saturate
when the gate-source voltage passes the threshold voltage
(Vth). To a crude approximation the saturation drain current
is given by
I =
W
2L
µeff Cox (Vgs − Vth)
2 (6)
where W and L are transistor dimensions, µeff is the effec-
tive carrier mobility, and Cox is the oxide capacitance. The
maximum current used in (4) is obtained from (6) when the
gate-source voltage equals Vdd. It is seen that Vth is in the
equation for the drain current thus a model of the bulk depen-
dency of Vth is needed. When the bulk source voltage VBS is
increased, the depletion area and thus the space charge is re-
duced. Due to charge neutrality through the MOS structure,
the threshold voltage will be reduced according to [9]:
Vth = Vt0 + γ (
√
2 f − VBS −
√
2 f ) + K B VBS (7)
where Vt0 is Vth when VBS = 0, γ is a process constant and
f is the surface potential of the MOS transistor. The last
term is a secondary short-channel effect. It is seen from the
equations that if VBS is increased, Vth is reduced. This results
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in an increased current in the transistor and thus an increased
oscillation frequency. Now (6) is rewritten as:
ID =
W
2L
µeff Cox
(
V 2dd + V
2
th − 2Vdd Vth
)
. (8)
To operate in strong inversion, Vdd > Vth is required, and
the term with linear dependency to Vth will dominate. If the
constant part of (7) is replaced with K = Vt0 − γ
√
2 f
and the bulk-voltage dependent part is replaced with y =√
2 f − VBS , a first-order approximation of the current can
be written as:
ID =
W
2L
µeff Cox
(
V 2dd + K
2
 − 2Vdd K
+ γ 2 y2 − 2γ (Vdd − K)y
)
. (9)
When Vdd is high, the linear dependency on y is dominating,
and the current will grow with a power to VBS larger than
one. When Vdd is reduced, the linear second-order effect in
(7) becomes more important, making the dependency more
linear.
In a real RVCO the load capacitance as well as µeff [11]
will also be dependent on the bulk voltage. Reducing Vdd,
and thus the primary effects, increases the influence of the
secondary effects. These, in turn, reduce the oscillation fre-
quency when VBS is increased, and will increase the linearity
in a limited VBS range for low supply voltages in the strong
inversion region. This is illustrated by a spectreRF simula-
tion of a 5-stage RVCO based on BSIM3v3 parameters from
a 0.13 µm CMOS process.
A plot of the oscillation frequency versus the tuning volt-
age VBS, for Vdd = 600 mV, is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 RVCO transfer function for a 5 stage RVCO simulated in
SpectreRF
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Fig. 3 Sensitivity of 5 stage RVCO normalized to their minimum
value with supply voltages of 1.2 V and 0.6 V
Linearity is however difficult to detect from the frequency
output, but high linearity means a constant sensitivity Ks and
thus nonlinearities is easily detectable from the sensitivity.
According to (1) Ks is found as the first derivative of the
output frequency with respect to input voltage (i.e., Ks =
∂ f/∂VBS). In Fig. 3 the increased influence of second-order
effects at low supply voltages is illustrated by the sensitivity,
for supply voltages of 1.2 V and 600 mV. Both plots are
normalized to the value of the sensitivity for VBS = 0.6 V.
It should be added that only the bulk voltage of the n-MOS
transistors is controlled which according to (5) reduces the
sensitivity compared to the case where both transistors are
controlled in (4). Both n-MOS and p-MOS bulk could be
controlled, but it would require two different voltage levels
dependent on each other, which is difficult to accomplish.
The sensitivity corresponding to the frequency plot in
Fig. 2 is seen (without normalization) in Fig. 4. A measure
of the nonlinearity of the transfer function of the VCO is
given by
NL =
Ks
2Ks−mean
100% (10)
(see Fig. 4). The nonlinearity is 0.5% over an input range
of 0.6 V with a supply of 600 mV. However, if the supply
voltage is higher, the nonlinearity increases, and e.g. at Vdd
= 0.9 V the nonlinearity is 6.0% over an input range of 0.6 V
and the sensitivity curve is monotonically increasing.
4 Bulk-controlled RVCO in weak inversion
In many applications low supply voltages are desired. In
these applications the RVCO is advantageous, and it has been
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Fig. 4 Sensitivity of the RVCO illustrates a nonlinearity of 0.5%
reported to function down to 80 mV [8]. When Vdd decreases
below Vth the channel in the transistors can no longer exist,
and they are working in the weak inversion region. This
means that the current expression is not given by (6), but
depends exponentially on Vgs as in a bipolar transistor. Vth
influences the drain current according to [10]
I = I0e(Vgs−Vth )/nVT
(
1 − e−δ
VDS
VT
)
(11)
where I0 is a proportionality constant, VT is the thermal
voltage, δ and n are fitting parameters, and VDS is the drain-
source voltage. The maximum current is found, as a function
of Vth, when Vgs = Vdd. The last term in (11) can be included
in I0.
The threshold voltage Vth is, according to the approxima-
tion given by (7), independent of the operation region of the
transistor. This means that the maximum current, and thus
the frequency in weak inversion, is proportional to
ID ∝ e−γ
√
2φ f −VBS/nVT . (12)
This implies that ID is a function of VBS to a power higher than
one, and the sensitivity of the RVCO will be increasing with
VBS. To obtain linearity, this effect should be compensated.
When Vgs is replaced with Vdd, it is seen from (11) that
a reduction of Vdd will decrease ID, and this effect can be
used as a feedback mechanism on ID. The feedback can be
obtained with so-called soft rails by providing the supply
voltage in the inverters through a biased transistor, as shown
in Fig. 5.
When VBS is increased, Vth is reduced, and the average
current in the bias transistor ηID is increased. This will cause
an increased drain-source voltage across the bias transistor,
and the negative feedback is obtained. The bias transistor
Vbias
Fig. 5 RVCO with soft rails
will also be operating in weak inversion with a constant Vgs
and Vth. According to (11) the drain source voltage of the
bias transistor is given from the average current ID−B as
VDS−B = −
VT
δ
ln
(
1 − ID−B
I0−B
)
(13)
where I0−B = I0e(Vbias−Vth )/nVT . The length of the bias tran-
sistor changes the curvature of the (I,V) characteristic. To
maximize the linear tuning range, it should be short. How-
ever, if it becomes too short it will not be able to provide
sufficient feedback. SpectreRF simulations with BSIM3v3
parameters from the 0.13 µm process of two (I,V) character-
istics for bias transistors with different lengths can be seen
in Fig. 6.
The width of the bias transistor and the gate bias voltage
Vbias adjust the work point to a portion of the (I,V) character-
istic where the curvature provides the desired feedback. The
principle is illustrated with a SpectreRF simulation of the
frequency and sensitivity in Figs. 7 and 8. The same process
as in the strong inversion simulation is used, and the supply
voltage is 200 mV. It is seen that the nonlinearity is improved
from 27 to 2.4% when soft rails are used, at the expense of
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Fig. 6 SpectreRF simulation of (I,V) characteristic of two bias tran-
sistors with lengths of 0.13 µm and 0.2 µm
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Fig. 8 Sensitivity of the RVCO in weak inversion supplied with 0.2 V
with and without soft rails
a lower sensitivity. It should be mentioned that simulations
in weak inversion are often not very reliable. This should
not affect the principle, but good performances for the cir-
cuit just described are likely to be obtained only after some
prototyping.
5 Fabrication and noise immunity considerations
The above derivations are made from crude approximations,
where as in the simulations much more advanced BSIM3v3
models are implemented and this result should be closer to
the measurement on a real chip. To know the worst case re-
sult in a fabricated circuit, it is however important to consider
process variations, noise rejection and stability to tempera-
ture variations. The main focus will be on improvements or
deteriorations when the soft rail biasing is implemented.
Impact from process variations, is studied through corner
and Monte Carlo simulations. In corner simulations the worst
case situations is simulated and the slow/fast and fast/slow
transistor corners are compared to the typical situation.
In a ring oscillator the oscillation frequency is directly
affected by the speed of the transistor through the time de-
lay td (3). This is however not directly important because
a different oscillation is only changing the DC value at the
output of the FDSM (2). The absolute size of the sensitivity
is more important, because it is controlling the gain in the
FDSM. On the other hand, because the limiting factor for
the SNDR in the FDSM is linearity, a gain error, depending
on the application, can be considered secondary. The most
important impact from the process variation is deterioration
of the linearity.
In these simulations only the n-MOS bulk is controlled re-
sulting in major changes to sensitivity in a corner simulation
because the transistor in the slow corner will be dominating
the overall time delay of the inverter. When the n-MOS is in
the slow corner, the output frequency is much more sensitive
to input voltage changes than when the p-MOS is in the slow
corner. This is a disadvantage when using only n-MOS input,
but an advantage is, that the linearity is much less sensitive
than when both n and p-MOS inputs are used.
In the strong inversion operation, where the nonlinearity
was 0.5% without process spreading and mismatch, corner
simulations showed that the worst case nonlinearity is 3.3%,
which is acceptable as a worst case. A more reasonable result
can be found through the 200 sample Monte Carlo simulation
including both process variation and mismatch in Fig. 9. It
is seen, that the nonlinearity will normally be limited to
a value below 1%. In this case the oscillation frequency is
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Fig. 9 Monte Carlo simulation on the nonlinearity including 200
samples supplied with 0.6 V
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Fig. 10 Monte Carlo simulation on the nonlinearity including 200
samples supplied with 0.2 V
roughly independent of the corners, because a slow transistor
is compensated by a fast transitor.
This is different in weak inversion where the soft rail is
implemented as a p-MOS transistor. Due to this bias tran-
sistor, the oscillation frequency is changed quite much. If
the bias voltage is fixed, the biasing in the corner simulation
is changed, and the nonlinearity increases to an unaccept-
able level of 40%. The 200 sample Monte Carlo simulation
in Fig. 10 indicates, that the nonlinearity will usually be
smaller than what was found in the corner simulation, even
though it often increases above 5% without tuning. A major
advantage of the soft rail transistor is however, that if the bias
voltage is tuned after fabrication, the influence from process
variations on the linearity can be removed.
The influence from temperature changes are simulated
at 0 and 70oC. In this temperature range, the nonlinear-
ity increases to approximately 50% in the worst case for
strong-inversion operations. In this case the strong-inversion
simulations revealed a linearity slightly more dependent on
temperature than weak-inversion simulations. Another im-
portant advantage in the weak-inversion soft-rail approach
is again that a temperature dependent bias input should be
able to compensate the temperature dependency. Depen-
dent on the compensation circuit shown as a blackbox in
Fig. 11, this system can reduce the temperature dependency
much.
The noise found in the spectrum at the output of the FDSM
can arise internally or externally. Assuming the clock signal
has low enough jitter, the digital circuit can be assumed
noiseless. This is a reasonable assumption, because clock
jitter noise will be first-order shaped together with the quan-
tization noise. The internal noise is produced in the RVCO,
and is seen as phase noise at the output of the RVCO. At
+
+
Compensation
circuit
Temperature
sensor
Process
compensated bias
Fig. 11 Oscillator with soft rail transistor, process and temperature
compensation
this point the signal is converted into phase, and the RVCO
noise is thus directly added to the signal. The phase noise is
dominated by 1/f 2 and 1/f 3 noise around the carrier. This is
noise power, and it can be referred to the output if multiplied
by f 2 due to the digital differentiation. It is therefore seen as
white noise and 1/f noise at the output. At low frequencies
where quantization noise is negligible, it is optimal, in terms
of total power consumption to have a noise at the output lim-
ited by the power consumption of the RVCO, and because
the phase noise is proportional to the power consumption of
the RVCO, it is necessary to have a good noise rejection to
the external sources.
When discussing noise rejection, the noise in the signal
band at the input has the same transfer function as the signal,
and will not be discussed. In the strong inversion there is
thus only the supply voltage that works as a noise input. The
output has a high sensitivity to the supply voltage, and thus
a stable and low-noise supply voltage is needed.
When simulating the noise rejection originating from the
supply voltage, phase noise is added to the supply voltage,
and phase noise on the output is studied. From this result the
phase noise gain (PNG) from supply to output is found.
When the soft rail approach is applied, an extra input
which can inject noise is introduced. On the other hand the
bias transistor is changing the PNG, and it is relevant to com-
pare PNG for the four cases shown in Fig. 12. In circuit A
there is no soft rail bias transistor, and the supply is thus the
only noise input. When the soft rail transistor is included,
noise is injected both in the bias terminal as in circuit B,
where the noise is modulated on the bias current through
gm or through the supply voltage as in circuit C or D. The
difference between these two circuits is, that in C the bias
voltage is referred to the source of the transistor and in D
the bias voltage is referred to ground. In C the gate source
voltage is unaffected by the noise, and the noise is absorbed
in the drain source voltage which is only modulating the bias
current slightly. Contrary in D the noise is directly modu-
lated on the bias through gm of the transistor. It should be
remembered that if the noise is injected on the supply voltage
inside the chip, the noise is injected as in circuit D even with
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Fig. 12 Four cases of noise injection in the oscillator (A) Supply
noise without soft rail (B) Noise injected in the bias input (C) Supply
noise when bias voltage is referred to chip supply with soft rail and (D)
Supply noise when bias is referred to ground with soft rail
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Fig. 13 Phase noise gain simulations for the four circuits illustrated
in Fig. 12
the bias voltage referred to the supply voltage on the outside
of the chip.
PNG simulation results for the four circuits can be seen
in Fig. 13. The PNG simulations is a small signal periodic
steady state simulation. White voltage noise is modulating
the charging current and thus the output frequency. For low
noise frequencies it is expected that the first order harmonic
output frequency is directly modulated by the input fre-
quency. This is also seen to be the case as the PNG shows a
straight line in a log-log plot indicating an integration (2).
It is also seen, that the standard ring oscillator topology
without soft rails results in a high PNG. When soft rails
are included, the PNG is reduced by a factor of 3 when the
bias is referred to ground. As expected the PNG is reduced
even more when the bias voltage is referred to the supply
voltage. When the soft rails are included, the noise on the
bias is also important. As expected the PNG in circuit B is
comparable to circuit D. Even when both supply and bias
noise are included, it is seen, that the simulations indicates
that less noise is transferred to the output when the soft rail
approach is used.
6 Conclusion
Modulation linearity was discussed for inverter-ring voltage-
controlled oscillators (RVCOs). This type of VCO was found
to be a good realization for the integrator in an FDSM, where
linearity in the conversion between input voltage and output
frequency is important.
The RVCO was studied in two situations: when the sup-
ply voltage is high enough to bring the transistors in strong
inversion, and when the supply voltage is low, forcing the
transistors in weak inversion.
In strong inversion the influence from second-order ef-
fects was seen to be controlled by the supply voltage, where
a lowering of the supply voltage increased the influence of
these effects. Through simulations it was shown that, when
the optimal supply voltage (0.6 V in this simulation) was
found, the nonlinearity could be reduced to 0.5% for a full
scale input signal. Corner and Monte Carlo simulations indi-
cated, that if process variations and mismatch are included,
the nonlinearity could increase up to 3.3% but will normally
be within 1%.
In weak inversion it was seen that the modulation is gen-
erally nonlinear. The linearity was shown to be greatly im-
proved by using soft rails for the supply voltage to the RVCO
inverters. Through simulations on a RVCO supplied with
0.2 V this principle was shown to improve the nonlinearity
from 27 to 2.4% for a full scale input.
Corner and Monte Carlo simulations indicated in this case
that the nonlinearity often would be between 5 and 10%
and could reach unacceptable values as high as 40% when
process variations and mismatch was considered.
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Abstract—Thispaperpresentsa 90nm CMOS Σ∆ A/D
modulatoroperatingwitha supplyvoltage of 0.2V, welbe-
low the thresholdvoltage of the transistors. The modulator
isanopen-loopfirst-orderarchitecture basedona frequency-
modulatedintermediate signal, generatedina ringvoltage-
controledoscilator. The linearityof the modulatorisgreatly
improvedbythe adoptionof a so-caledsoft-railinthe oscilator.
Measurementsshow a dynamicrange of 52dBovera 20kHz
signalbandwidthwitha samplingfrequencyof 3.4MHz, fora
totalpowerconsumptionaslow as0.44µW. The corresponding
peakSNDRis44.2dB, while the peakSNRis47.4dB.
I. INTRODUCTION
A consumer market demandingever smaler portable de-
vicesis, together withtechnology scaling, increasingthe
requirementson low voltage supply andlow power con-
sumption. Even thoughthe MOSthresholdvoltage in future
technologiescan be assumedtocontinue decreasing, circuits
containingtransistorsoperatingin stronginversion wilvery
likely become even more problematictodesign than they
already are.
TraditionalΣ∆ converters, bothcontinuous- anddiscrete-
time, make use of operationalamplifiers, andare thusdepen-
dent on a supply voltage sufficiently higher than the MOS
thresholdvoltage. In these converters, the feedbacksignal
needstobe higher than the input signal, whichreducesthe
input signaltoa fraction of the supply voltage. Thus, if high
resolution isrequired, the noise in the amplifiersneedstobe
very low, at the expense of power consumption.
The systempresentedin thispaper isa frequency-to-digital
Σ∆ modulator (FDSM)[1], where the input signalunder-
goesfrequency modulation. An advantage of usingfrequency
modulation isthat the noise requirementsin the internal
circuitsare not directly relatedtothe available supply voltage.
Furthermore, the FDSMdoesnotmakeuseof feedback,sothat
the maximumamplitude of the input signalisnot constrained
asin feedback-basedΣ∆ converters.
Thistype of modulator includesa voltage-controledos-
cilator (VCO)providingan integration of the input signal,
a technique that hasbeen previously demonstratedwithan
inverter-ringVCO(RVCO)controledfromthe supply voltage
[1]. In the present work, the VCOisan RVCOwhere the
controlterminalisthe bulkcontact of the transistors, which,
thankstoa dual-welprocess, ispossible for bothnMOSand
pMOSdevices. ThisRVCO topology enablesoperationsat
extremely low supply voltages, providesa highimpedance to
the input signal, andeven opensupthe possibility of having
input voltagesexceedingthesupply voltagein boththepositive
andthe negative direction.
Since the modulator operatesin an open-loopfashion, the
intrinsiclinearity of itsblocksbecomesextremely important,
toavoidintroducingdistortion in the output signal. For this
reason, linearity isthe main concern in the design of the
RVCO, since the RVCO itself doesnot provide a linear
frequencymodulation. However, the RVCOlinearity isgreatly
improvedby the adoption of a soft-rail, where the supply
voltage tothe RVCOisdeliveredthrougha voltage-biased
transistor. The feedbackprovidedby the soft railenhancesthe
linearity of the systemby some 20dB.
II. Σ∆ CONVERSION WITH INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
MODULATION
The FDSM is, unlike the traditionalΣ∆ converter, a Σ∆
modulator without feedback. Themajor advantageof feedback
isthat nonlinearitiesin the forwardpathof the modulator
are suppressedby a highloopgain. Thismeansthat low-
order single-bit modulatorsare simple todesign. When a
higher quantization noise suppression isneeded, though, the
single-loophigher-order modulatorstendtobecome unstable,
andwhen a multi-bit quantizer isused, nonlinearitiesare
introducedby the D/A conversion in the feedbackpath.
Modulatorswithout feedback, on the other hand, are always
stable. However, since their nonlinearitiesare not mitigated
by feedback, they must exhibit a sufficiently highintrinsic
linearity. It may be worthnoticingthat digitalcorrection of
the nonlinearity ispossible, tothe extent that the nonlinearity
itself isknown.
The blockdiagramin Fig. 1 showsthe implementedFDSM,
where the input signalisfirst integrated, andsubsequently
appliedtothe quantizer, whichcan be single-bit or multi-bit.
The output of the quantizer isa digitalbit streamcontaining
the integratedinput signalwiththe additionalquantization
noise. A digitaldifferentiator folowsthe quantizer, which
meansthat the digitalrepresentationof the analoginput signal
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Fig. 1. BlockdiagramoftheFDSM.
is foundatthe outputof the modulator. The quantization
noise, however, is subjectedtodifferentiationonly, which
is equivalenttohighpass filtering. Thus, the signaltransfer
functionandnoise transferfunctioninthe FDSMare the same
as ina traditionalfirst-orderΣ∆ modulator.
A digitaldifferentiationD(z) is givenby
D(z) = (1 − z−1)
which, ina standardsingle-bitarchitecture, is easily accom-
plishedwithone flip-flopimplementingthe delay, anda XOR
gate performingthe modulo-2subtraction.
The integrator could theoreticaly be a traditional
operational-amplifier-based voltage integrator, but this
solutionwouldrequire a highsupply voltage, andwould
therefore be inferiortothe standardΣ∆ converteremploying
feedback. Inthe FDSM, the integrationis obtainedinside an
RVCO, where the free-runningoscilationfrequency fc is
modulatedby the control(input) signalvin (t) via the RVCO
gainconstantKo. The phase θ(t) of the oscilationwaveform
is therefore writenas
θ(t) = 2pi
∫ t
−∞
(fc + Ko vin (τ))d τ (1)
whichshows thatthe desiredintegrationof the inputsignal
has indeedbeenobtained. Atthe same time, the integrationof
fc gives, afterthe folowingdigitaldifferentiation, aneasily
removedDC offset. The key advantage affordedby the RVCO
integratoris thatinverters are capable of operatinginweak
inversion, where they have beenshowntobe functionalat
supply voltages as low as 93mV ina 0.6µm process [2].
Signalquantizationmustbe performedincombinationwith
a phase detector; however, only zero-crossings needtobe
detectedina single-bitquantizer; inthis case, phase detector
andquantizertogetherturnouttobe embodiedby a single
flip-flop.
A complete first-ordersingle-bitFDSM is showninFig. 2,
where the RVCO is made of anoddnumberof bulk-controled
inverters. One RVCO node is tappedintoa flip-flopquantizing
the phase signal, folowedby a secondflip-flopanda XOR
gate implementingthe signaldifferentiation. The XOR output
is the desiredΣ∆ bitstream.
Ina first-ordersingle-bitmodulator, the signaltoquantiza-
tionnoise ratio(SQNR) is givenby [1]:
SQ NR = 20 lo g
(√
2∆f
fs
)
−1 0 lo g
(
pi2
3 6
(
2fm a x
fs
)3)
(2)
Vin D Q
D Q
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Fig. 2. First-ordersingle-bitFDSM.
where ∆f is the maximum frequency deviationfrom fc
(correspondingtothe maximum amplitude excursionof the
inputsignal), fs is the samplingfrequency, andfm a x is the
maximum frequency of the inputsignal. The SQNR canbe
improvedby adoptinga multi-bitquantizer, which, however,
increases the complexity of the circuitinFig. 2. A simpler
way toincrease the SQNR is totake advantage of the multiple
outputnodes inthe RVCO; infact, itcanbe shown[1]that
the SQNR increases by 20 lo g (m), whenm RVCO nodes are
utilized.
From(2), itwouldseem thatthe SQNR does notdependon
fc; however, consideringthat∆f is proportionaltofc itself,
itis clearthata way of improvingthe SQNR is toincrease
fc.
III. VCO DESIGN
Ithas beenmentionedthatthe fundamentaladvantage of
the RVCO-basedFDSMis the capability of deepsubthreshold
operations, thereby alowingthe use of unprecedentedly low
supply voltages inthe Σ∆ modulator. Associatedwiththis,
however, is the importantdrawback thatnonlinearities inthe
RVCO gainKo are notsuppressedby feedback onthe input
signal.
The oscilatorfrequency inthe RVCO is [3]
fc = η
Id s,m a x
2NCLVd d
(3)
where N is the numberof inverters inthe ring, CL is the
loadcapacitance seenby eachinverter, Vd d is the supply
voltage, Id s,m a x is the maximum draincurrentchargingCL
duringa transition, andη is a scalingparameter, where
ηId s,m a x is the meancurrentconsumedby the oscilator. In
principle, fc canbe controledthroughone ormore of the
parameters CL, Vd d andId s,m a x in(3). Controlof CL can
be obtainedwithdifferenttypes of varactors, resultingina
possibly wide tuningrange, buta very limitedlinearity. Using
Vd d as controlterminalresults ina goodlinearity, butalsoin
a quite limitedinputrange, anda low andtime-variantinput
impedance, whichis undesirable. ControlingId s,m a x through
the bulk terminalof the transistors (i.e., by modulatingthe
transistorthresholdvoltage Vth ) yields a muchmore optimal
inputimpedance. Inweak inversion, the draincurrentId s in
the MOStransistordepends exponentialy onthe gate-source
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Fig. 3. RVCOwithsoftVdd rail.
voltage Vgs asina bipolartransistor, accordingto [4]
Id s = I0e
(Vgs−Vt h )/ n VT
(
1− e−δ
Vd s
VT
)
(4)
where I0 isa process-dependentcurrent, Vd s isthe drain-
source voltage, δ andn are fitingparameters, andVT isthe
thermalvoltage, amountingto approximately 26mV atroom
temperature. From (4), itcanbe shownthatthe maximum
draincurrentId s,m a x hasthe folowingproportionality [5]:
Id s,m a x ∝ e−γ
√
2φf−Vb s/ n VT (5)
where γ isaprocessconstant, φf isthesurfacepotentialofthe
MOStransistor, andVb s isthe bulk-source voltage. Clearly,
Id s,m a x isa functionofVb s to a powerhigherthanunity, and
thiswilinevitably introduce distortion.
Itcanbe noticedthat, since the second-orderderivative of
Id s,m a x withrespectto Vb s isalwayspositive, the first-order
derivative ofthe RVCOgainKo ispositive aswel, andthus
a negative feedbackreducingthe oscilationfrequency when
Vb s isincreasedishighly desirable, asthisresultsina more
linearKo. Since the maximum value ofVgs in(4)isequal
to Vd d , itisclearthatId s,m a x isexponentialy dependenton
Vd d , whichresultsina strongly reducedcurrentwhenVd d is
decreased. Thiscanbe usedto improve the linearity ofthe
RVCOby usinga soft-railtechnique, where Vd d isdelivered
to the RVCOthrougha pMOSbiastransistor, asshownin
Fig. 3.
The principleisthat, whenVb s isincreased, Id s increasesas
wel, resultinginanincreasedmeantotalcurrentconsumption
inthe RVCO, whichflowsthroughthesoft-railtransistor. This,
inturn, hasa fixedgate-source voltage, andthusitsdrain-
source voltage wilincrease withanincreaseddraincurrent.
Seenfrom the RVCO, thisisequivalentto a reductioninthe
supply voltage, andthe desirednegative feedbackonId s and
Ko isthusobtained. Seenfrom anotherpointofview, this
approachtradesmodulationdepth(since bothVd d andId s are
reducedin(3))foranimprovedlinearity.
The amountoflinearizationobtainedcanbe controled
throughthe dimensionsandthe biasvoltage ofthe soft-rail
transistor.
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Fig. 4. Modulationlinearityimprovementwiththesoftrailtechnique.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A complete single-bitFDSM hasbeenimplementedina
standard90nm CMOSprocess. The core ofthe modulator
includesa 15stage RVCO, where bothnMOSandpMOSbulk
terminalsare controlable. The flip-flopsare standardmaster-
slave realizations, andthe XOR gate isbuiltwithNOR logic
cels. The designincludesalso a readoutcircuitconsistingof
five additionalflip-flopsandoutputbufers. The active die area
is100µm×2 00µm;a chipphotographisnotincluded, since
aldetailsare hiddenbehinddummy metalpaternsaddedby
the foundry.
TheFDSM wasfoundto be operationalwithapowersupply
downto 0.18V, while almeasurementspresentedhere are
obtainedwithVd d = 0.2 0V. Withthe pMOSbulktiedto the
supply andthe nMOSbulktiedto ground, fc isapproximately
14MHz, withasensitivity of10MHz/V. Thisresultisobtained
witha soft-railtransistorbiasvoltage ofapproximately 0V,
whichisalso the biasvoltage providingmaximum linearity.
Sucha value offc istoo highto alow oversamplinginthe
quantizerandinthe diferentiator;thisisnot, however, a
severe limitation, since undersamplingisalowed[1], trading
a reducedSNR fora reducedpowerconsumption. The power
consumedby the oscilatoris0.18µW (0.2V×0.9µA). The
totalcore powerconsumptionis0.44µW (0.2V×2.2µA)at
the samplingfrequency of3.4MHz.
The influence ofthe soft-railtransistorisilustratedin
Fig. 4, where the oscilationfrequency ofthe RVCOisploted
asa functionofthe inputvoltage. The biasvoltage ofthe
soft-railtransistorwasadjustedto linearize Ko forvaluesof
the input(control)signalinthe vicinity of0V. The soft-rail
transistorcannotbe bypassed, butby applyingalargenegative
voltage (e.g., -1V)to itsgate, itwasefectively turnedinto
a shortcircuit. The linearity ofthe curvesinFig. 4 isclearly
improvedwhenthe soft-railisactive, atthe expense ofa
reducedmodulationdepth. The increasedlinearity resultsin
a 20dBhigherspurious-free dynamicrange (SFDR)inthe
outputspectrum, whenthe inputsignalis10dBbelow its
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maximum level.
The outputspectrum correspondingto maximum SNDR
isshowninFig. 5. The SNRislimitedbywhite noise up
to the audio bandlimitof20kHz. Fig. 6 showsbothSNR
andSNDRasfunctionsofthe amplitude ofthe inputsignal.
The maximum SNDRis44.2dB,andthe maximum SNRis
47.4dB,bothmeasuredwitha 4kHzinputtone overthe ful
audio bandfrom 20Hzto 20kHz. The dynamicrange (DR)
isapproximately52dB.
No previouslydemonstratedmodulatorshave beenoper-
atingonsupplyvoltagesaslow as0.2V. Therefore,the
performance ofthe modulatoriscomparedto the state-of-the-
artthroughthe wel-knownfigure-of-merit(FoM)[6]
FoM=
P
2BW · 2N
(6)
TABLEI
SUMMARY OF MEASURED PERFORMANCE.
Clockfrequency 3.4MHz
Signalbandwidth 20kHz
DR 52dB
PeakSNR 47.4dB
PeakSNDR 44.2dB
Supply voltage 200mV
Powerconsumption 0.44µW
Active chipdimensions 100x200µm2
FoM 57fJ/conversion
Technology 90nmtriplewelCMOS
where P isthe power consumption, BW isthe signal
bandwidth, andN isthe efective number ofbitsofthe
converter, which ishere calculatedto 7.6from the SNR
data. Thisresultsinthe very low FoM of57fJ/conversion.
Comparedto other state-of-the-artaudio converters(see
e.g. [7][8]), the achievedresultisvery competitive. The
performance ofthe modulator issummarizedinTable I.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Acomplete analog-to-digitalmodulatorprovidingfirst-order
Σ∆ noise shapinghasbeenpresented. The modulator, which
adoptsanopen-looparchitecture, isbasedona VCOinte-
gratingthe inputsignal, folowedby a digitaldiferentiation.
The 90nmCMOSprototype alowsoperationsata 200mV
supply voltage, for a power consumptionofonly 0.44µW. To
improve the linearity ofthe frequency modulationperformed
inthe VCO, a soft-railbiastransistor isusedinthe VCO,
which resultsina 20dBlinearity improvement. The SNDR,
SNR andDR performancesofthe modulator were measured
to 44.2dB, 47.4dBand52dB, respectively, over a ful20kHz
audio signalband.
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